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Abstract

The efficient parallel execution of scientific applications is a key challenge in high-performance com-
puting (HPC). With growing parallelism and heterogeneity of compute resources as well as increasingly
complex software, performance analysis has become an indispensable tool in the development and opti-
mization of parallel programs. It is a recurring task as HPC systems and their software stack are regularly
replaced and applications have to be ported to the new execution environment.
This thesis presents a framework for systematic performance analysis of scalable, heterogeneous appli-
cations. Based on event traces, it automatically detects the critical path and inefficiencies that result in
waiting or idle time, e.g. due to load imbalances between parallel execution streams. The building blocks
of the analysis are patterns of inefficient execution in the parallelization at process and thread level and
in computation offloading. The latter is, compared to the other two, a relatively new programming model
in HPC. As a prerequisite for the analysis of heterogeneous programs, this thesis specifies inefficiency
patterns for computation offloading. Furthermore, an essential contribution was made to the development
of tool interfaces for OpenACC and OpenMP, which enable a portable data acquisition and a subsequent
analysis for programs with offload directives. The specified runtime events also enable the tracking of de-
pendencies between tasks and thus between program regions on the host and offloaded tasks. At present,
these interfaces are already part of the latest OpenACC and OpenMP API specification.
The aforementioned work, existing preliminary work, and established analysis methods are combined
into a generic analysis process, which can be applied across programming models. Based on the detection
of wait or idle states, which can propagate over several levels of parallelism, the analysis identifies wasted
computing resources and their root cause as well as the critical-path share for each program region. Thus,
it determines the influence of program regions on the load balancing between execution streams and the
program runtime. The analysis results include a summary of the detected inefficiency patterns and a
program trace, enhanced with information about wait states, their cause, and the critical path. In addition,
a ranking highlights program regions that are relevant for program optimization. The ranking criteria is
the amount of waiting time a program region caused on the critical path.
The thesis concludes with a description of the performance analysis framework, its implementation, and
application. The scalability is demonstrated using High-Performance Linpack (HPL), while the analysis
results are validated with synthetic programs. A scientific application that uses MPI, OpenMP, and
CUDA simultaneously is investigated in order to show the applicability of the analysis.
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1 Introduction

Most parallel programs offer optimization potential, which, if left unused, wastes an unpredictable
amount of computer resources. Especially in high-performance computing (HPC), where scientific sim-
ulations can execute on thousands of interconnected compute nodes concurrently, a small inefficiency
can have a large impact at scale. In addition, the hierarchical parallelism of computing systems with
heterogeneous hardware increases the complexity of application development and thus the challenge
of efficient parallelization and load balancing. In November 2018, seven systems in the top 10 of the
TOP500 [MSD+] fastest supercomputers in the world were heterogeneous systems with accelerators or
coprocessors.
Performance analysis is an indispensable tool to detect execution inefficiencies and optimize applications
for such complex systems. As waiting or idle time can propagate over multiple levels of parallelism, e.g.
from a delayed task on an accelerator over host threads to another compute node, the actual cause of
an inefficiency might be difficult to find. Hence, there is a need for a holistic analysis that covers all
parallelization layers in a program.
Due to the regular replacement of HPC systems and changes in the software environment, performance
optimization is also a recurring task. It can be significantly shortened by prioritizing inefficiencies and
program regions appropriately and thus preventing unnecessary local optimizations that have a negli-
gible influence on the overall runtime. Such a systematic approach requires a sophisticated analysis,
which nevertheless can be executed in a timely manner, even for large-scale applications with hybrid
parallelization.
In HPC, MPI+X has been established to develop scalable heterogeneous programs [GS13]. While the
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the defacto standard for communication between nodes, prominent
X-models for node-local parallelization are OpenMP, OpenACC, OpenCL, and CUDA [MLP+17]. Due
to the variety and the combined use of multiple X-models, performance analysis becomes more complex.

Main Contribution

This thesis proposes a framework for systematic performance analysis of scalable, heterogeneous ap-
plications, which covers process- and thread-level parallelism as well as computation offloading. It
addresses two essential aspects that have so far been neglected: potential inefficiencies with computa-
tion offloading and generic analyses across programming models. Furthermore, established analyses
are combined in such a way that inefficiencies and program regions can be prioritized to enable a more
focused optimization process.
In HPC, computation offloading is a relatively new programming concept, compared to process- and
thread-level parallelization. On the basis of common offload application programming interfaces (APIs),
the underlying programming model is examined and generic inefficiency patterns are specified. In the
context of this thesis, a significant contribution was also made to the specification of the tool interfaces
for OpenACC and OpenMP, which build the basis for corresponding performance data collection and
subsequent analysis.
Using this groundwork and existing preliminary work on performance analysis of MPI and OpenMP
applications, a generic analysis is presented. Based on wait and idle states, it determines wasted com-
puting resources and their cause as well as the influence of program regions on the load balancing and
the overall program runtime. The analysis results are presented in form of a program region profile, a
summary of all inefficiencies, and timelines. In the core analyses, the implementation is independent of
APIs and can detect further inefficiencies and wait states by adding new analysis rules. It is applied to
synthetic and real-world programs to validate the applicability, correctness, and scalability.
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Structure of this Thesis

After the brief introduction to the topic of this thesis, the first part of Chapter 2 describes heteroge-
neous systems as a target platform for the developed performance analysis. The second part describes
the most relevant programming models and APIs that are used on such systems, including a short intro-
duction to computation offloading as an additional parallelization layer next to process- and thread-level
parallelization. The following Chapter 3 discusses the state-of-the-art in performance monitoring and
analysis as well as related software tools. After discussing previous work in this area of research, the
following chapters present the contribution of this thesis. The first part of Chapter 4 specifies potential
inefficiencies in the execution of programs with computation offloading. To enable a reasonable analysis
of programs with OpenACC and OpenMP target directives, respective tool interfaces are presented in
the second part of the chapter. Based on this preliminary work, Chapter 5 presents the proposed generic
analysis for scalable heterogeneous programs and their requirements on the performance data. To vali-
date the analysis, its implementation in a software tool as well as its application to synthetic programs
and a scientific use case are described in Chapter 6. Moreover, the scalability is demonstrated. Chapter 7
concludes this thesis with a summary of the scientific contribution and an outlook on future work.

Formatting and Terminology

To ease reading, different font styles are used. Italics highlights the introduction of new terms or terms
that are taken from the original sources or referenced figures. Typewriter font is used for function
names and code segments.
The term accelerator refers to compute devices, which are attached to a host processor to speed up
parts of the computational workload. As the implied acceleration is not given, other names are also
used synonymously. For example, Intel calls their Xeon Phi extension boards coprocessors, whereas the
programming APIs CUDA and OpenCL use the term device. The OpenACC API specification describes
directives for accelerators and OpenMP provides device constructs for target devices. For abstraction,
the terms offloading device, compute device, or only device are used.
In the context of this thesis, the terms heterogeneous computing, heterogeneous program, heterogeneous
hardware, and heterogeneous system refer to the coexistence or combined use of central processing units
(CPUs) and additional compute devices.
Computation offloading describes the programming model used by programming APIs such as CUDA,
OpenCL, OpenACC, and OpenMP target. In HPC, this refers to the offloading of computational work-
load from a host CPU to other compute devices.
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2 Heterogeneous High Performance Computing

Today’s computing systems are usually composed of heterogeneous computing resources, often with ad-
ditional many-core processors such as graphics processing units (GPUs) or Intel Many Integrated Core
(MIC) coprocessors. Referring to the 52nd TOP500 list [MSD+] of the fastest supercomputers, a sig-
nificant number of systems (137 out of 500, 27,4%, 7 in the top 10) utilize accelerator or coprocessor
technology. There are several reasons for the success of many-core devices in general-purpose comput-
ing. One reason is the efficient execution (also in terms of energy) of massively data-parallel workloads.
Another reason is the availability of GPUs in almost every computer, which provides virtually everyone
with access to heterogeneous hardware.
The use of heterogeneous hardware introduces additional challenges for software development. Usu-
ally, it is necessary to use an additional programming model or API. Another layer of parallel compute
resources also increases the complexity of load balancing. Furthermore, applications on heterogeneous
systems should benefit from advantages of different hardware architectures and compensate their indi-
vidual drawbacks, which requires knowledge of the functioning of each architecture. As a rule of thumb,
serial and hardly parallel parts of an application should be executed on a multi-core processor with high
single-core performance, whereas massively parallel parts are appropriate for offloading to many-core
processing units such as GPUs or Intel MIC coprocessors.
The first part of this chapter, section 2.1, gives an overview on current heterogeneous HPC system archi-
tectures. Section 2.2 provides more details on the currently widely used many-core device types GPUs
and Intel MIC. As basis for the contributions of this work, Section 2.3 introduces the offloading con-
cept and the currently most relevant programming APIs for the development of scalable applications on
heterogeneous system architectures.

2.1 System Architectures

Today’s large-scale systems are composed of multiple compute nodes, which are connected through a
network. A compute node is typically equipped with one or two multi-core CPUs, which share local
memory in the form of dynamic random access memory (DRAM). The major number of large-scale
systems and the fastest supercomputers in the world are distributed-memory systems, so called comput-
ing clusters, where nodes cannot address the memory of another node. Fast network interconnects are
either based on InfiniBand or they are proprietary such as Intel’s Omni-Path, NVIDIA’s NVLink, and
Cray’s Aries interconnect. The most common network topologies for large-scale systems are tree or
torus layouts [BDG+16].
There are also shared-memory systems based on non-uniform memory access (NUMA), where all CPUs
share a large amount of (virtual) memory. Large systems of this kind are distributed shared memory
systems, where the memory is distributed across nodes, but exposed as a shared resource. This allows
programs to use a large amount of (shared) memory. However, the locality of the memory is hidden to
the program. To achieve decent performance, remote memory accesses are tried to reduce to a minimum,
as they introduce an extra penalty. Shared-memory systems are not used at very large scale, as ensuring
coherence and memory consistency introduces additional costs [SSR95] and it is not required in most
scalable applications, which use message passing instead.
In general, heterogeneity of computing resources implies multiple different compute units or processors,
often also with different instruction set architectures (ISAs). Mostly, it means that a combination of CPU
and many-core processor is used. Figure 2.1 shows the conceptional composition of a heterogeneous
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Figure 2.1: Heterogeneous HPC clusters use multiple types of processors, e.g. one or two CPUs and
additional many-core devices per compute node. Different topologies are used to connect
compute nodes (illustration shows a 2D mesh). The interconnects are either proprietary or
they are based on InfiniBand or Gigabit Ethernet.

computing cluster, where each node is equipped with two CPUs and two GPUs. Current offloading
devices for HPC are equipped with high bandwidth memory (HBM), which is physically separated from
the node’s main memory. Hence, a heterogeneous compute node is already a distributed memory system.
A major bottleneck of heterogeneous HPC compute nodes has been the limited bandwidth of the Pe-
ripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) bus with about 32GByte/sec for PCIe 3.0. It is used
to communicate and exchange data between the CPU and the offloading device. GPUs from NVIDIA
and AMD as well as Intel’s Knights Corner (second generation of Intel’s MIC) are connected via PCIe
on systems with AMD or Intel platforms. Recent proprietary interconnects, such as NVIDIA NVlink,
reduce the this communication bottleneck by providing a higher bandwidth. Nevertheless, it is still re-
quired to move data to and from offloading devices, which is a challenge for the development of efficient
heterogeneous applications on most HPC systems, where offloading devices have their own memory.

2.2 Many-Core Processors

Two many-core hardware architecture types have established in HPC in the past years: GPUs and Intel’s
MIC architecture. To distinguish the use of GPUs for graphics processing from its use for general
purpose computations, the term general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) has
been introduced. Figure 2.2 illustrates basic similarities and differences between the architecture of
CPUs, GPUs and Intel MIC. Table 2.1 provides a quantitative comparison of respective high-end products
launched in 2016 of these three processor architectures. The theoretical peak performance of the Intel
CPU has been determined as described in [Dol16].
Starting with the launch of the Tesla product series, NVIDIA released the first GPU for HPC in 2007,
which was deployed in the 29th most powerful supercomputer in TOP500 list [MSD+] in November
2008. The first Intel MIC product was released in 2012 under the branding of the processor product
family “Intel Xeon Phi”. In November 2012 the first system with Intel MIC technology (Stampede)
entered the TOP500 list [MSD+] directly in the top 10 at rank 7. The Green500 list [cFC07], a ranking
of the most energy-efficient supercomputers in the world, is dominated by GPU-based systems.
Juckeland also describes in [Juc12] other accelerator technologies and special purpose solutions that did
not gain enough market share and therefore were discontinued. Hence, this work will briefly explain only
the concepts of GPUs, Intel MIC, and the combination of CPU and GPU as a hybrid processor. Other
relevant many-core processors are the Matrix-2000, which is used as an accelerator in Tianhe-2A (rank 4
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Figure 2.2: Heterogeneous compute nodes use multiple processor architectures. The dedicated memory
of offloading devices is optimized for high bandwidth, whereas the usually larger CPU main
memory is optimized for short latencies. Typical CPUs have more control logic than many-
core processors. The latter use more chip area for arithmetic logic units (ALUs) and their
core designs are less complex and their caches are smaller.

Feature Xeon Phi 7290 CPU E5-2699v4 GPU Tesla P100

Number of Cores 72 22 3584 (FP32)
Max. Clock Frequency [GHz] 1.7 3.6 1.48
FP64 Peak Performance [GFLOPS] 3456 986 5304
Max. Memory Bandwidth [GB/s] ~400 76.8 720
Last-Level Cache Size [MB] 36 (L2) 55 (L3) 4 (L2)

Table 2.1: Performance indicators for an Intel Xeon Phi 7290 [Int16b], an Intel E5-2699v4 CPU [Int16c],
and an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU [NVI16]

in TOP500 list [MSD+] from November 2018), and the PEZY-SC2, which is used as an accelerator in the
most energy-efficient system according to Green500 in November 2018 [FS18]. Both are conceptional
similar to the Intel MIC architecture.

2.2.1 Graphic Processing Units

Although GPUs are used for accelerated graphics visualization in the segment of desktop computers for
a long time, their final breakthrough in HPC happened with the Titan system at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in 2012, the first GPU-based supercomputer with a peak performance over 10 petaFLOPS
(PFLOPS). According to the 45th TOP500 [MSD+] list from June 2015, Titan was with 17.59 PFLOPS
on the Linpack benchmark the second fastest supercomputer in the world.
Compared to the microarchitecture of CPUs and Intel MIC, GPUs have much simpler cores with less
control logic and smaller caches. Hence, a larger percentage of the die (silicon) can be used for ALUs.
GPU cores are grouped into so called streaming multiprocessors (NVIDIA) or compute units (AMD).
They share resources such as a common cache and schedulers for GPU thread groups. Recent GPU
architectures provide special purpose units, e.g. tensor cores in NVIDIA Volta GPUs [NVI17] for deep
learning. Modern GPUs have a last-level cache (LLC), which is compared to the LLC in CPUs (most
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often the L3 cache) much smaller. Similar to the L2 cache in CPUs, GPUs provide scratchpad memory
that is shared across all ALUs in a compute unit (AMD) or streaming multiprocessor (NVIDIA). Fur-
thermore, the scratchpad memory is managed by software and therewith a key property for the tuning of
GPU kernels.

2.2.2 Many Integrated Core Architecture

The Intel MIC architecture uses the x86 ISA, which enables the use of programming APIs such as MPI,
OpenMP and Pthreads. The first commercial MIC product is the Knights Corner (KNC) coprocessor
board, which is connect via the PCIe bus with the host CPU. KNC boards can either operate in offloading
mode as coprocessor (similar to GPUs), in native mode as independent processor that runs a whole
application, or in a symmetric manner with the host. The latter mode allows some processes of a program
to execute on the CPU and others on the Xeon Phi coprocessor. Nevertheless, it is necessary to use
vectorization, multithreading, and data locality to achieve decent performance [JR13]. The fastest KNC
coprocessors, e.g. the Xeon Phi 7120D, provide up to 61 cores with a total theoretical peak performance
of 1.2 teraFLOPS (TFLOPS) (double precision). The enhanced P54C cores with in-order execution are
capable of four-way simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) and provide a 512-bit-wide vector unit.
The successor of KNC is Knights Landing (KNL). Primarily designed as standalone processor, KNL
is based on the Airmont microarchitecture with out-of-order execution, which improves the single-core
performance over KNC. The up to 72 cores support AVX-512 instructions and provide a theoretical peak
performance of about 3.5 TFLOPS (double precision). The offloading concept (see Section 2.3.1) is
supported by offloading computations from a normal Intel Xeon CPU server to an Intel Xeon Phi server
with Intel’s proprietary OmniPath interconnect.

2.2.3 Hybrid Processor Architectures

Hybrid processors combine two types of processors on a single die, often with different instruction set
architectures (ISAs). In the context of general purpose computing, a hybrid processors integrates a CPU
and another processor. A common combination are CPU and GPU. AMD APUs, NVIDIA Tegra, Intel
Sandy Bridge Core processors and their successors are commercially available hybrid processors, which
address the desktop and the mobile personal computer market. The IBM Cell processor is another promi-
nent hybrid processor architecture, where the Power Processor Element (PPE) controls the Synergistic
Processing Units (SPUs).
An important characteristic of recent hybrid processors is the shared memory, which supersedes data
transfers over external buses, such as PCIe. Since the Intel Sandy Bridge microarchitecture, all Intel
Core processors also have a cache that is shared between the CPU cores and the on-die GPU.
The Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) is a cross-vendor standard, which covers the specifica-
tion of a system architecture, a programmer’s reference manual, and a runtime programmer’s reference.
It “is designed to efficiently support a wide assortment of data-parallel and task-parallel programming
models.”[Fou18] Furthermore, it allows the efficient integration of multiple processors with potentially
different ISAs, e.g. a CPU and a GPU. An important requirement for HSA-conformance is a shared
virtual memory for all processing units, which eases the programming of heterogeneous processor, e.g.
due to enabling so called zero-copy operations [SAF12]. Nevertheless, data have to be copied between
processing units if they do not physically share a memory. CUDA 6 also introduced unified virtual
memory.
Other combination candidates for CPUs in hybrid processors are field programmable gate arrays (FP-
GAs) and potentially also Intel MIC. Intel Arria FPGAs combine ARM CPU cores as fixed logic and
programmable logic that characterizes typical FPGAs. Due to the reconfigurability of FPGAs, the hard-
ware can adapt to the needs of applications and not vice versa. In the context of embedded systems,
hybrid processor architectures are called multiprocessor system-on-chips (MPSoCs).
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Figure 2.3: Asynchronous computation offloading

2.3 Programming Models

To effectively utilize the hardware resources of large heterogeneous computing clusters, several paral-
lelization models and programming APIs have to be used in combination. There are three parallelization
levels that need to be covered in HPC: inter-node parallelization, shared-memory parallelization and
computation offloading. With regard to the programming APIs, MPI is the de facto standard for inter-
process and therewith also inter-node communication, whereas OpenMP has become a widely-adopted
programming API for shared-memory parallelization based on threads. In addition, a number of APIs
for computation offloading have evolved to cope with the trend towards complex heterogeneous system
architectures.
Section 2.3.1 introduces the concept of computation offloading. The following sections describe pro-
gramming models and APIs that are used to develop heterogeneous HPC applications. If it is not further
specified, this thesis refers to MPI 3.1, CUDA 9.0, OpenCL 2.2, OpenACC 2.5, and OpenMP 4.5. Com-
mon offloading APIs basically differ in the abstraction level for the programmer, which influences the
performance and the portability between different compute devices.

2.3.1 Computation Offloading

Computation offloading is the process of transferring the execution of computational tasks to a target
processor, device, or system. It describes a host-centric programming model, where the host triggers
the offloading of tasks, may request their execution status, or wait for offloaded tasks. Figure 2.3 illus-
trates the concept in a timeline visualization. Offloaded tasks are typically submitted to a target queue
before they start executing. This allows the target device to autonomously schedule tasks on the assigned
resources when they are available.
Offloading can be performed either synchronous or asynchronous with the host execution. In the first
case, the host triggers the offloading task and directly waits until it is completed. Asynchronous of-
floading gives the control back to the host, after the task has been submitted to its target. The host can
continue execution and start waiting for the target if it cannot proceed otherwise. Synchronization or
wait operations are a potential waste of computing resources and hence an inefficiency, which should be
considered in application development and performance analysis.
A reasonable computational task generates output data and most often also consumes input data. Hence,
computation offloading requires data movement between the host and the target resource, if both do
not share the same memory. In the discussed offloading models, the host also initiates the allocation
and deallocation of memory on the target device as well as the data transfer between host and device.
In HPC, workloads are offloaded to specialized compute devices mostly via the PCIe bus or vendor
specific interconnects such as NVIDIA’s NVLink within a compute node. With the Xeon Phi processor
x200 (KNL architecture) Intel introduced offload over fabric [Int16a], which enables offloading to other
compute nodes.
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For mobile devices there are obvious reasons for offloading of computations to remote devices [KLLB13],
e.g. the mobile device cannot execute a task due to resource limitations (not enough main memory or
insufficient compute resources), reducing the load to save energy on the mobile device, or improve per-
formance. The latter is the main reason for computation offloading in HPC. However, energy efficiency
is currently a key factor to build exascale systems [BP13]. GPUs and Intel MIC processors can pro-
cess massively data-parallel workloads more efficiently than CPUs, which enables faster execution and
energy savings.
Computation offloading has some similarities with multiple program, multiple data (MPMD) paralleliza-
tion and task-based programming approaches. In the MPMD model, different programs can be executed
simultaneously. Each program uses different data. This is similar for computation offloading, where the
host and all its targets can execute a different program and process different data. However, the host
controls the programs of the offloading targets.
Computation offloading uses the term task as a unit of work, which is executed on a target resource.
Similar to other task-based models, it allows dependencies between tasks. Other inherent computation
offloading dependencies include the task trigger on the host to start before the associated offloaded task
and the host wait operation for a task to end after the associated task.

2.3.2 Low-Level Offloading APIs

The offloading of general purpose computations to GPUs, hardware that was initially optimized for
graphics, became popular with the introduction of programmable shaders and respective APIs such as
Directx and OpenGL. Programming APIs such as CUDA and OpenCL hide most of the underlying
graphical concepts in favor of general-purpose-computing capabilities. The proliferation of NVIDIA
GPUs in desktop and HPC systems has established NVIDIA’s proprietary programming model CUDA
for GPGPU. According to the TOP500 list [MSD+] from November 2018, rank one and two as well
as three other supercomputers in the top ten are equipped with NVIDIA GPUs. OpenCL is a vendor-
independent open standard which can be applied on a large variety of target devices, which provides a
portability advantage over CUDA.

CUDA

In November 2006 NVIDIA introduced the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), the first
programming model for GPUs that did not require in-depth knowledge of graphics programming. It
extends the C programming language with new constructs to allow the execution of subroutines, so
called kernels, on the GPU. The programming of such device kernels is described in detail in [NVI18a].
Kernels are passed to the GPU scheduler and executed as asynchronous tasks sequentially within a device
execution stream (see Figure 2.3). Since CUDA 9 and the NVIDIA Pascal architecture, a single kernel
instance can be executed on multiple GPUs of the same type (see cooperative groups in [NVI18a]). Data
transfers are handled similar to kernels as tasks, which are submitted to a device stream. Multiple device
streams can be associated with a single GPU to enable the concurrent processing of tasks on a device.
CUDA events are submitted to a device stream to describe inter-stream dependencies, take timestamps
on the device, or serve as synchronization point for the host.
CUDA also describes a general-purpose parallel computing platform [NVI18a], where different hardware
revisions or GPU generations provide different compute capabilities. A higher capability means more
functionality with 1.0 being the lowest.

OpenCL

The Open Computing Language (OpenCL) [Khr19] is an open standard that abstracts from hardware-
specific APIs such as CUDA and enables portable access to compute devices from numerous different
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Figure 2.4: Hierarchical decomposition and hardware mapping of device kernels with OpenCL and
CUDA terminology

vendors. Therefore, it can be used for programming of heterogeneous computing systems that are com-
posed of diverse compute resources. It is also intended to run on supercomputers and personal computers
as well as on embedded systems and mobile devices.
OpenCL consists of an API for coordinating parallel compute resources, compute kernels and buffer
objects as well as a kernel language that utilizes a subset of ISO C99 with extensions for parallelism to
program the compute devices. The programming model uses the concept of command queues to enable
concurrent processing of tasks on a single device. A device task, such as a compute kernel and a data
transfer, can be associated with an OpenCL event, which can be used to describe task dependencies
(also between different command queues), gather timing information of tasks, query the task’s execution
status, and wait for the completion of a task.

CUDA and OpenCL Device Kernels

The programming of parallel device kernels in CUDA and OpenCL follows a similar principle. Many
threads or workers concurrently execute the kernel code, which is a sequential description of instructions.
As each of them has a unique identifier, they span an index space and can operate on different data.
Kernels are hierarchically decomposed to map to CUDA’s and OpenCL’s hardware model.
In CUDA terminology, a kernel spans a grid of thread blocks, whereas OpenCL defines a kernel as an
n-dimensional range (NDRange) of work groups. The smallest structural unit is a CUDA thread or an
OpenCL work item. Figure 2.4 illustrates the hierarchical decomposition of the computation index space
of device kernels for two dimensions. It also shows the mapping of the kernel hierarchy to the hardware
model, which is similar, except for the terminology.
A CUDA device is composed of multiple simultaneous multiprocessors (SMs), which themselves group
a set of CUDA cores. The cores in an SM share a scratchpad memory for fast data exchange. The slower
global device memory has to used for data exchange between SMs. OpenCL devices are decomposed
into compute units, which contain a set of processing elements and a shared scratchpad memory.
CUDA’s hierarchical execution model further specifies warps as a group of 32 CUDA threads. All threads
in a warp execute the same instruction simultaneously, which is similar to vector processing. Different
warps can execute different instructions at the same time and therewith provide thread-level parallelism.
Context switches between warps enables the SM to hide memory latencies.

2.3.3 Directive-Based Programming APIs

Parallel programming based on compiler directives is an alternative to threading APIs such as Pthreads
and low-level offloading APIs such as CUDA and OpenCL. Instead of function calls, parallelization hints
for the compiler are inserted as comments in the sequential source code, which maintains the code basis
for sequential execution, but also allows compilers to generate efficient parallel code. Hence, compiler
directives provide a non-intrusive way to port sequential code to parallel programming models.
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Directive-based programming APIs typically try to hide hardware-specific details to uniformly program
new architectures. Implementation effort is shifted from the application developer to compilers and
runtime systems, which avoids a time-consuming and difficult rewrite of application kernels. However,
it is still necessary to expose the program’s parallelism in a reasonable way.
To simplify the programming of heterogeneous systems and provide a less intrusive way to introduce
computation offloading in existing codes, directive-based offloading APIs have emerged. Widely used
are OpenMP [OMP18] and OpenACC [OAC18]. They are both developed and standardized by a con-
sortium and are supported by numerous commercial and open-source C, C++ and Fortran compilers
which support different target platforms. OpenMP has been initially designed to enable thread-level par-
allelism on shared memory systems. Recent extensions to the specification also enable the programming
of so called target devices that might have a separate memory address space. OpenACC is focusing on
computation offloading and has established as an effective alternative to CUDA and OpenCL.
Other directive-based offloading approaches are Intel’s Language Extension for Offloading (LEO) and
HMPP [DBB07]. LEO is proprietary developed by Intel and has mostly been merged into OpenMP 4.0.
HMPP has been discontinued and its feature set is almost fully covered by OpenACC.

OpenACC

OpenACC has been designed to create high-level host+accelerator programs without the need to ex-
plicitly initialize the accelerator, manage data or program transfers between the host and accelerator,
or initiate accelerator startup and shutdown. The OpenACC standard defines a host-directed execution
model with an attached accelerator and a memory model that allows data movement to be implicit or
explicit between host and accelerator.
OpenACC defines a hierarchical execution model for compute regions on the device, which is similar
to CUDA and OpenCL device kernels (see Section 2.3.2). A compute region is executed by a number
of gangs, each with one or more workers, which may execute vector operations. A possible mapping
of gang, worker, and vector to CUDA’s kernel execution model are thread block, warp, and threads.
However, this mapping depends on the target architecture and the compiler.
OpenACC provides the fundamental constructs kernels and parallel for computation offloading. The
kernels construct defines a region of the program that shall be executed on the device using a sequence of
kernels. It gives control over any parallel execution to the compiler that will try to parallelize loop nests
in the kernels region. Gang size, worker size and vector length may be different for each kernel. The
parallel construct defines the parallel execution on the device explicitly. When it is encountered during
the program execution, one or more gangs of workers are created. Gang size, worker size and vector
length will remain constant until the end of the region. One worker in each gang starts executing the
code until a loop construct is encountered. Work is shared across gangs and workers for the execution of
the immediately following loop. Code within a parallel region but outside of a loop construct is executed
redundantly by all gangs (see [OAC18]).
The OpenACC standard defines the data construct and the enter data and exit data directives to create
data regions. In combination with data clauses they are used to control data lifetime on the accelerator
as well as data motion between host and accelerator. Data clauses that annotated to compute constructs
implicitly create a data region. The update directive is used to update data on the device with its corre-
sponding data on the host or vice versa.
The async clause enables asynchronous data movement and computation on the device. It may have
a single argument to identify the respective device operation or select an asynchronous device activity
queue. When there is no async clause on a compute or data construct, the host waits until the device
finishes execution, as if a wait clause has been added to the construct. The OpenACC standard also
specifies the standalone wait directive and the acc_wait* API routines, which block execution of the host
thread to synchronize with asynchronous operations or activity queues on the device. If the async clause
is used on a wait directive, a synchronization point is added to the device activity queue which prevents
newly enqueued activities to execute before this point.
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OpenMP

OpenMP is one of the most widely used programming APIs for thread-level parallelization on shared-
memory architectures. Several additional paradigms such as tasking, offloading and single instruction,
multiple data (SIMD) processing have been added over time. The threading concept is a typical fork-join
model. The fundamental construct parallel annotates code regions that shall be executed in parallel.
When a thread encounters it, a team of threads is created to execute the parallel region, whereby the
encountering thread gets the master thread of the team.
The OpenMP standard defines worksharing constructs to distribute the work among the members of a
thread team. The following worksharing constructs are defined in the API: loop, sections, single and
workshare. Consult the OpenMP specification [OMP18] for a detailed description. At the end of a
worksharing construct there is an implicit barrier, unless a nowait clause is specified.
An explicit barrier is generated with the standalone barrier directive. This executable directive creates
a synchronization point (and also a task scheduling point) for a team of threads, which cannot continue
execution beyond the barrier until all threads in the team and all explicit tasks generated by the team
are completed. When a thread is waiting in a barrier it is potentially wasted time which makes them a
reasonable investigation objective for performance analysis.
OpenMP introduced a tasking model in version 3.0 of the standard, which has been revised in subse-
quent specifications. With OpenMP 4.0 several new constructs address the architecture of many-core
processors. The simd construct enables vectorization of loops to leverage the full potential of processors
with wide vector units, e.g. the Intel MIC architecture. The distribute and teams constructs address the
hardware architecture of GPUs by enabling to distribute work across teams of threads, which is similar
to gang parallelism in OpenACC or thread blocks in CUDA.

OpenMP for Computation Offloading

To address the programming of heterogeneous systems, OpenMP 4.0 has introduced device constructs,
which enable the execution of code regions on a target device. Similar to OpenACC, target data regions
are used in OpenMP to control data lifetime on the target device and data motion between host and
device. Data motion operations can be explicitly performed using the map clause or the target update
construct. The target construct is an executable directive that annotates code regions to be executed by
a device. Except for target constructs, the behavior of all other OpenMP constructs is specified when
enclosed in a target region.
OpenMP 4.5 introduces the target task, which integrates OpenMP’s offloading concept into its tasking
model and therewith enables the programmer to specify dependencies between the execution of target
regions and other OpenMP tasks. A target, target update, target enter data, or target exit data construct
generates a target task, which is executed on the host. The structured block of the target construct is
executed as an offloaded task on the device, similar to a compute kernel or data transfer in OpenCL and
CUDA.
The nowait clause on a target construct enables asynchronous offloading (see Section 2.3.1). If the
nowait clause is not present, the target region is executed immediately by the encountering task which
blocks the execution on the host thread while the device is executing the enclosed code block. Synchro-
nization of target tasks is performed at task synchronization points such as taskwait and barrier regions.
OpenMP does not define a query mechanism to request the execution status of offloaded tasks. Instead
of multiple sequential device queues, OpenMP uses its tasking model with task dependencies for ordered
and concurrent execution of offloaded tasks.

2.3.4 Other Programming Abstractions for Heterogeneous Systems

Besides the presented offloading APIs, several programming abstractions for heterogeneous computing
have been developed. They address two major challenges: performance portability and load balancing.
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The first group, which focuses on performance portability to different hardware types, are C++ abstrac-
tion libraries, such as KoKKos [ETS14], RAJA [HK14], and Alpaka [ZWW+16]. They all require com-
piler support for C++ lambda expressions and support several backend APIs for node-level parallelism,
including CUDA and OpenMP. KoKKos and RAJA define their own programming model and have been
designed to explore the parallelism of existing sequential code. Both use a forall-template method on
loops with some form of execution policy, which basically means that the loop body is separated from
its traversal. This allows the implementation of different hardware-specific memory access patterns. Al-
paka combines concepts from CUDA, OpenCL, and OpenACC into a single source code abstraction.
Instead of describing loop nests, it uses the concept of kernels, which are executed by each thread in
the grid, similar to CUDA and OpenCL. Alpaka defines the three hierarchy levels known from CUDA
(grid, block, and thread) and adds element as a fourth level to address vectorization. The parallelization
hierarchy level corresponds to a particular memory level. Data accesses and transfers are transparent and
not optimized by the Alpaka library.
The second group focuses on load balancing based on tasks and data dependencies. StarPU [ATNW11]
and StarSs [PBAL09] are task-based programming models which provide a uniform way to program
heterogeneous computing architectures. The respective runtime systems schedule tasks, resolve data
dependencies, and automatically generate data transfers to hardware targets with physically distributed
memory. Both define an own API, which allows program developers to declare task and data dependen-
cies. OmpSs [FBM+14] is an implementation of StarSs, which supports several OpenMP task directives.
It has been used as a research environment for the support of task dependencies in OpenMP. The addi-
tional implements clause allows the program developer to write multiple implementations of a task and
gives the runtime scheduler more flexibility in distributing tasks on the available devices. StarPU also
supports OpenMP task directives [AAB+17], since OpenMP 4.0 introduced task dependencies. Both
runtime systems rely on the compiler to generate appropriate code for offloading devices or libraries that
use the offloading devices. Hence, custom device kernels still have to be programmed in native device
languages. The Parsec framework [BBD+13] is also able to dynamically schedule tasks over computing
resources on distributed heterogeneous compute nodes. Furthermore, it can generate an internal directed
acyclic graph (DAG) representation from the serial code, without the need for additional annotations.
Legion [Bau14] is more data-centric programming model, which includes a runtime that schedules tasks.
It uses so called logical regions to partition program data, which is used to express data locality and also
data independence. Tasks execute the code and access logical regions, which allows the Legion runtime
to identify independent tasks and enable concurrent task processing on heterogeneous platforms. The
hardware mapping has to be defined by the program developer based on Legion’s mapping interface.
Charm++ [RBK16] also focuses on efficient workload distribution. Therefore, it provides a framework
for scheduling and execution management of heterogeneous tasks, including automatic optimizations,
such as overlapping between computations and data transfers. Besides the management of native ac-
celerator kernels, it allows the automatic generation of accelerator code, which is based on source-code
annotations. Charm++, Legion, and OmpSs distribute work over multiple compute nodes based on MPI.
As the presented programming abstractions build on top of programming APIs such as MPI, OpenMP,
CUDA, and OpenCL, they inherit their execution inefficiencies (compare Section 3.3.2 and 4.1). Offload-
ing libraries, such as cuBLAS and cuFFT for NVIDIA GPUs, offer an even higher level of abstraction
and usually also the best performance. However, they only provide a limited set of algorithms for special
device types and are therefore not very flexible to use.

2.3.5 Inter-Process Communication

To develop scalable applications for large computing clusters, communication between nodes is nec-
essary. State-of-the-art HPC applications often use message passing to scale across compute nodes.
Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) approaches are less often used, although they provide some
advantages over message passing.
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Message Passing Interface

MPI is the most widely-adopted message passing interface for communication between processes. The
open-source projects OpenMPI and MPICH provide high-performance implementations of this interface.
“MPI addresses primarily the message-passing parallel programming model, in which data is moved
from the address space of one process to that of another process through cooperative operations on each
process” [Mes15].

Most scientific HPC applications are single program, multiple data (SPMD) codes. This basically means
that all processes execute the same program on different data. MPI is most often used to communicate
or synchronize between processes. However, there are also MPI-based MPMD codes, where different
processes execute different programs, e.g. multi-physics codes. MPI supports both execution modes,
SPMD and MPMD.

The MPI standard specifies several communication types: Blocking and non-blocking point-to-point and
collective operations as well as one-sided remote memory access (RMA) operations including synchro-
nization calls. MPI point-to-point requires active communication partners: sender and receiver. In case
of blocking point-to-point communication, the respective MPI routines block until the operation is com-
pleted. For example, MPI_Recv blocks the execution of the process until the data is received. MPI_Send
blocks until the data has been sent, which however does not guarantee that the data has already been
received. MPI collectives are communication or synchronization operations on a group of processes,
e.g. a barrier, a broadcast or a gather operation. Non-blocking MPI point-to-point communication and
collectives just trigger the messaging, the data transfer or synchronization itself is performed afterwards.
The completion can be force with MPI wait operations. To avoid a blocking wait, it is also possible to
test for the completion of a non-blocking operation.

MPI one-sided RMA communication uses a per-process memory window which is accessible by other
processes. A communication requires only one active process, which specifies all necessary information.
MPI one-sided also defines synchronization mechanisms, which define the ordering of data accesses or
force completion of all data accesses in a window.

Blocking communication and synchronization operations induce waiting time, which makes them a rea-
sonable point for investigation in performance analysis. Section 3.3.2 describes inefficiencies that might
occur in MPI applications.

Partitioned Global Address Space

The PGAS programming model intends to combine the advantages of shared memory and distributed
memory programming models. These are the simplicity of data access using a global address space
(shared memory) and the data locality in message passing models. Remote references are resolved by
the compiler or PGAS library into inter-process communication. The address space is partitioned in a
way that each process has local memory but also shares memory with an affinity to exploit locality. The
latter is useful to improve the performance, because a process can access local data faster than remote
data. One-sided communication, which is also available in MPI, is intended to improve inter-process
performance compared to two-sided communication.

PGAS languages can be built on top of MPI libraries since version 3.0 that introduced one-sided com-
munication. However, this will typically result in limited performance as MPI libraries are often not
optimized for one-sided communication [DBH+12, HGC14]. It is more reasonable to build PGAS lan-
guages using libraries that are optimized for one-sided communication and support the concept of a
global and distributed memory. GASPI (Global Address Space Programming Interface) [ABB+13] and
SHMEM are PGAS APIs. Examples for PGAS programming languages are Coarray Fortran, Chapel,
and X10 [DWMDF+15].
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Figure 2.5: Exemplary execution pattern of hybrid MPI, OpenMP, and offloading: (1) MPI communica-
tion or synchronization with other processes, (2) host triggers offloading tasks (host-to-device
data transfer, computational task, device-to-host data transfer), (3) OpenMP parallel execu-
tion (on two threads), (4) and synchronization of the asynchronously offloaded tasks.

2.3.6 Hybrid Programming Models

Hybrid programming combines multiple programming models to effectively address different parallel
layers in the architecture of computing systems. Primarily, this requires an appropriate mapping of pro-
gramming model and hardware resource. Message passing enables communication between compute
nodes (different address spaces). Threads are used for efficient parallelization in a shared memory do-
main, e.g. within a compute node. Computation offloading is typically used to move highly data-parallel
workloads to many-core processors.
In a hybrid MPI/OpenMP program, MPI ranks normally do the communication, while OpenMP threads
perform the computation in parallel on available compute cores. As computation and communication of-
ten do not overlap, most cores are idle during the communication part. Typically, this cannot be avoided
without algorithmic changes. Another challenge is the arrangement of processes and threads, as both
can be used to parallelize computation. The optimal setup of threads and processes is difficult to deter-
mine [CH01, DK04]. It depends on many factors, including the system’s hardware and its configuration,
the MPI and OpenMP implementations being used, and the data locality [DWK+17]. On dual-socket
systems, a typical setup uses one MPI rank per CPU and one thread per available CPU core.
Computation offloading adds another parallel execution layer, which usually requires data transfers be-
tween host and device (see Section 2.3.1). Host-device communication results in device idle, if it cannot
be hidden behind computation. Furthermore, the memory access has to be optimized for different proces-
sors [MMBS16], which may require data transformations. Due to the different hardware characteristics
of multi-core and many-core processors, the workload cannot be evenly distributed, which results in
another challenge in terms of load balancing (see Section 3.1.3).
To optimize data transfers between GPUs on different compute nodes, there are GPU-aware implemen-
tations of MPI [WPB+14]. They ease the data movement in MPI+GPU applications, such that the
programmer can pass GPU memory pointers to MPI functions using a unified virtual address space. This
also enables a faster data exchange between GPUs, as the MPI library can directly send and receive GPU
buffers without the need to explicitly stage them in host memory first.
There is no prescribed hierarchy between message passing, multithreading, and computation offloading.
However, there are common usage patterns, which are driven by data access latencies and bandwidths.
Data movement between nodes is typically slower than between a CPU and an offloading device, which
in turn is slower than shared memory accesses of threads. Hence, many applications use the pattern
shown in Figure 2.5, which allows concurrent computations on host and offload device. Potential in-
efficiencies in the OpenMP parallelization and waiting times in MPI communication are disregarded in
the figure, but discussed separately in Section 3.3.2. Section 4.1.4 evaluates combination options of
computation offloading with message passing and multithreading.
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2.4 Conclusion

Heterogeneous systems have already established in HPC. Currently, the most common many-core pro-
cessors are GPUs [MSD+], usually installed on expansion cards with dedicated memory. Hence, a single
compute node is already a distributed-memory system, which requires memory transfers to exchange data
between CPU and many-core processors. Processor chips that combine several processor types and have
a common memory are so far rarely used in HPC.
Additional compute devices are usually controlled via the parallelization model computation offload-
ing, which is implemented in four known APIs: CUDA, OpenCL, OpenACC, and OpenMP. Based on
these offloading APIs, there are several abstraction libraries, which can partially hide the additional par-
allelization layer and simplify programming. Nevertheless, the potential inefficiencies of computation
offloading remain.
There are also several programming APIs for inter-process communication and multithreading, with MPI
and OpenMP being the dominating representatives. In summary, hybrid parallelization or parallelization
over multiple levels of parallel compute resources is indispensable for the efficient programming of
current heterogeneous systems. Nevertheless, available programming models and APIs hardly consider
performance portability, which remains a challenge for software development for heterogeneous systems.
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3 Application Performance Analysis

The complexity of computer architectures and software environments for parallel computing is a tough
challenge for the efficient execution of parallel programs. A difficult but important task is load balancing,
which causes poor resource utilization if performed inappropriately [CVKG10, PMM+15]. Performance
analysis enables a more efficient use of computer resources by identifying inefficient execution behavior
and other performance-critical optimization targets, such as runtime-dominating code regions. It is an
essential part in the development cycle of applications and a vital step to generate optimized code.
This chapter provides an overview of the state of the art in performance analysis of parallel programs.
As a starting point, Section 3.1 describes performance challenges for such programs. Subsequently,
performance-analysis steps are introduced in Section 3.2, whereupon Section 3.3 focuses on the analysis
of performance data. Section 3.4 presents well-known performance analysis tools. The chapter closes in
Section 3.5 with a summary of the most important findings as a basis for the contributions of this work.

3.1 Performance Challenges in Parallel Programs

Parallel and serial performance aspects characterize the execution of a parallel program. The latter in-
clude the computational efficiency of the single-threaded code and the efficient use of the processor’s
memory hierarchy. However, the focus of this thesis are parallel performance challenges. They include
the mapping of processes and threads to the compute hardware, communication and synchronization
between processes, threads, and offloading devices as well as workload balancing and idle compute
resources. In addition, the complexity of program codes, the need for hybrid programming (see Sec-
tion 2.3.6), or inefficiencies that only appear in large-scale executions amplify the parallel performance
challenge.

3.1.1 Scalability

Good scalability of an application is one of the main challenges, to make efficient use of large-scale
computers. Scalability considers the speedup of an application when increasing its parallel processing re-
sources. In an ideal case the speedup is equivalent to the number of parallel processing resources [Hil90].
Hence, the efficiency of parallelization determines the scalability of an application.
Scalability can be distinguished between computational and communication scalability. The former
considers the workload or problem size of a program. In HPC, strong and weak scaling are distinguished.
Strong scaling varies the compute resources for a fixed problem size, which, according to Amdahl’s
law [Amd67], makes the serial portion of a program a limiting factor for the speedup. Weak scaling varies
the problem size and the compute resources proportionally. It is governed by Gustafson’s law [Gus88],
which assumes that the serial fraction of a program does not increase with the problem size.
Communication scalability determines the efficiency of data transfer or synchronization operations when
the number of communication partners is increased. It depends on the communication pattern, the un-
derlying network topology, and the implementation of the communication library in use. For example,
a broadcast can be implemented in several ways, e.g. by sending individual messages from the root
process to all participating receivers or with a binary tree where messages traverse a tree [PGAB+07].
Communication may also depend on the placing of processes and might be improved by matching logical
communication with the underlying physical network topology.
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3.1.2 Parallelization Overhead

The parallelization of a program causes overhead in terms of data movement, synchronization between
concurrent control flows, and execution management. The total amount of time that is spent in such
operations can be denoted as parallelization overhead or parallelization costs. It can be divided into the
following categories:

Communication: data transfers and synchronization between processes, threads, and offloading devices
Management: initialization and finalization of processes, threads, and offloading devices
Extra Work: computational work that is not needed in the sequential execution

Minimizing the parallelization overhead is the key to maximizing the speedup of parallel processing and
consequently to improve the parallel efficiency of a program. Formula 3.1 illustrates the impact of the
parallelization overhead on the parallel efficiency as defined in [EZL89] (for n processes).

En =
t(serial execution)

n ∗ t(parallel execution)
=

t(1)

n ∗ max
1≤p≤n

(twork(p) + tparallel_overhead(p))

⏐⏐⏐⏐ t ... time (3.1)

Hence, an increase in the parallelization overhead tparallel_overhead(p) decreases the parallel efficiency En,
if the parallel computing time twork(p) remains constantly. The parallelization overhead can be mostly
determined from a function profile, although the extra work might be hard to expose.

Some parallelization costs are unavoidable, even in embarrassingly-parallel applications, because pro-
cesses, threads, or other compute devices have to be managed (e.g. initialized) and data must be dis-
tributed to the respective compute resource. Therefore, it is reasonable to distinguish between avoidable
parallelization overhead and necessary parallelization costs. For example, waiting times due to load
imbalances are avoidable, whereas real communication and synchronization time might be necessary.
This thesis focuses on the detection and evaluation of waiting times to expose load imbalances and their
causes, which, however, requires the analysis of temporally ordered events instead of profile data (see
Section 5.1).

Rosas et al. [RGL14] define the parallel efficiency as a product of the load-balance efficiency, the se-
rialization efficiency, and the transfer efficiency, which are determined based on program traces Thus,
they distinguish the impact of three potential performance problems: load imbalances, serialization due
to data dependencies, and data movement costs.

3.1.3 Load Balancing and Resource Contention

Load balancing across compute resources of massively-parallel systems is a difficult task and certainly a
key factor for good parallel performance. For an SPMD execution on homogeneous compute resources,
load imbalance can be defined as the differences in workload between processes [Her09], which means
that the optimal speedup is achieved by evenly distributing work across processes. For the MPMD model,
additional balancing is required between groups of processes executing the same program. Besides the
workload, application developers have to balance the communication, which is subject to dynamic effects
of the interconnect network and its topology.

Workload balancing on heterogeneous compute resources introduces an additional challenge. To achieve
an optimal speedup, work needs to be distributed according to the compute capabilities of the available
processing hardware. Considering the energy efficiency, a reasonable mapping of workloads to suitable
compute devices is required. It might be even useful to exclude compute devices from workload balanc-
ing, e.g. to minimize the power per computation. However, this thesis focuses on reducing the overall
program runtime, which most often also reduces the energy footprint.
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Figure 3.1: The performance analysis process can be divided into separate layers, each comprising sev-
eral techniques or concepts.

Imbalanced execution between processes or threads can also be caused by resource contention. In HPC
systems, the file system and the interconnect network are usually shared resources, which affects parallel
input/output (I/O) operations or inter-node communication. The parallel access to the last-level cache
of a CPU can cause dynamic imbalances [KBH+08]. Hence, the same operation can take a different
amount of time, depending on the state of the shared resource.
The oversubscription of computing resources can also result in waiting times. For example, more threads
can be spawned than CPU cores are available. An offloading device can be used as shared resource
between multiple processes or threads. Sharing a resource can increase its utilization, but potentially
introduces imbalances in the execution.
When imbalances are not compensated, they might force some processes to wait before they synchronize
with each other. This results in so called wait states (see Section 3.3.4). As small imbalances can add up
to considerable waiting times at scale, they are an important target for performance optimization.

3.2 Performance Analysis Layers

According to Jain [Jai91] a system monitor for performance analysis is composed of several layers, which
are shown in Figure 3.1. Juckeland [Juc12] adopted these layers for application performance analysis,
but distinguishes only between data acquisition, data recording and data presentation. However, the main
contribution of this work is in the data analysis and data interpretation layer.
The first essential step in the analysis process is data acquisition. Independent of the method that gen-
erates data, they are recorded and typically made persistent as profiles or traces in a subsequent step.
Whereas a profile contains already summarized data, traces can always be aggregated to profiles. The
next step is the data analysis. To keep the impact on the program execution as low as possible, time-
consuming and sophisticated or complex data analysis is typically performed after recording data. Sim-
ple analysis such as aggregation or counting of events can already be done during data acquisition, which
can reduce the amount of data that has to be stored. The data presentation layer covers all types of visual-
ization of profiles and traces as basis for the result interpretation, which is usually done by a performance
analyst or the program developer. Automated data interpretation can also be performed directly after the
data analysis.
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3.2.1 Data Acquisition

The data acquisition layer extracts data from a program execution run. It generates the prerequisite for all
other analysis layers and has to ensure that required information for complex analysis techniques, such
as the detection of the critical path, is acquired. Hence, whether a data acquisition method is suitable or
not depends among others on the intended analysis and the requested granularity of the gathered data.
Another requirement for reasonable performance measurement is low overhead in terms of a tolerable
program distortion.
There are two fundamental data acquisition methods: instrumentation and sampling. Metz et al. [MLG05]
discussed these techniques and proposed a hybrid approach to combine the best of both worlds. A short
summary of both approaches, individual advantages and drawbacks as well as their suitability for post-
processing analysis are discussed in the following.

Instrumentation

Instrumentation inserts additional instructions or hooks in a program, which work as event triggers dur-
ing the code execution. These events are typically handled by a measurement library which provides
accurate timings and generates a profile or event log. For the user of a performance tool the complex-
ity of instrumentation is typically hidden, e.g. the Score-P compiler wrapper uses switches to configure
available instrumentation options [Sco18].
There are several possibilities to instrument a program. On the source-code level, instrumentation
can be added manually by the programmer or automatically by a source-to-source transformation tool
or a compiler. Manual instrumentation is done by inserting calls to event-handler routines in the
source code, usually with predefined macros that are provided in a header file by the measurement sys-
tem [Sco18]. Source-to-source transformation tools such as OPARI2 [MMSW02], which instruments
OpenMP constructs, the Rose compiler infrastructure [LQPdS10], and the Program Database Toolkit
(PDT) [LCM+00], enable a tool-aided instrumentation.
Compiler instrumentation, e.g. with the flag -finstrument-functions of the GNU Compiler
Collection (GCC) or the flag -tcollect of the Intel C/C++ compiler, generates hooks for entry and
exit to each function that is not explicitly excluded. Such calls provide the call site (location where the
function is called) and the address of the instrumented function, which can be looked up in the symbol
table. Compiler and manual instrumentation require recompilation of the application’s source code.
A compiled program can be manipulated with binary instrumentation. This can be done statically to
generate a persistent modified binary or dynamically at runtime without making permanent modifications
to the executable. Static binary instrumentation, e.g. with PEBIL [LTCS10], usually introduces less
overhead at program runtime than dynamic binary instrumentation, which performs additional tasks
such as parsing, disassembly, and code generation at runtime. Both approaches perform the following
steps at instrumentation points: save the program state, branch into the instrumentation code, restore
the program state, and return control to the application (branch back to the program code). Dynamic
binary instrumentation as provided with Dyninst [BH00] uses a mutator process, which uses operating
system calls such as ptrace to control process execution, to branch into the instrumentation code and
back as well as to read and write the address space of the application program. Binary instrumentation
is platform-dependent, as it is based on the ISA.
Instrumentation by library wrapping adds an interception layer between a program and a library. The
interception layer is typically a library by itself and implements functions with the same signatures
as the original library API. These wrapper functions call the real function, but also trigger an event
before and after the call, which can be handled by a measurement library. It is not needed to recompile
the application, but the linking has to be manipulated in a way that the application calls the wrapper
functions which themselves have to call the real functions. Another benefit of this method is the ability
to access and manipulated the arguments of function calls, which allows a tool to acquire more runtime
details or even change the program behavior. In contrast to binary instrumentation, it does not rely on the
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symbols that are used in a specific implementation. Library wrapping as a basis for performance analysis
of accelerators has been described in [DIJ10] and is implemented in the measurement tool VampirTrace,
which is able to generate wrappers for arbitrary libraries based on the respective header files. Score-P,
the successor of VampirTrace, uses library wrapping to measure OpenCL operations [DT15].
A main drawback of all instrumentation approaches is that the overhead is hard to predict. It depends on
the number of generated events, which is typically unknown before an instrumented program is executed.
Typically, the runtime overhead increases linearly with the number of triggered events, as well as the
memory needed to log all events. A setup execution of the instrumented program that produces a profile
can be used to estimate the memory needed to write a full trace. A main advantage of instrumentation is
that it guarantees to trigger all occurrences of a certain type of events, which is important for parts of the
contribution of this work. For example, library interception can guarantee that all calls to a certain library
routine are gathered. The requirement to reliably gather certain operations for the analysis is discussed
in detail in Section 5.1.
In the context of this work, it is reasonable to distinguish between instrumentation of arbitrary routines,
code blocks or regions, and instrumentation of programming APIs. Source code and binary instrumen-
tation are very flexible and can be used for both. However, to instrument directive-based programming
APIs, respective tools have to be constantly updated with every change in the API or specification, which
is costly and often not or only far later realized, e.g. OPARI2 [MMSW02] for OpenMP instrumentation.

Sampling

Sampling (or probing) is a data acquisition method that periodically interrupts the program execution
to obtain state information. It can be applied on the executable without the need for recompilation or
relinking. One option is the use of time-based interrupt generators with a regular sampling frequency,
which is independent of the event (e.g. function enter) frequency. Other interrupt generators are for
example hardware counter overflows for e.g. cache misses or (number of) executed instructions. The
sampling frequency controls the trade-off between measurement accuracy and measurement overhead.
Sampling generates only statistical results on the program execution without being accurate in terms of
counts or timings. Therefore, it is often referred to as statistical sampling. “If an event does not occur in
a sampling log, there is no guarantee that it did not occur in execution.”[MLG05] Hence, sampling is not
feasible to analyze event causality.
As the sampling overhead rather depends on the sampling frequency than the event frequency, it can
be beneficial for the analysis of codes with many short-running routines, where full instrumentation
would introduce a large overhead and perturb the program execution. However, sampling requires stack
unwinding to generate a call-path profile or trace, which introduces an overhead depending on the call-
stack depth.

Tool Interfaces

The most convenient way to acquire data for a given programming API is a standardized tool interface
that is available in respective implementations. Conceptionally, tool interfaces belong to the data acqui-
sition type instrumentation, whereby instrumentation is done by library or runtime implementors instead
of performance tool developers. Additionally, such interfaces can provide state-tracking capabilities to
enable a reasonable sampling-based performance analysis.
In contrast to classical instrumentation, a tool interface evolves with the specification of the standard,
which moves instrumentation maintenance effort from tool developers to runtime and library developers.
Furthermore, tool interfaces can export performance information that are not accessible with other ap-
proaches, e.g. library or runtime internal operations and states. A comparison between instrumentation
of the OpenMP source code and the OpenMP Tools (OMPT) interface implementation in an OpenMP
runtime has been investigated in [LDTW14]. The MPI standard [Mes15] defines the MPI profiling in-
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terface (PMPI), which enables tools to intercept MPI calls, and the MPI tool information interface to
inspect and manipulate MPI control and performance variables. Since version 2.5, the OpenACC stan-
dard specifies an interface for event-based performance analysis. NVIDIA provides the CUDA Profiling
Tools Interface (CUPTI) [NVI18b] to gather performance data from CUDA programs.
Complex analysis techniques typically have strict requirements on the performance data. Similar to
instrumentation, an available implementation of a tool interface with event callbacks guarantees that reg-
istered events are triggered. The extra value of tool interfaces for OpenACC and OpenMP are discussed
in Section 4.2.

3.2.2 Data Recording

Independently of the acquisition method, data can be collected and recorded in an aggregated form or
in its temporal order. The aggregated form is called a profile, whereas temporally ordered data is stored
as a trace. The terms profiling and tracing refer to the process of generating a profile or trace and do
not warrant a specific data acquisition method or presentation. Profiling is often misleadingly used as a
synonym for performance analysis, as for example in the abbreviations PMPI and CUPTI.
The data recording layer also has to handle different clock frequencies and clock skews, if data is acquired
from different hardware sources. In heterogeneous systems, device types, e.g. CPU and GPU, usually
run on different clock frequencies and use their own hardware timer. Timer synchronization has been
discussed e.g. in [DKMN08] with focus on multi-node event traces and in [DJW15] with respect to
different timers on host and offloading device.

Profiling

Profiling generates an aggregated form of performance data, which has a much smaller memory foot-
print than trace data of the same application run. It is often used in combination with sampling, e.g.
in Gprof [GKM82] and HPCToolkit [ABF+10]. A performance profile provides summary information
on a program execution, which can include, among other things, the invocation count and runtime of
program regions as well as hardware counter and communication statistics. There are several types of
profiles which differ in its level of detail. Flat profiles provide aggregated data for each program region.
Call-graph profiles preserve the calling context of program regions and summarize data into a call tree.
Call-path profiles [Hal92] provide even more details as information are stored for each call path indi-
vidually. It is also possible to mix these profile types, e.g. to generate a profile with focus on a specific
region as Score-P allows with its Dynamic Region Profiling [Sco18].
Profiles can be stored per software location (process or thread) as parallel profiles, which allows the
investigation of load-balancing aspects. Due to the relatively small size of profiles, a large number of
them can be stored, e.g. to compare different program runs or build a performance regression database
using for example TAUdb [HMBM05].

Tracing

Tracing records an ordered set of events. It is often used in combination with instrumentation to enable
detailed and accurate performance analysis. Efficient event-based tracing on large distributed systems
requires a minimal runtime overhead and memory footprint per event, accurate time synchronization
across compute nodes, and a trace analysis that can handle billions of events [AHLT09].
A trace can be directly printed out to a command line or written to a file. Most trace formats write one
trace file for each concurrent execution stream in a parallel program. Among the well-known ones are
the Pajé trace file format [dOSdK13], the Open Trace Format [KBB+06], and its successor the Open
Trace Format 2 (OTF2) [EWG+12]. For long running applications or high event frequencies, traces
can become extremely large and might not fit into the memory that was reserved for event recording.
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When the event buffer is full, it has to be flushed and written to permanent storage, which can perturb
the program behavior and distorts the subsequent measurement. There are approaches such as OTFX by
Wagner et al. [WDK15] to keep the trace in main memory. This is achieved by hierarchical deletion of
data when the memory is full. It also introduces data compression features that could be easily integrated
in OTF2, from where it has been originally been forked.
Program traces are usually visualized in a timeline view for inspection by the performance analyst or
programmer. Whereas the generation of a profile only allows simple data analyses, e.g. aggregation or
reduction, at runtime, tracing preserves all events in its temporal order and enables sophisticated analysis
techniques to be applied in a post-processing step. Nevertheless, it is always possible to summarize a
trace into a profile.

Combined Profiling and Tracing

The hybrid between profiling and tracing is a compromise between low memory footprint and detailed,
dynamic runtime data. A technique, commonly referred to phase profiling [MSM05], uses a timely
ordered series of profiles to enhance profiling information with the temporal evolution of the program
execution. As the resulting number of profiles depends on the number of program phases or iterations,
the memory footprint may still be large or even exceed the available buffer size. Clustering of profiles in
a time series addresses this drawback [SWW09].
Phase profiling of GPU kernels has been investigated in [DSWB12]. Phases emerge between synchro-
nization operations within a thread block. The execution times of individual threads are summarized to
minimum, maximum and average values for a kernel phase, which are stored in their execution order.
Trace profiling by Mohror et al. [MK12] reduces the memory footprint of event traces, based on repeating
execution patterns and the similarity in the behavior of processes in parallel programs. Processes with
similar behavior are grouped. A process group is split into segments, which are lists of ordered events.
Segments have to be marked in the source code, e.g. loop iterations. Whenever a code segments is
executed again, it is compared with the representative segment. In case of a match for some similarity
metric, only a reference to the representative segment and a timestamp have to be stored. However, the
similarity of process traces may not be easily determined or time-consuming [WBB12, WMS+13].

3.2.3 Data Inspection

The inspection of profiles and traces can be divided into three parts: analysis, presentation and inter-
pretation. Data analysis supports the inspection by highlighting code regions that might be relevant for
program optimization. There are simple and fast analysis operations with low overhead which can be
applied during data recording, such as runtime aggregation or counting function invocations. More com-
plex and time-consuming analysis techniques are performed on the recorded data set after the program
has been executed. Data analysis can remove information by means of summarization or simple dele-
tion. However, the main target is to generate information by interpreting the program behavior and the
semantic of program regions. It is an optional step, but essential for a systematic performance analysis
as it is intended to provide guidance for the analyst or program developer. Performance data analysis
is a major part in this thesis. The current state-of-the-art is discussed in Section 3.3, while an enhanced
generic analysis is discussed in Chapter 5 as contribution of this thesis.
The data presentation layer provides a visualization and optionally a user interface to understand and
interpret the recorded data. The data presentation as well as interactive visualization tools should be
designed as intuitive as possible. Main challenges in visualizing performance data are the complex
hierarchy of current HPC systems, the ever increasing parallelism, and the diversity of different events
and metrics. Profiles are typically visualized as tables, trees or charts. Traces are most often visualized
using timelines or execution graphs. The visual comparison of trace files can also support the application
analysis [WBW+17].
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Data interpretation evaluates the results of data analyses. This can be partly automated, e.g. based
on the top-rated regions in an analysis or with thresholds to determine when a parallel program is un-
balanced. The result might be a textual statement that highlights the most runtime-consuming program
region or evaluates the programs waiting time in comparison to its computational regions. Automatic data
interpretation can be seen as an extended data analysis. Nevertheless, it requires the program analyst to
evaluate the generated results. Data interpretation can also be performed manually by an application
analyst or developer based on a reasonable visualization from the data presentation layer. This might be
additionally necessary to detect all performance-relevant aspects in an application.
This thesis intends to facilitate the interpretation of acquired performance data by introducing new ex-
pressive performance indicators that are suitable for the analysis of applications on heterogeneous archi-
tectures. For a better guidance to critical parts in a program, the developed analysis framework generates
an optimization guidance rating based on these indicators and enables expressive metrics for in-depth
program performance visualization a timeline view.

3.3 Performance Data Analysis

In the process of code tuning, the analysis of performance data is an essential step. As basis for the
performance evaluation of parallel codes, Section 3.3.1 describes so called performance properties and
their subcategorization. Inefficiency patterns in MPI and OpenMP are explained in Section 3.3.2 as they
form a requirement for the analysis presented Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Several analysis techniques have been established to detect and quantify performance bottlenecks and ex-
pose respective optimization targets. Section 3.3.3 describes hot-spot and hot-path analysis, which might
be already performed during data recording, as they are based on simple data aggregation. More com-
plex analysis techniques are usually time-consuming and therefore performed in a post-processing step
after data recording. Section 3.3.4 describes wait states, as symptoms of performance problems. Their
detection is often the basis for further analyses. Section 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 study two techniques that have
been proven to be effective in identifying and quantifying imbalances in parallel codes: critical-path and
root-cause analysis. Figure 3.2 shows the relation between common analysis techniques, performance,
properties, and presentation opportunities of the analysis results in HPC analysis tools.

3.3.1 Performance Properties

The performance of a parallel program can be characterized using performance properties, which com-
prise performance problems and “non-negative performance aspects such as computation”[WMDM07].
They include performance metrics, inefficiency patterns, and performance indicators. A performance
metric is a simple measure such as the time, function visits, and hardware counters. An inefficiency
pattern is an execution pattern with negative impact on the program execution. An execution pattern is
a set of events on one or more execution streams that occur in a specific order. Performance indicators
provide a higher level of abstraction [Böh13]. They are derived from one or more analyses to indicate an
execution aspect, e.g. (im)balances.
Most programming paradigms, execution or communication models have inherent inefficiency patterns.
An example for inefficient execution is a waiting thread or process in a synchronization operation. Wolf
et al. [WMDM07] define performance metrics and inefficiency patterns for a subset of today’s func-
tionality of MPI, OpenMP and SHMEM. Inefficiency patterns have been specified for MPI-2 one-sided
communication in [KHMW06]. Patterns for inefficient performance behavior on GPUs are investigated
in [EBW11]. As standards and programming models have evolved since these publications, the list of
patterns is not exhaustive. Inefficiency patterns for MPI and OpenMP are relevant for this thesis and
therefore explained in more detail in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Several generic analysis techniques have been established for the performance evaluation of
parallel applications. The starting point of the analyses are so-called performance properties.
The analysis results are visualized to highlight important execution aspects. Call trees and
call graphs are the most popular type of data presentation for all kinds of analyses. Timelines
are mostly used for manual analysis.

3.3.2 Inefficiency Patterns in MPI and OpenMP Applications

Inefficiency patterns for blocking and non-blocking MPI point-to-point communication and MPI collec-
tives have already been defined in [Vet00]. The analysis framework, that has been developed as part of
this thesis, detects and evaluates these inefficiencies (see Chapter 6).
An inefficiency occurs in MPI blocking send-receive operations when MPI_Send and MPI_Recv over-
lap and either of them starts before the counterpart. The parallel detection of the respective Late Sender
and Late Receiver pattern is explained in [GWWM09]. Blocking MPI collectives are inefficient, if the
participating processes do not enter the operation at the same time, as this causes some processes to wait
for the process that enters last. Figure 3.3 illustrates inefficiency patterns for MPI blocking communica-
tion.
Non-blocking MPI communication can produce the same inefficiency patterns, when either of the com-
munication participants triggers a communication, which another process is already waiting for. Hence,
long running MPI_Wait or MPI_Waitall routines are an indicator for these inefficiencies. As de-
scribed in [Vet00], inefficient non-blocking MPI communication can also be detected with empirical
means. An approximation can use the minimal runtime of the MPI_Wait routine for both MPI_Isend
and MPI_Irecv separately as reference to expose longer running MPI_Wait routines as inefficiency.
According to [HMBW13] the main inefficiency patterns in applications with MPI one-sided communi-
cation are Late Post, Early Wait, and Wait at Fence. Late Post and Early Wait can occur only in active
target communication, which is similar to non-blocking MPI communication, except that one process
provides all arguments of a data transfer. The processes that are involved in the communication have to
start and complete an exposure epoch to provide access to their data. A Late Post occurs when one or
more processes are blocked waiting for the target process to start its corresponding exposure epoch. An
Early Wait occurs when the target process closes its exposure epoch before the last process completes its
access epochs. Wait at Fence occurs in passive target communication when one or more processes are
waiting in an MPI_Win_Fence operation before the last process enters, which is similar to blocking
MPI collectives. Long waiting times at blocking collective operations, where one or more processes are
waiting for the last process to enter the synchronization point, are an indicator for load imbalances.
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Figure 3.3: The timeline of three MPI ranks illustrates three known inefficiency patterns of MPI blocking
communication. In a Late Sender pattern, the receive operation starts early and waits for the
send operation to start. In the Late Receiver pattern, the send operation waits for the receive
operation to start. It can occur if the send is implemented synchronously (e.g. MPI_Ssend)
or the send buffer is full. In a Collective Synchronization, such as an MPI_Barrier or
MPI_Allgather, all processes wait for the latest one to arrive.

Inefficient execution in OpenMP applications might occur at barriers, locks, and critical regions. A
barrier synchronizes all threads in its enclosing parallel region. Threads that enter the barrier early
have to wait. Long waiting times at an OpenMP barrier indicate load imbalances between threads in a
parallel region. OpenMP locks and OpenMP critical regions serialize the execution of code regions. An
inefficiency occurs when one or more threads are waiting to enter a locked or critical region, which is
executed by another thread. Inefficiencies in OpenMP programs can also occur based on other constructs
such as taskwait or in the context of cancellation, which however are less often used in practice.

3.3.3 Hot-Spot and Hot-Path Analysis

The execution time of code regions is one of the most often used metrics to identify regions that dominate
the program runtime. Profilers typically provide this metric as aggregated time over all executions of a
code region. The visits of code regions are used to generate average values or identify code regions that
are executed frequently. An analysis that rates program regions according to their aggregated execution
time is also called hot-spot analysis. Aggregations, such as building the sum, are very fast operations,
which enable tools to perform them already in the data recording layer without introducing significant
runtime overhead. The hot-path analysis exposes the most runtime-consuming call paths, based on a
call-path profile. Hence, it additionally considers the calling context of program regions.
Hardware counters are also an effective means to detect hot spots in the program execution [TJYD10,
THW10]. Compared to the sheer execution time of program regions they can be used to evaluate their
execution efficiency. Hence, they identify local optimization potential, e.g. underutilized processing
units or bad memory access behavior.
Hot-spot and hot-path analysis can be used to detect load imbalances in SPMD programs. For this
purpose, performance metrics have to be collected per execution stream. Differences between execution
streams, e.g. differences in the execution time of a code region between individual threads, indicate an
unbalanced execution. DeRose et al. [DHJ07] defined new metrics to evaluate load imbalances based on
a call-graph profile. The imbalance time represents an upper bound on the potential saving that could
result from perfectly balancing the particular code region. It is defined as the difference between the
maximum and the average execution time of a region. The imbalance percentage quantifies the severity
of an imbalance as a percentage of potentially-wasted resources. Hence, the approach distinguishes
between the size and the impact of an imbalance.
Hot-spot and hot-path analysis cannot reliably expose load imbalances, because the underlying profile
data do not cover dynamic runtime effects in parallel programs. For example, an OpenMP parallel
region might be executed sequentially by different threads due to resource contention, which is typically
not intended and hence a potential inefficiency. The analysis of program traces can overcome this issue,
as data are not aggregated.
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Figure 3.4: Heterogeneous execution scenario with MPI and offloading. Most analysis techniques iden-
tify Task 1 as region with the most runtime impact, as it takes the most execution time,
has the largest share of the critical path, and is the direct cause for the most waiting time.
However, the optimization of Task 2 or bar has more effect on reducing the total time.

The heterogeneous execution in Figure 3.4 illustrates that hot-spot analysis can fail on detecting the
program region with the most potential to reduce the program runtime. The most potential to reduce
the runtime have Task 2 and bar with two time units, whereas the most runtime-consuming region,
Task 1, can reduce the total runtime only by one time unit. In Chapter 5, this thesis presents an
analysis, which identifies Task 2 as most promising optimization candidate.

3.3.4 Wait-State Analysis

Wait states signal inefficiencies in the execution of a program. There are several definitions of wait
states in computational science. A generic definition of a wait state is the following: “A situation in
which one component of a system is unable to proceed until some other component has completed an
operation.”[ENC04] In the context of this thesis, the term wait state refers to a parallelization wait state
according to Definition 4 in Section 5.3.1.
Wait states can be used to detect the critical path, a fundamental runtime characteristic in a parallel
program [Sch05]. Previous research on critical-path analysis is presented in detail in Section 3.3.5.
To eliminate wait states in parallel programs, it is reasonable to detect their cause. Different terms have
been established for a metric that quantifies the cause of a wait state. It is called blame in the terminology
of HPCToolkit [ABF+10]. The Scalasca analysis [GWW+10] calls the same metric cost of idleness.
Techniques to detect and quantify the cause of a wait state are explained in more detail in Section 3.3.6.

Wait-State Detection

A reliable detection of wait states can be performed based on inefficiency patterns. In MPI and OpenMP
programs, it basically relies on the comparison of the start timestamps of blocking, joint communication
or synchronization operations. A wait state manifests on all processes or threads that enter the joint
operation early. Wait-state detection for computation offloading is part of the contribution of this work
and explained in Section 4.1.1.
Böhme et al. [BGWA10] describe a scalable technique which enables the detection of wait states in MPI
programs. Therefor the analysis uses the same number of processes as the original program and reenacts
the program’s MPI communication to exchange timestamps. For example, point-to-point MPI communi-
cation is replayed twice, as in the original program and in the inverse direction with interchanged sender
and receiver. MPI collectives may be replaced with an MPI_Allgather to exchange timestamps be-
tween processes. The trace analyzer that has been developed as part of this thesis also uses the parallel
MPI replay technique.
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Waiting Time

Mao et al. [MBH+14] presented an approach to estimate waiting time based on profile data without the
need to locate inefficiency patterns in a trace or detect blocking operations during the program execution.
Their core assumption is that the duration of wait-state-free communication calls is minimal. Therefore,
they determine the minimum duration for each call category across the entire execution and assume that
every communication in a call category with a longer duration is waiting time. Call categories could be
distinguished by the MPI function and its parameters.
The approach has been integrated into Score-P’s call-path profiler and is therefore based on instrumen-
tation. Their experiments for selected blocking MPI communication operations have shown that waiting
time is overestimated in most cases, in some cases significantly. However, it is still a good indicator for
load imbalances which introduces a negligible overhead in the measurement.

3.3.5 Critical-Path Analysis

The analysis of the critical path originates from the domain of planning and scheduling to minimize a
project’s duration [KW59]. Yang and Miller showed in [YM88] that the critical path is also helpful to
guide the programmer to performance problems in a parallel program. For parallel programs, the critical
path is defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Critical Path) In a parallel program, the critical path is the temporally longest ex-
ecution path that does not contain any wait states. The critical path determines the runtime of the
parallel program. If its execution time increases, the total program runtime increases equally.

The critical-path analysis aims for the runtime reduction of parallel processing. Knowing the critical path
enables optimization efforts to be restricted to the relevant parts of the execution, because it includes only
the program regions contributing to the overall execution time. However, the critical-path metric itself is
meaningful to only a limited extent. For example, it does neither allow a statement about the severity of
an unbalanced execution nor does it provide information on the overall runtime benefit when optimizing
a specific activity. Already a minimal change of an activity on the critical path can change its course.
Performance metrics derived from the critical path can improve its significance. A contribution of this
thesis is a performance metric that is derived from the critical path and overcomes the limitations of
a pure critical-path analysis (see Section 5.4.2). In the following, the state-of-the-art in critical-path
detection and enhanced critical-path-based analysis techniques are described.

Critical-Path Detection

There are several techniques to detect the critical path of a program execution. Most of them require to
build a DAG that models the precedence relations between program activities. The DAG is constructed
from a set of runtime events or a complete execution trace. Hendriks and Vaandrager [HV12] describe the
construction of the critical path from execution traces. They use a rephrased version of the critical-path
method in [KW59] on a task graph. The critical-path method is an algorithm to compute the so-called
float (or slack value) of each task, which is the time a task can be extended without increasing the
critical-path duration. Then, a task is critical if its float is 0. Single-source shortest-path algorithms, e.g.
by Dijkstra [Dij59] or by Thorup [Tho99], are an alternative to compute the critical path in a DAG. They
can be directly applied on a task graph, in which all wait states have been assigned an infinite weight.
In the context of performance tuning, critical-path analysis has been extensively discussed for MPI.
Schulz [Sch05] describes a technique which uses a wrapper library to manipulate MPI communication
calls at program runtime. Timestamps are attached in send operations and evaluated in receive operations.
Each process builds a local graph at program runtime and only stores edges that are potentially part of
the global critical path. The final critical-path detection is performed sequentially via backtracking the
edges of the global graph, which is merged from local graphs in a post-processing step. As collective
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communication is treated as a set of individual point-to-point messages, this approach might slow down
the program significantly.
Böhme et al. extended Scalasca’s parallel MPI communication replay technique [BGWA10] to addition-
ally obtain the critical path from an MPI execution trace [BWdS+12]. Therefor Scalasca reenacts the
MPI communication of the program in temporally reverse order to identify the path without wait states
(compare Section 3.3.4). The time a program region executes on the critical path is stored as additional
metric in a call-path profile (critical-path profile). The replay of MPI communication can be implemented
as parallel program, which scales across processes similarly to the program under investigation. Other
graph-based approaches are sequentially or do not scale well.
Based on a set of critical-path candidates, a critical-path profile can also be determine by simply attaching
additional information to send operations in message-passing applications [Hol96]. Each receive oper-
ation compares its longest path length with the one that has been sent from another process and stores
the longest path along with the time the candidates spent on the currently longest path. (Remember that
wait states do not contribute to the path length.) At the program end, the candidates’ critical-path times
from the longest path constitute the critical-path profile. This approach enables the detection of a partial
critical-path profile at program runtime. However, it does neither expose the temporal critical-path exe-
cution nor a complete critical-path profile. Furthermore, it strongly depends on a reasonable detection of
critical-path candidates, which might be chosen from a previously generated runtime profile.

Near-Critical Path Analysis

The benefit of optimizing regions on the critical path may provide little overall performance improvement
if the second, third, etc., longest paths have a similar duration and are in large parts disjunct from the
primary path. In this case, a new path with different activities becomes the limiting factor after the
primary path has been optimized. Alexander et al. describe in [ARH94] the benefit of investigating
near-critical paths to determine an activity’s potential to reduce the total program runtime. There are
algorithms that compute all near-critical paths whose duration is within a certain percentage of the critical
path, all k near-critical paths, or near-critical paths until either of the two criteria is fulfilled. The proposed
algorithms are based on best-first search (BFS) or use a modified version of a shortest-path algorithm.
Both require global searches across the entire graph and therefore are not scalable. In many scientific
simulations, and especially SPMD programs, near-critical paths vary little from the critical path.

Performance Indicators based on the Critical Path

Böhme et al. showed in [BWdS+12] that performance indicators based on the critical path are useful
to detect load-imbalances in both SPMD and MPMD programs. They present a scalable technique to
calculate such indicators for MPI execution traces, which has been implemented in the performance
analysis tool Scalasca [GWW+10].
The critical-path imbalance indicator is defined as the difference between an activity’s duration on the
critical path and its average duration over all processes, or zero if the difference was a negative value. It
relies on the assumption that all processes execute the same or at least a similar mix of activities. Thus,
it is only suitable for SPMD programs. Figure 3.4 illustrates another weak spot where offloading is used
in addition to MPI. In this specific execution scenario the imbalance indicator is 0 for all activities.
The performance impact indicator focuses on the evaluation of load balancing in MPMD programs and
combine the critical-path profile with costs of wait states. It basically maps the time spent in wait states
as imbalance costs onto activities on the critical path. The total performance impact is then defined
as the total runtime of an activity across all processes and the imbalance costs it caused. To address
MPMD programs in particular, imbalances are categorized in inter- and intra-partition, where a partition
represents a program with similar call paths.
The performance impact indicator tries to identify the program activities on the critical path that caused
the most imbalance and hence have the most impact on improving the program performance. As the
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imbalance costs are not necessarily mapped to their direct cause, the computation of these indicators
is only a heuristic to provide an upper bound of the achievable performance improvement. This is be-
cause the critical-path profile does not provide a chronological order to correctly assign activities with
the imbalance costs. Even though critical-path activities and imbalance costs were assigned exactly, the
performance impact indicator can only detect the waiting time a critical-path activity caused and not its
performance impact in terms of total program runtime. Considering the MPI/offloading example in Fig-
ure 3.4, the imbalance costs would reflect the accumulated waiting time. Hence, the performance impact
indicator would identify Task 1 as the activity with the largest performance impact. A contribution
of this thesis is a similar performance indicator that evaluates critical-path activities according to their
optimization impact on the global program execution (see Section 5.4.2).

3.3.6 Analyzing the Cause of Wait States

Resource contention and load imbalances are most often the cause of wait states in SPMD-parallel ap-
plications. MPMD-parallel applications can additionally have imbalances between the programs. Wait
states manifest themselves at the synchronization point that is following a delayed execution. Hence, the
actual cause of a wait state is called delay.
The increasing parallelism in HPC applications and long execution runs allow a potentially large tem-
poral and spatial distance between the cause and its symptom — the wait state. As this is hard to track
manually, analysis techniques that analyze the cause of wait states have been developed. Depending on
the research group different terms are used. Meira et al. [MLA98] use the terms cause-effect or waiting-
time analysis. Böhme et al. [BGWA10] call it root-cause or delay analysis. Tallent et al. [TMCP10]
developed a technique that they call blame shifting.

Trace-based Approaches

The cause-effect analysis (CEA) by Meira et al. [MLA98] analyzes the cause of wait states in distributed
programs based on detailed execution traces. Initially, a weighted causality graph is built from the
program trace, which is used as input for the analysis. Edges represent tasks or program regions. They
are weighted with a duration, which allows an analysis to quantify wait states and their cause. The actual
CEA traverses the graph between two consecutive synchronization points of two processes and compares
their execution paths. Differences are identified as the cause of the subsequent synchronization delay. If
more than two processes are involved in the synchronization (e.g. MPI collectives), the synchronization
point is split into sets of process pairs which are individually analyzed [Mei97].
Scalasca’s root-cause analysis [BGWA10] is based on the work by Meira et al. [MLA98]. It refines
their CEA in several ways and introduces a new terminology. Wait states are distinguished into direct
and indirect wait states as well as terminating and propagating wait states. A direct wait state is caused
by an activity that does not include a wait state. An indirect wait state is caused by another wait state,
which is therefore called a propagating wait state. A terminal wait state is at the end of the causation
chain and does not propagate any further. Delay costs are defined as the waiting time that is caused by a
delay. Finally, the delay analysis computes the short-term costs, which cover direct wait states, and the
long-term costs, which cover indirect wait states.
Technically, the delay analysis by Boehme et al. [BGWA10] is performed in two stages, a parallel forward
and a parallel backward replay of MPI communication. During a forward stage, wait states are identified
and quantified according to their duration. Synchronizing communication is also annotated with the
involved remote ranks. During a backward stage, the delays are identified for all wait states. This stage
also classifies the wait states. As in [MLA98] the algorithm works on synchronization intervals. Using
the backward replay, the costs are propagated back to their source similar to propagating waiting time in
the forward stage. Long-term costs are only relevant for complex blocking point-to-point communication
patterns, which is an unusual case in optimized parallel applications. However, the example code Zeus-
MP/2 was characterized with complex non-blocking MPI point-to-point patterns and the delay analysis
exposed a large amount of long-term costs.
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Sampling-based Approaches

In contrast to the previous analysis approaches, blame shifting techniques are developed to work with
sampling. Hence, their accuracy is highly dependent on the sampling rate. HPCToolkit [ABF+10] was
used to implement the following strategies.
The term blame shifting has been introduced by Tallent et al [TMCP10] in the context of lock contention
analysis of multithreaded applications. It basically blames lock holders for the waiting time that occurs
on other threads during lock acquisition. The respective implementation uses atomic add to increase
the lock’s waiting time counter and atomic swap to blame the lock holder (read and reset counter). For
every active lock a respective counter is needed. Based on an instrumented GNU OpenMP runtime Liu
et al. [LMCF13] extended the blame shifting technique to support the analysis of OpenMP programs.
They distinguish between directed blaming of lock holders and undirected blaming of busy threads for
causing idleness on other threads. The concept supports OpenMP locks and barriers. The implementation
supports OpenMP tasks in general, but it does not evaluate constructs such as taskwait. Blame shifting
for multithreaded applications is done at runtime, instantaneously, when a thread takes a sample.

Blame Shifting on GPUs

Blame shifting for CPU-GPU programs has been introduced by Chabbi et al. [CMFMC13] and imple-
mented in a special version of HPCToolkit, “G-HPCToolkit”. The principle of blaming the non-idle
resource is maintained, similar to the undirected blaming of OpenMP threads. In CPU-GPU programs,
the resource or perpetrator of idleness can be either GPU kernels or code regions that run on the CPU.
Symptoms of idleness are for example the CPU waiting at cudaDeviceSynchronize or an idle
GPU. Blame is quantified according to the idle or waiting time and attributed to full call paths at pro-
gram runtime.
As GPUs do not support traditional call-stack-based sampling, a hybrid approach with sampling on the
CPU and selected instrumentation of GPU operations is applied. It uses device events in combination
with event query routines to obtain the device execution state on the host thread. Therefore, the approach
is restricted to offloading APIs that provide this functionality, such as CUDA and OpenCL.
G-HPCToolkit instruments CUDA kernels with CUDA events and wraps all CUDA stream management
and CUDA synchronization routines. CUDA events are used to query for kernel execution on the GPU
and potentially blame the CPU for not keeping the GPU busy. Blame for the GPU is computed using
timestamps that are acquired by wrapping CUDA synchronization routines. GPU kernels are blamed at
the end of a CUDA synchronization and therefore temporarily stored in a list. CUDA events of completed
CUDA kernels are used to get their execution time and distribute the blame accordingly. Measuring the
duration of CUDA kernels via CUDA events, as performed in this approach, introduces more overhead
and is less accurate than kernel measurement via the CUPTI activity API. However, according to [DIJ10],
it provides acceptable accuracy in most cases.

Blame Shifting on Call-Path Profiles

Tallent et al. [TAMC10] developed a post-mortem blame shifting to identify load imbalances in call-path
profiles of SPMD executions. At runtime, each thread collects profile information in a calling context tree
(CCT), which is a fully context-sensitive call graph, where each call stack of a function has a separate
node. The thread-local CCTs are summarized in a post-processing step into a global CCT, for which
balance points are identified. A node (code region) is balanced, if every instance takes the same amount
of time. To tolerate measurement noise, the root node is defined as the most-balanced node and other
CCT nodes are compared to it. Waiting routines are identified by name. As the CCT does not store
temporal information, it is not generally possible to identify the precise cause of idleness, which is why
blame can only be shifted to possible suspects. Blame for idleness is shifted to its deepest balanced
ancestor node, which can by definition not contribute to imbalance. The idea is that if a descendant
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Programming APIs Analysis Techniques Presentation

MPI OpenMP OpenACC CUDA OpenCL Hot
Spot

Wait
State

Cause
Effect

Critical
Path Profile Time-

line

HPCToolkit ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Cray Tools ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

TAU ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ (✓)
OSS ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ (✓)
CEPBA Tools ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Vampir ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

CUBE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Scalasca ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Table 3.1: Features of performance analysis tools for HPC applications. Mature functionality of MPI
and OpenMP as well as hot-spot analysis are supported by most tools. Offloading APIs are
often only supported in basic (statistical) analyses. The visualization of the analysis results in
a timeline view is missing for the more complex analysis techniques.

of a balanced node contains idleness, that idleness must be caused by one or more descendants of that
balanced node. Compared to blame shifting at runtime, the post-mortem approach does not introduce
measurement overhead at all. The main drawback is that it cannot directly identify the perpetrators of
imbalances but only suspects, which makes it a heuristic approach.

3.4 Related Performance Analysis Tools

The performance tool landscape comprises a large number of software tools. This section presents state-
of-the-art performance analysis tools that are related to this work and implement various concepts for
a systematic performance analysis. As most HPC applications, e.g. large scientific simulations, can be
executed process-parallel and run on a variety of HPC system architectures, the focus is on scalable and
portable tools. Neither the list of software tools that are presented in this section nor their description is
intended to be complete. The objective is to provide an overview on a representative set of performance
tools in HPC, their analysis approaches and result presentations as well as the support for programming
paradigms that are used in HPC.
The techniques developed in this thesis extends the Score-P performance tool suite, a well-known and
widely-used set of performance tools with a common measurement infrastructure. Tools such as Scalasca
and HPCToolkit implement similar analysis techniques as used in this thesis. This section also gives a
short overview on known tools from vendors that develop many-core technology or build heterogeneous
HPC systems, because they usually provide a more detailed insight into the execution on the vendor’s
hardware. The performance tools Carnival and IPS-2 provide early implementations of sophisticated
analysis techniques such as critical-path and cause-effect analysis for program tuning. However, they
have not been further developed, and hence, do not support recent programming models.
Table 3.1 gives an overview on selected state-of-the-art performance analysis tools. It characterizes tools
according to three categories: support for programming models, applied analysis techniques, and presen-
tation of the analysis results. Mature functionality in the dominating HPC paradigms MPI and OpenMP
are supported by all available tools. Recent features such as one-sided communication in MPI 3.0 or
OpenMP device directives are usually not implemented. Tools that run simple aggregation techniques
tend to support a wide range of programming models. More complex techniques that analyze execution
inefficiencies are often developed and implemented only for a single paradigm, most commonly only for
MPI. This significantly restricts their usability and validity for multi-paradigm applications.
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Vampir Scalasca PeriscopeTAUCUBE TAUdb

Figure 3.5: The Score-P performance tools comprise a measurement infrastructure as well as several
utilities, visualization and analysis tools. Adapted from Score-P user manual[Sco18].

This thesis contributes by specifying inefficiency patterns and respective detection rules for offloading
programming models. Furthermore, it enhances available analysis techniques and implements them for
the combined usage of the most commonly used programming APIs in HPC (MPI, OpenMP, CUDA,
OpenCL, and OpenACC) [MP14]. Besides a profile, the analysis results are added to the original trace
file, which makes them available for a detailed time-line view.

3.4.1 Score-P Performance Tools

Score-P [MBB+12] is a community effort on a common infrastructure for performance measurement. It
supports a number of analysis tools such as Periscope [BPG10], Scalasca [GWW+10], Vampir [KBD+08],
and Tau [SM06]. Figure 3.5 depicts the Score-P measurement infrastructure and its analysis tools.

Score-P

The Scalable Performance Measurement Infrastructure for Parallel Codes (Score-P ) is a highly scalable
tool suite for profiling, tracing, and online analysis of parallel programs. It is shipped together with
the OTF2 [EWG+12], the Cube4 [SKVM15] reader and writer libraries, and the OPARI2 instrumenter.
Among the currently supported programming APIs are MPI, OpenSHMEM, OpenMP, OmpSs, HMPP,
Pthreads, CUDA, OpenCL, and OpenACC. According performance events are acquired via instrumenta-
tion wrappers or respective tool interfaces. The measurement of the offloading APIs CUDA and OpenCL
has been extended in the scope of this thesis, whereas support for OpenACC has been developed and im-
plemented from scratch (compare Section 6.2).
Score-P supports compiler instrumentation and sampling to acquire data on a function level. A more
fine-grained data acquisition is available via PDT [LCM+00] or manual user instrumentation. Hardware
counter are measured based on PAPI, PERF and rusage metrics. MPI library calls are intercepted via
PMPI, which provides all required information to rebuild MPI communication dependencies.
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of call-path profiles using the Cube GUI. Metrics are selected in the left panel.
Program regions are presented as a call tree in the middle. The right panel shows the dis-
tribution of the selection (metric and region) across the system hierarchy. Metric values are
presented as numbers and additionally highlighted in a color coding.

As the OpenMP standard (up to version 4.5) does not specify a tools interface, Score-P uses OPARI2 to
instrument OpenMP directives and library calls. OPARI2 is the second generation of the source-to-source
instrumentation tool OPARI (OpenMP Pragma and Region Instrumenter) [MMSW02]. It implements
the POMP2 monitoring interface, which defines, similar as the OMPT interface (compare Section 4.2.2),
events for the begin and the end of an OpenMP construct as well OpenMP API functions.
Score-P implements a call-tree-based profiling on a per-thread basis [Sco18] that is written in the Cube4
profiling format. The Cube graphical user interface (GUI) is used to evaluate the profile data of an ap-
plication run. As even profiles can get very large at scale, Lorenz et al. [LSW15] developed an approach
for Score-P that keeps the profile size small by aggregating thread profile data. Score-P also allows the
generation of OTF2 program traces, which can be inspected with the trace browser Vampir or automat-
ically analyzed by Scalasca. The Scalasca analysis results are stored in the Cube4 format. OTF2 traces
store data transfers between host and device as remote memory access operations [KDD+13].

Cube

Cube [SKVM15] is a visualization tool for call-path profiles in the Cube4 format. Figure 3.6 shows
Cube’s profile visualization for a molecular dynamics (MD) code [HHdSSB11], which has been executed
with four MPI processes, each using four OpenMP threads. The visualization concept is based on three
windows: metric, call tree and system tree. The severity of a selected metric is highlighted in a color-
coded fashion. The call tree allows visualizes individual call paths. The system tree shows how a metric
for a selected function is spread across the system topology (nodes, processes, threads, etc.), which
allows analysis of statistical load-balancing aspects. For example, a (statistically) perfectly balanced
function has the same execution time on all execution streams.
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Figure 3.7: Visualization of trace files with the Vampir performance browser. The Master Timeline on
the top left is the main display. The selected interval shows one Jacobi iteration on two
MPI processes, each running four OpenMP threads and one CUDA device. The bottom left
timeline shows the call stack for Master thread:0 (MPI rank 0). A region profile for this
time interval is shown on the top right. The bottom right display shows details on a selected
communication between an MPI process and a CUDA stream.

Vampir

Vampir [KBD+08] is a visualization tool for OTF and OTF2 trace files. It uses a client front end (GUI)
for user interactions and enables scalable processing of large traces with its parallel server backend. The
performance data are visualized in various displays, which include function and counter timelines as well
as a message communication matrix, summary views, and call stack presentations. Figure 3.7 shows the
main display, the Master Timeline, together with the Process Timeline, the Function Summary, and the
Context View.
Due to its generic visualization approach, Vampir supports most parallelization concepts that are used in
HPC application. This includes parallelization with processes, threads and offloading. Among the sup-
ported runtime layers are MPI, SHMEM, OpenMP, Pthreads, CUDA, OpenCL, OpenACC and HMPP. A
systematic performance analysis of hybrid applications with Score-P and Vampir is presented in [JD17].
The Vampir toolchain for a holistic performance analysis of an MD code that uses MPI, OpenMP, and
OpenACC or CUDA simultaneously is shown in [DWW+13]. Vampir focuses on an intuitive graphical
representation of the program execution. It provides many useful displays to visually identify ineffi-
ciencies and determine their cause. The powerful zooming feature allows performance analysts to get
detailed information on time intervals of interest. This thesis uses Vampir to visualize the analysis results
such as the critical path, waiting time, and the costs of wait states in a timeline view.

Scalasca

Scalasca [GWW+10] is a performance tool for automatic analysis of OTF2 traces that have been created
by Score-P. The analysis results are added to a Cube4 profile and can be visualized in the Cube GUI
(see Figure 3.6). Among the Scalasca metrics are a variety of delay costs for individual MPI inefficiency
patterns such as later sender, barrier, and other collective operations. Scalasca also determines a set of
wait operations and computes critical-path profile metrics. A complete list of analysis metrics is available
in the Scalasca documentation [SPP19].
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In contrast to its predecessor tools EXPERT [WM03] and the KOJAK toolkit [MW03], Scalasca per-
forms a parallel analysis, based on MPI communication replay to detect wait states, delay costs, and the
critical path (see Sections 3.3.4, 3.3.5, and 3.3.6). Due to the fine-grained classification of performance
phenomena, expert knowledge is necessary to interpret the results and identify relevant optimization
opportunities.
Scalasca supports MPI and OpenMP without the offloading capabilities introduced in version 4.0. Al-
though offloading models such as CUDA, OpenCL or OpenACC are not supported, Xeon Phi programs
can be analyzed based on the native or symmetric execution model, where MPI is used on both, the host
and the coprocessor [WF13].

Periscope Tuning Framework

The Periscope Tuning Framework (PTF) incorporates performance analysis and automatic performance
tuning. It consists of Periscope [BPG10], a performance tool for online analysis, and tuning plug-
ins [CUG15] that optimize specific aspects of the application performance. The tuning model first creates
the tuning parameters that define the search space and runs one or more tuning steps. A tuning step is
the execution of a program with a specific configuration. It starts with a pre-analysis using Periscope,
which identifies tuning alternatives (i.e. different parameter configurations) to reduce the search space.
The following search step executes the experiment to determine the effect of the tuning configuration.
After all search steps are finished the results are used as input for additional tuning steps or provided to
the user.
There are several tuning plugins available so far. Among them are plugins to tune MPI parameters,
master/slave patterns, and energy via voltage and frequency scaling as well as a pipeline tuning plugin
for programs that deploy heterogeneous many-core architectures [BB14] and a plugin to evaluate the best
parameter configuration for HMPP codelets [DBB07]. The goal of most of these plugins is to identify
the combination of adjustable parameters that enable the fastest or most efficient execution. To avoid a
complete brute-force approach, performance analysis is used to guide the search and evaluate the tuning
effect. The Periscope analysis uses a set of agents that autonomously search for predefined performance
properties during the program execution. Similar to Scalasca, performance properties are defined for MPI
and OpenMP. The PTF workflow is setup via a graphical interface based on Eclipse. Instrumentation and
performance measurement is based on the Score-P infrastructure.

TAU

The TAU (Tuning and Analysis Utilities) parallel performance system [SM06] is a toolset for instru-
mentation, performance measurement, analysis and visualization. It supports several instrumentation
approaches and provides a sampling interface to acquire performance data. Furthermore, it can analyze
call-path profiles that have been generated with Score-P. The program database toolkit (PDT) [LCM+00]
has been developed within the TAU project to support automatic instrumentation at the source code level,
e.g. to instrument functions or even code blocks such as loops. Among the supported runtime layers are
MPI, several threading models such as OpenMP and Pthreads as well as accelerator paradigms such as
CUDA, OpenCL and OpenACC.
TAU is able to generate call-path, call-depth and phase profiles, which can be investigated with Para-
Prof [BMS03], TAU’s parallel profile analysis and visualization tool. ParaProf provides many possi-
bilities to visualize and compare profiles. Outstanding are the three-dimensional views on performance
profiles, which enables an additional metric to be correlated with others using a single diagram. TAU
does not provide a trace visualization tool, but it enables the translation from its own trace format into
other trace file formats to be visualized with Vampir, Jumpshot or Paraver. Another unique feature of
TAU is the profile database management framework TAUdb (former PerfDMF [HMBM05]). It can im-
port and store a large number of profiles from different performance measurement tools and provides a
convenient way to compare multiple performance analysis experiments.
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hpcviewer

hpctraceviewer

Figure 3.8: Visualization of performance data with HPCToolkit. hpcviewer visualizes call-path profiles
in a top-down calling-context view, a bottom-up callers view, or a flat view. It enables the
computation of derived metrics and a correlation to the program source code. hpctraceviewer
visualizes traces in a space and time view with color-coded functions.

3.4.2 HPCToolkit

HPCToolkit [ABF+10] is an integrated suite of tools to measure, analyze and visualize performance
data. The measurement is based on sampling, which enables the analysis of binaries without the need
for instrumentation. Collecting data on the binary level is programming-model agnostic, which basi-
cally means that the translation from binary symbols (e.g. function calls) to user-level constructs (e.g.,
OpenMP directives) has to be done by the user. As described in Section 3.3.6, HPCTookit implements
blame shifting at runtime (local load imbalance detection) for CUDA, OpenMP barriers and lock con-
tention, as well as blame shifting on call-path profiles for MPI. It also supports the OMPT interface to
query state information for OpenMP threads.
HPCToolkit focuses on the generation of call-path profiles, which are visualized with hpcviewer, a GUI
that associates measured and derived metrics to full calling contexts to correlate measurements with
program structure. Performance data are presented in a top-down view. HPCToolkit traces represent se-
quences of asynchronous samples for process and threads, which can be visualized with hpctraceviewer.
A sample contains the entire call stack of active functions. In contrast to Vampir, where functions are
grouped and the group is represented with a color, hpctraceviewer uses distinct colors for different func-
tions. Figure 3.8 shows HPCToolkit’s profile and trace visualization.

3.4.3 CEPBA-Tools

The CEPBA toolkit is a set of performance tools that are developed at the Barcelona Supercomputing
Center. The main tools are Extrae [SLH+13] for performance data acquisition and trace generation,
Paraver [PPL+95] for trace analysis and visualization, and Dimemas [LGP+96] for performance predic-
tion. Extrae supports established HPC programming models such as MPI, OpenMP, Pthreads, CUDA,
and OpenCL. It uses various event-based data acquisition mechanisms, e.g. library interposition, binary
instrumentation, compiler instrumentation, and tool interfaces such as CUPTI, but also supports timer
and counter-driven sampling.
Paraver is a performance analysis and visualization tool for program traces with similar functionality
as Vampir. As the trace format has no semantics itself, Paraver provides a set of semantic modules
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and the means to customize the semantics by the user. Although this allows a flexible presentation of
arbitrary performance metrics, expert knowledge is necessary to choose appropriate data sources and
their respective visualization. Paraver also features analysis tools for clustering to identify the program
structure from computational bursts [GGL09], for folding to identify performance phases within repet-
itive computational regions [SLG+14], and for spectral analysis to detect periodic patterns in program
traces [CBL10].
Dimemas is a simulator that predicts an application’s behavior on an abstract machine. Based on an
event trace that includes timing information about CPU and network operations, it generates a Paraver
trace file representing the simulated execution. The abstract machine is modeled by a set of key factors
for network and CPU resources. This includes linear factors such as execution and transfer times as well
as non-linear factors such as resource contention and synchronization. Dimemas performs critical path
analysis to report the importance of code blocks for the program execution time. It supports message
passing via MPI and task-based parallelism with OmpSs.

3.4.4 Vendor Tools

HPC system and hardware vendors such as AMD, Cray, Intel, or NVIDIA provide their own performance
tools. One fundamental drawback of such tools is the lack of portability, as they typically support only
the vendor’s products. However, the knowledge of the specific hardware and software stack enables a
more detailed performance analysis by accessing and interpreting internal data that is not available to
third-party tools.
AMD developed CodeXL to optimize applications for AMD platforms. The tool suite includes capabil-
ities for GPU debugging, GPU and CPU profiling as well as static OpenCL kernel analysis. As AMD
CodeXL does not support paradigms such as message passing with MPI or SHMEM it cannot be used to
analyze scalable applications. However, to investigate the intra-node performance for AMD GPUs and
AMD Accelerated Processing Units (APUs), it provides a unique level of detail. Furthermore, it is one
of few tools that support HSA applications.
Allinea MAP is a sampling-based profiler for parallel codes. It supports MPI, OpenMP, Pthreads, CUDA,
and several PGAS languages and libraries. Instead of performing any complex analysis techniques, it
provides a performance summary, which categorizes the runtime in I/O, compute, thread, and MPI. MAP
also highlights the most runtime-consuming code region.
Performance tools by Cray, Intel, and NVIDIA support the analysis of scalable heterogeneous applica-
tions and provide features that guide the performance analysis process.

CrayPat & Cray Apprentice

The Cray performance tool infrastructure [DHJ+08] consists of CrayPat and Cray Apprentice. Cray-
Pat provides an instrumentation utility, a data collection library, and a performance report generator.
Instrumentation is performed at the binary level using binary rewriting and automatic relinking with
pat_build. To control the instrumentation the user selects function groups such as MPI, CUDA,
or OpenMP. The CrayPat API also enables manual source code instrumentation. Performance data are
collected based on sampling or instrumentation and stored as a profile or trace. The report generator
pat_report reads the performance data and generates a text report. The Cray performance tools sup-
port several programming APIs and I/O libraries, e.g. MPI, SHMEM, OpenMP, Pthreads, OpenACC,
CUDA, ADIOS, and HDF5. However, no information about offloaded code regions (to accelerators or
coprocessors) is collected.
Cray Apprentice is a visualization tool for Cray performance data. It provides several basic views on
the collected data. Two views are shown in Figure 3.9, which visualize the performance results of the
Lulesh benchmark (default configuration with 303 elements) for eight MPI processes, each running four
OpenMP threads on two compute nodes of Titan (Oak Ridge National Laboratory). The Overview sum-
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Figure 3.9: Cray Apprentice visualizes performance data generated with CrayPat. The Overview (on the
left) provides global program statistics as well as a guidance towards performance issues (ex-
clamation marks next to CPU and Load Imbalance). The Call Tree (on the right) visualizes
the caller-callee relation and additionally provides runtime and load-balancing information
of individual code regions.

marizes the execution scenario and allows the analyst to easily spot the context of a potential performance
issue. Other views such as the Call Tree or profile charts provide more details on the execution of individ-
ual code regions. The Mosaic view visualizes data movement between processes similar to the message
matrix in Intel’s Trace Analyzer and Vampir.
If CrayPat has collected a trace, more detailed information and views are available. The Call Tree
provides additional load-balancing information and the Load Balance view shows the runtime share of
regions on each process. The list next to the call tree rates regions according to their imbalance time
(compare Section 3.3.3). A question mark highlights the region with the highest load imbalance. The
nodes or boxes in the call tree are stacked bar charts, where the lower bar (light blue) represents the
shortest execution time, the middle bar (purple) the average time, and the upper bar the longest execution
of a region. The height of a box represents the total execution time of the respective region. This node
visualization enables the performance analyst to easily spot long running and imbalanced regions. The
Traffic view presents data movement between processes in a timeline, if event-based tracing has been
used to collect the performance data.

Intel Performance Tools

Intel’s software stack includes two sophisticated performance analysis tools: the Intel Trace Analyzer
and Collector and the Intel VTune Amplifier XE.
The Intel Trace Analyzer and Collector enables the collection and analysis of traces for MPI programs.
The trace visualization is, similar to Vampir, realized with timelines as well as several profile views and
a message matrix. Figure 3.10 shows a screen shot for the execution of the Lulesh benchmark [KKN13]
(303 elements) with eight processes, each running three OpenMP threads. As the Intel Trace Analyzer
and Collector is limited to MPI support, OpenMP activity is only observed on the MPI processes. Fur-
thermore, there is no support for accelerators or coprocessors. The analysis detects MPI inefficiency
patterns such as Late Sender or Wait at Barrier and provides a load balancing view, similar to the Cube
system tree (compare Figure 3.6). It is also possible to compare traces files.
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Figure 3.10: The Intel Trace Analyzer and Collector uses several timeline views, such as the Event Time-
line on the top and the Quantitative Timeline below, for a detailed analysis of previously
collected program traces. Program regions are color-coded according to their programming
API. Black lines between processes visualize MPI messages. The Load Balance view (bot-
tom left) exposes the runtime share of regions on each process. The Performance Issues
view (bottom center) highlights known inefficiency patterns. The message matrix (bottom
right) presents the MPI communication behavior with color-coded metric values.

Figure 3.11: The Intel VTune Amplifier XE 2016 has a Summary view (left window) to provide an initial
overview on the program execution and a first glance on the overall parallel efficiency. The
Top-down Tree (right window) is used for in-depth analysis of individual functions in the
call stack as well as the temporal progress of the execution.
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Intel VTune Amplifier uses periodical sampling to generate performance profiles. Besides MPI it sup-
ports the threading APIs OpenMP, Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB), and Intel Cilk Plus. OpenCL
analysis is available for recent Intel processors with integrated GPU as well as Intel Xeon Phi processors.
Depending on the application scenario, the user has to choose between several different analysis strate-
gies. Basic and Advanced Hotspots analysis identify code sections where most of the execution time is
spent. The Concurrency analysis is used to evaluate how effectively an application uses the computing
resources, e.g. CPU cores and the integrated GPU. The Lock and Waits analysis exposes synchronization
objects that prevent efficient parallelization.

VTune presents the analysis results in several views. Figure 3.11 shows two views based on the con-
currency analysis of the default Lulesh configuration (303 elements) with eight processes, each running
three OpenMP threads. The Summary view highlights the time spent in different categories for the to-
tal program execution. To evaluate the parallelization and execution efficiency, it contrasts effectively
used time with time that is spent waiting or overhead time. The rating Top OpenMP Processes by MPI
Communication Spin Time sorts MPI ranks according to their MPI communication spin time, claiming
that less spin time means more critical-path time of the respective process. Due to the nature of a profile
analysis this might be misleading when load shifts dynamically between processes during the program
execution.

In hybrid MPI/OpenMP programs, VTune also computes the potential gain when optimizing OpenMP
regions on specific MPI ranks. The Top Hotspots rating is based on the function activity, which refers
to the exclusive runtime. The screenshot on the right of Figure 3.11 shows the analysis results in more
detail for every function in the call stack. It is possible to choose between a bottom-up, top-down, and
caller-callee tree presentation. The Effective Time by Utilization evaluates the parallelization efficiency of
a program region. Spin Time details synchronization behavior and Overhead Time refine the paralleliza-
tion overhead such as thread creation and scheduling overhead. The timelines (at the bottom) visualize
the execution over time. Different colors are used to distinguish CPU execution, thread spinning and
overhead as well as MPI communication.

NVIDIA Profiling Tools

The NVIDIA Visual Profiler (NVVP) [NVI18e] is a performance analysis tool that is part of the CUDA
toolkit. It uses the NVIDIA profiler nvprof to collect performance data for CUDA C/C++ applications as
well as OpenACC and OpenMP applications with CUDA as compilation target. nvprof is also available
as a command-line utility, which generates independent profiles and traces for each executed process.
The result files can be imported in NVVP. Although nvprof does not collect information on MPI and
OpenMP, the analysis of the CUDA part of respective programs is supported. Furthermore, it integrates
with the OpenACC profiling interface (see Section 4.2.1).

The NVVP analysis of MPI/CUDA applications has been described in [Kra14]. Since version 7.5 nvprof
supports the measurement of CPU activities based on program counter and call stack sampling at a
certain frequency. CUDA activities such as CUDA API calls as well as GPU kernels and data transfers
can be visualized in a timeline as shown in Figure 3.12. Low-level insights into CUDA kernels are gained
via performance metrics and events that are directly collected from GPU hardware counters and other
counter sources. To provide derived software metrics, many patch-based counters, which are generated
via binary instrumentation, are collected. Furthermore, it is possible to observe GPU power, thermal,
and clock values.

NVVP provides a guided analysis mode, which supports the user to systematically detect potential ineffi-
ciencies in a top-down approach. In a first step, the CUDA Application Analysis, global GPU usage infor-
mation is presented and significant underutilization of GPU resources is highlighted. The second stage
identifies Performance-Critical Kernels, which are investigated in subsequent analysis steps. NVVP au-
tomatically identifies an extensive set of performance issues in CUDA kernels and suggests optimization
opportunities. In most cases, it reruns the application to gather the required performance counter.
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Figure 3.12: The NVIDIA Visual Profiler provides a timeline visualization of CUDA activities on the
CPU and GPU. The execution context is labeled on the left. The properties view on the
right shows details on the selected activity. The analysis tab shown at the bottom indicates
potential inefficiencies in the overall GPU usage.

The automatic analysis for multi-process programs is limited to the initial analysis stage, the evaluation
of the global GPU usage. Nevertheless, it is possible to manually specify kernel counters that shall be
collected. Since CUDA 8.0, NVVP supports critical-path detection for the CUDA programming model,
which originated from work developed as part of this thesis. Details on this analysis are described in
Section 4.1.1.

With CUDA 10, new NVIDIA developer tools have been introduced: Nsight Systems [NVI19b] for
system-level performance analysis based on statistical sampling and tracing as well as Nsight Com-
pute [NVI18c] for interactive profiling of CUDA kernels.

3.5 Conclusion

Performance analysis of HPC codes is a complex process with a diverse set of available analysis tech-
niques, which all have their advantages and disadvantages. Sampling has a more predictable and easier
adjustable runtime overhead than event-based instrumentation, but it can provide only statistical perfor-
mance data. Profiles have a smaller memory footprint than traces, but they discard the temporal order of
events, which prohibits the analysis of dynamic runtime effects. Keeping in mind the drawbacks of event
traces, they can preserve very detailed and accurate runtime information, which is a proper basis for the
performance analysis presented in this thesis.

Due to its long history in HPC, message passing has been extensively investigated, potential performance
bottlenecks are well understood, and most performance tools support it with the MPI standard. The same
applies to the fork-join thread model, where OpenMP specifies the de facto standard for multithreading.
To detect performance bottlenecks, such as imbalances, sophisticated techniques have been developed.
Elaborated performance analysis tools automatically identify inefficiency patterns, the critical path, and
the root cause from the execution of MPI and OpenMP application codes and thus provide some guidance
in the analysis process.
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In contrast, performance analysis for computation offloading, as an additional parallel execution layer,
is in its early stages. Several programming APIs with similar offloading functionality exist, but only
a few analysis techniques, such as blame shifting, have been adopted. The offloading process and its
interaction with MPI and OpenMP received little or no attention so far. Performance tools implement
either a sophisticated analysis for MPI and OpenMP or an in-depth analysis on offloaded tasks of a
specific offloading API. The support for directive-based offloading is either missing or relies on a the
availability of a lower-level device-offloading API.

This thesis abstracts common inefficiencies from available offloading APIs (see Section 4.1), which
extends the set of already defined inefficiency patterns for MPI and OpenMP. As described in Section 4.2,
it also contributes in specifying a portable way to acquire and analyze performance data on the execution
of OpenACC and OpenMP directives. To enable a consistent and systematic top-down analysis, the
computation offloading model is put in context with message passing and multithreading. A scalable
and generic performance analysis approach is presented in Chapter 5. As proof of concept, this thesis
extends the performance analysis universe of Score-P by implementing a scalable trace analysis tool,
which enables an automatic analysis of scalable heterogeneous applications (see Chapter 6).
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4 Performance Analysis for Computation Offloading

Computation offloading creates an additional parallel execution layer next to process and thread-level
parallelism. Inefficient offloading can manifest in an idle device or a blocked host thread that is waiting
for device activity [CMFMC13]. Both cannot be completely avoided but should be minimized to enable
optimal (parallel) resource utilization. A prominent reason for idle or waiting time is a non-existing or
suboptimal workload balancing between host and device. This might be due to algorithmic reasons, e.g.
data dependencies, or other aspects, such as incorrectly predicted or unexpected processing performance
of computing resources.
The proposed analysis methods for computation offloading assume a program trace as input, which
provides time and dependency information between events. They do neither consider details on the
hardware utilization nor do they consider whether code is suitable for an offloading device or not. Hence,
the usage of a processing unit is considered inefficient, if it is idle or waiting for work.
This chapter extends the state of the art in performance analysis for computation offloading models by
proposing methods for detecting and analyzing host waiting time, device idle time as well as inefficien-
cies in the data management between host and device. Section 4.1 describes inefficiency patterns that are
used to identify, categorize, and evaluate the severity of inefficient computation offloading. Section 4.2
covers the data acquisition for programs with offloading directives, which is a prerequisite for the pat-
tern analysis. Large parts of current tool interfaces for OpenACC and OpenMP have been designed or
influenced in the context of this thesis.

4.1 Inefficiency Patterns in Computation Offloading Models

Offloading inefficiencies occur when the host synchronizes with the device, the device idles, or device
data is not efficiently managed by the host. An early synchronization with the offloading device wastes
CPU time by delaying the execution of subsequent tasks on a host thread. An idle offloading device does
not execute any task and hence wastes device resources. Furthermore, device data allocation and data
movement between host and device can delay the execution on host and device. Table 4.1 summarizes
inefficiency patterns for computation offloading and specifies a respective severity, which is the time that
is wasted in non-productive work.
Computation offloading models have inherent execution dependencies. For example, a device task cannot
start before it has been triggered by the host and it has to end before a successful device synchronization
ends. The knowledge about constraining dependencies between offloading operations on the host and
offloaded tasks can be used to detect and analyze patterns of inefficient execution behavior. The following
sections describe inefficiency patterns for computation offloading, their detection, and their usage for
performance analysis. They revise and extend the work presented in [Sch13], [SDJ16], and [DTJK17].

4.1.1 Early Device Synchronization

Programming models for computation offloading provide various possibilities to synchronize the host
execution with device tasks. Considering common offloading APIs, the synchronization object is either
a whole device, a device stream, a device task, or a device event. Global device synchronization ensures
that all tasks in all device streams are finished. The synchronization with a device stream is completed
when all previously launched tasks in this stream are finished. The host synchronizes with a device task
or device event to ensure it is completed. Figure 4.1 compares device, stream, and task synchronization
in a time-space diagram.
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Pattern Accounting/Severity

Early Device Synchronization / Idle Host

Early blocking device synchronization
Time between synchronization start and end of tem-
porally last associated device task

↰

Synchronous offloading
Time between the start of the first and the end of the
temporally last associated device task

Early non-blocking device synchronization Execution time of unsuccessful tests

Idle Offloading Device
Idle Time when no device task is active
Compute idle Time when no computational device task is active

Inefficient Device Data Management

Late data transfer
Time when a transfer delays the execution of any
compute task on the device

Multiple consecutive data transfers Accumulated overhead of excessive transfers

Table 4.1: Inefficiency patterns for computation offloading
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Figure 4.1: Offloaded tasks can be synchronized on the device, stream, or task level. The timelines show
one host stream and three tasks that have been previously launched on two device streams.
The arrows between device streams and the host stream represent dependencies resulting
from the specific synchronization.
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Figure 4.2: Blocking and non-blocking early device synchronization are handled similarly. The synchro-
nization comprises all device streams. As Task 2 delays Task 3, it is indirectly associated to
the synchronization. Dependency paths are visualized as dashed arrows. The critical path
follows the last task in the synchronization (Task 3), its directly preceding task (Task 2) to the
begin of the launch operation of the timely first associated task (LT2).

Device synchronization is early when it starts before the synchronization object has finished execution. It
is performed either as blocking wait operation or non-blocking query mechanism. Figure 4.2 illustrates
both patterns in a timeline view. There is little difference in the analysis concept, which also results in
similar analysis requirements. The detection of device tasks that are associated to the synchronization
is required in either case, while waiting-time analysis and critical-path detection follow the same fun-
damental rules. The differences of blocking and non-blocking synchronization, in terms of usage and
analysis details, are discussed separately.

Analysis Requirements

Assuming that the execution stream (process, thread, or device stream) of operations is known, the
following additional information is required to analyze early blocking device synchronization:

• launch/trigger operations of device tasks and device events – begin time and target device stream
• device tasks – begin and end time
• device events – time of occurrence
• synchronization operations (wait and test) – begin time, end time, and synchronization object

If the begin timestamp of the synchronization is less than the timestamp of the last ending associated
device task (synchronization and device task overlap), early device synchronization is detected. The
synchronized object and the target device stream are needed to identify associated device tasks. To
determine the waiting time and the critical-path time, the begin time of device tasks is required, too.
The begin of task launch operations is used to create a path from device tasks back to the host, which
is a requirement for the critical-path detection. Device events and their triggers are a requirement for
event-based task synchronization.

Detecting Associated Device Tasks

The overlap between the synchronization operations and their associated device tasks determines the
waiting time on the host and therewith the severity of an early device synchronization. It can be distin-
guished between directly and indirectly associated device tasks. A device task is directly associated to a
host-device synchronization, if it overlaps with the synchronization operation on the host, and

• it is the synchronized object,
• it is immediately executed before the synchronized device event, or
• it is executed last on a synchronized device stream.
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Due to task dependencies and the property of device streams to execute tasks sequentially1, the syn-
chronization of a (directly associated) device task can also affect other device tasks. In most offloading
programs, the synchronization of a device task does not finish before all previously executed tasks in
the same device stream are completed. Hence, a device task is indirectly associated to the host-device
synchronization, if it delays an associated task and has not been previously synchronized by the same
host thread.
Furthermore, the device synchronization can affect multiple device streams. Indirectly associated device
tasks can include tasks from device streams that are not synchronized, due to task dependencies2. Sec-
tion 5.1.1 – Synchronization Types describes the requirements on performance data to rebuild inter-stream
dependencies.

Waiting-Time Analysis

The associated device task that ends last in a synchronization determines the end time of the potential
wait state on the host, and is a potential continuation point on the device for critical-path detection. It can
be identified performing a linear search (O(n)) over n associated tasks, or more efficient with complexity
O(s) for s device streams, using the property that events in a single device streams are in chronological
order. The extend of the host wait operation over the end of the last synchronized device task is not
accounted as waiting time, but interpreted as parallelization overhead (device management).
To account the cause of host-blocking device synchronization, all associated device tasks are blamed.
The waiting time in the synchronization equals the blame that is distributed over the tasks (see Defini-
tion 5 in Section 5.3.1). Section 5.3.2 – Blame the Shortest Path describes the used root-cause analysis in
detail. The total amount of distributed blame per wait state can exceed its waiting time, when associated
device tasks are executed concurrently.

Critical-Path Detection

The critical-path detection starts on the host at the end of the execution and progresses backwards in time.
It changes the execution stream when it encounters a wait state. If a wait state is enclosed in a device syn-
chronization, it continues at the end event of the last ending task that is associated to the synchronization.
It proceeds on this device stream until there are no more immediate predecessor (associated) tasks. The
critical path changes to an immediate predecessor task on another device stream, if such a dependency
exists. From the temporal first device task on the critical path, it continues at the begin event of the task’s
launch operation. The task’s launch operation on the host has to carry an identifier to the device stream
of the launched task or to the task directly. Due to the property of device streams to execute tasks in their
launch order, the matching is unique.

Early Blocking Device Synchronization

The host performs an early blocking device synchronization when it cannot continue processing until the
offloading device finishes execution, e.g. due to data dependencies. Hence, a host thread begins to wait
for one or more uncompleted device tasks.
Table 4.2 gives an overview of host-blocking device synchronization options in CUDA, OpenACC,
OpenCL, and OpenMP. It occurs explicitly as a result of a dedicated API routine or directive, or implicitly
as side-effect of an operation. However, the pattern analysis does not need to distinguish between explicit
or implicit synchronization. CUDA and OpenACC provide API routines to explicitly execute a global
device synchronization. In OpenMP programs, there is an implicit global device synchronization at the

1In CUDA and OpenACC, device streams execute tasks sequentially. OpenCL provides out-of-order device streams. OpenMP
does not use the concept of device streams.

2In CUDA and OpenCL, dependencies between tasks on different device streams are created with device events. The
OpenACC API provides the async clause to describe dependencies between device execution streams.
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Offloading API Device Stream / Queue Event / Task

CUDA explicit & implicit explicit explicit
OpenCL explicit explicit
OpenACC explicit & implicit explicit explicit
OpenMP implicit explicit & implicit

Table 4.2: Blocking device synchronization can be explicit or occur implicitly in common computation
offloading APIs. Triggered by a dedicated API routine or directive, it is explicit. It is implicit,
if the offloading API specifies routines or directives which require a host-synchronous behav-
ior, but have a different primary task than synchronization. The OpenMP and OpenACC APIs
allow the program to wait for specific device tasks. The CUDA and OpenCL APIs provide
device events to enable device-task synchronization.

end of target regions, if the nowait clause has not been used. As CUDA, OpenCL, and OpenACC use
the concept of asynchronous non-blocking execution streams, they provide routines for explicit stream
synchronization. Implicit host-blocking stream synchronization is not specified in offloading APIs.
Synchronous device tasks are a special case of early blocking device synchronization, where the host
triggers (or launches) device tasks and immediately blocks the execution of the host thread until the de-
vice tasks are completed. The accounted waiting time on the host is the time between the start of the first
and the end of the last associated task. Blame distribution and critical-path detection regard synchronous
offloading as a normal blocking synchronization. OpenACC and OpenMP allow the programmer to de-
scribe synchronous execution for all device tasks, whereas neither CUDA nor OpenCL provide an API
routine to trigger a host-synchronous compute task on the device.
The pure detection of synchronous device tasks requires only host events for CUDA, OpenCL, and
OpenACC. In the CUDA and OpenCL APIs, they can be detected by function name and arguments. In the
OpenACC profiling interface, all event callbacks provide information on the async clause, which can be
used to expose synchronous operations. However, the current OpenMP 5.0 [OMP18] tools interface does
not provide the means to expose whether a device task is triggered synchronously or asynchronously.
The optimization of host-synchronous data operations is most often a replacement with a respective
asynchronous version, which enables the host to perform any work or trigger other device tasks during
the data operation. However, using a synchronous device task is reasonable, if the host cannot continue
to work its completion, e.g. synchronous data transfer from device to host. For energy reasons, the
implementation of the wait operation is of importance, e.g. it can be implemented as spin wait or thread
yield, which makes it a real wait consuming CPU clock cycles or an idle operation. The analysis may
consider this difference to amplify the severity of the pattern or distinguish between an idle and a busy-
wait pattern.

Early Non-Blocking Device Synchronization

In contrast to blocking synchronization, a query, probe, or test for completion does not block the ex-
ecution of a host thread until the tested device object has finished execution. This allows the host to
perform any work in between test operations, which enables an adaptive load balancing. Depending on
the offloading model, the execution status of individual device streams, tasks or events can be requested.
Table 4.3 summarizes non-blocking synchronization options in CUDA, OpenCL, and OpenACC. The
OpenMP API specification [OMP15] does not describe a query mechanism to request the execution
status of an offloading device.
The detection of non-blocking synchronization assumes that the test operations are used for the purpose
of synchronization with the device. A test that returns completed is called a successful test. It signalizes
that the object under test has finished execution, and completes the host-device synchronization. A test
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Offloading API Device Stream / Queue Event / Task

CUDA cuStreamQuery cuEventQuery
OpenCL clGetEventInfo
OpenACC acc_async_test_all acc_async_test acc_async_test

Table 4.3: Query routines for the device execution status

that returns another status than completed is called an unsuccessful test. All unsuccessful tests that
precede a successful test for the same object under test introduce an inefficiency as they waste time on
the host. Another restriction is that there is no other synchronization in between any of the test operations
which affects a common device stream or device task. An inefficiency emerges if there is at least one
unsuccessful test that fulfills the previous conditions. Figure 4.2 illustrates non-blocking synchronization
with test operations.
Non-blocking host-device synchronization becomes increasingly inefficient with the number of unsuc-
cessful test operations. The first unsuccessful test in the group of associated test operations determines
the begin of the synchronization. Each unsuccessful test is considered unnecessary or redundant and
is therefore assigned waiting time for its duration. All associated tasks can be blamed for causing this
waiting time. Reducing the frequency of test operations usually decreases the negative impact of this
pattern, which, however, can also result in more device idle time, since the host may be informed late
about completed device tasks.
As non-blocking synchronization does not generate wait states in offloading scenarios, it can be argued
that the critical path stays on the host. However, the associated test operations can also be interpreted
as a non-blocking wait state. In the latter case, the critical path detection works similar to host-blocking
synchronization. To decide whether non-blocking synchronization introduces a wait state, the execution
time of associated unsuccessful tests has to be determined. If more time is spent in unsuccessful tests
than in other work on the host between the first unsuccessful test and the successful test, an analysis can
assume a non-blocking wait state.

4.1.2 Idle Offloading Device

An idle offloading device is, similar to a waiting host thread, a waste of compute resources. It is unavoid-
able during the program startup and shutdown, as the device has to be initialized, workload generated by
the host, device memory allocated, data moved to the device, and finally results be read back. Offload-
ing is often used to accelerate portions of a code that can be more efficiently processed by a respective
offloading device other than the host processor. Remaining code parts are executed on the host, which
potentially leaves the device in an idle state.
Device idle can be further refined into idle and compute idle. An offloading device is considered idle
when it does not execute any task. It is considered compute idle, when it does not execute any compute
kernel. The begin, the end, and the device stream of devices tasks are required to analyze idle times on
offloading devices.

Detection of Device Idle

Event traces are an effective technique to detect the idle time of offloading devices. By post-processing
such traces, an event analyzer might iterate over the events of streams that refer to the same device and
detect regions when no task at all or no compute task is active on the device, e.g. based on reference
counting of active tasks. However, program traces are limited to the perspective of the observed program.
Device idle cannot be reliably detected when the device driver allows multiple concurrently executed
programs to utilize the same offloading device, e.g. with time slicing. As HPC applications typically run
on exclusive compute resources, this limitation may be irrelevant for a reasonable program analysis.
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Another approach to detect the device idle time are device libraries such as the NVIDIA management
library (NVML) [NVI18d]. In combination with periodical sampling, a performance tool can track the
device utilization over the execution of a program. Typically, this information does not include data
movement, which is why only compute idle can be detected. To correlate this information with device
compute tasks and create a temporal context, a sampling instance can be executed concurrently to event
collection on the device, which however combines the limitations of both, sampling and instrumentation
(compare Section 3.2.1). In addition, NVML’s measurement granularity is quite sparse, which prevents
an exact distinction between the execution of fine-grained tasks and device idle.

Cause of Device Idle

The device idle time is a measure for wasted computation-offloading resources. All host streams (pro-
cesses and threads) that access the device can be blamed for not keeping it busy. In this case, the blame
distribution starts from the task trigger that ends the device idle until a device synchronization or a task
trigger for the same device backwards in time. Figure 6.5 in Section 6.5.1 illustrates the procedure using
an example execution. However, computation offloading is often used to accelerate only portions of the
code, which is why the application analyst has to decide whether the host should be blamed for device
idle.
Device idle can be a symptom of data management inefficiencies. The difference between the device
compute idle time and the device idle determines the device data movement overhead. This pure device
communication time is a part of the program’s parallelization overhead, which might be reduced by
splitting a transfer into chunks to allow a computation to start earlier and overlap with the remaining data
movement (see Late Data Transfer in Section 4.1.3). Such an optimization reduces both device idle and
device compute idle time.

4.1.3 Inefficient Device Data Management

Patterns of inefficient device data management comprise device memory allocation and data movement
between host and device. The symptoms are in both cases a blocked host thread or device idle time.
Device memory allocation is a prerequisite for moving data to the device and often implemented as
operation that blocks the host and device execution. Data movement is a potential bottleneck in programs
that access physically distributed memory. It often provides a high potential to improve the overall
program performance, which makes it an optimization target for paradigms such as message passing and
offloading.
Device data operations are discussed separately from generic device tasks, as they can overlap with de-
vice computation, even if all compute units on an offloading device are occupied. With this possibility,
additional inefficiencies arise when device data operations are not overlapping with device computa-
tion. Three patterns of inefficient device data management can be distinguished and are explained in the
following.

Host-synchronous Data Operations

Most computation offloading APIs enable synchronous and asynchronous device data transfers, whereas
device memory allocation and deallocation is usually synchronous with respect to the host execution.
If host-synchronous data operations are considered as device tasks, their detection and evaluation fol-
low the same rules as described for host-synchronous operations in Section 4.1.1. In the CUDA pro-
gramming model, synchronous data operations implicitly synchronize all device tasks in all device
streams [NVI18a], which has to be considered in blame distribution and critical-path detection.
To minimize the device allocation overhead, a single allocation can be used to create a device memory
pool. Further allocations are managed virtually by the host and mapped to the already allocated device
memory. Device memory allocation might be performed with an additional thread as early as possible
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to avoid delaying a device task. Alternatively, offloading models should enable asynchronous device
memory allocation similar to other device tasks to reduce the host waiting time and enable a concurrent
execution to compute tasks.

Late Data Transfer

A device data movement is considered late if it delays the execution of any compute task on the same
device. The worst case emerges when the late transfer is a host-synchronous operation, as it also delays
the host thread’s execution and additionally introduces device idle time between the communication task
and the following compute task. Figure 4.3 illustrates the inefficiency caused by late data transfers. It
also shows an optimization opportunity, where the transfers are split into parts, to reduce the delay and
enable some device task overlap.
Late synchronous data transfers are detected by identifying a synchronous data transfer with a directly
following compute task trigger operation. This is done based on the host-side events. However, the
detection of device idle requires the end event of the transfer task and the begin event of the compute
task on the device.
A late asynchronous transfer delays the execution of a device compute task and does not fully overlap
with a device compute task. The detection of this pattern requires device tasks and their trigger operations
on the host (see the detection of delayed tasks in Section 6.3.3). If a list per event stream is used,
a successive task can be detected with constant complexity O(1). An overlapping compute tasks can
be detected using a binary search on event lists with logarithmic complexity O(s ∗ log n), where n is
the number of elements and s the number of device event streams. The severity of this pattern is the
difference between the compute begin and the transfer begin.

Consecutive Data Transfers

The efficiency of data transfers depends on the per-transfer overhead and the achieved overall bandwidth.
Each device-data transfer has a certain overhead [Har12] and an execution latency. The overhead includes
the transfer’s launch operation on the host and extra management data to be transferred. Hence, the
accumulated overhead decreases by reducing the number of transfers. Another optimization opportunity
is the overlapping of multiple transfers, which can increase the used bandwidth [SRC17]. As described
previously for the late data transfer pattern, overlapping transfers with computation also reduces the
program’s communication overhead.
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In short, consecutive data transfers are inefficient, if all or some of them can be batched into a larger one,
or one of them can be overlapped with a device task. A respective analysis considers two consecutive
data transfers as inefficient, if the following conditions are true:

• they share the same source (device or host) and the same destination (device or host)
• neither of them is overlapping with any device task
• no computation is performed between them on the same device
• no communication of any other paradigm is initiated or ends between the triggers of the device

data transfers
Based on these conditions, the detection of inefficient consecutive data movement requires begin and end
timestamps of device-transfer tasks, their host triggers, and their device stream. To decide on overlap-
ping or intermediate compute tasks, either begin and end of compute tasks or their triggers on the host
including the device stream are examined. Furthermore, information on data movement operations from
non-offloading models is needed to consider additional data dependencies.
In a sequence of inefficient consecutive data movement tasks, all but the first contribute to the ineffi-
ciency. The severity of this pattern cannot be determined reliably without knowledge about the overhead
of a single transfer. In theory, it is the accumulated overhead of excessive transfers, hence, the overhead
of all transfers but the first one. This also includes the execution time of the excessive transfer trigger
operations on the host. As there is usually a bandwidth advantage of large data transfers over multiple
small ones, the benefit of combining multiple transfers might be even larger than the theoretical severity.
However, combining data transfers might require to reallocate data, which in turn introduces overhead.
As the transfer overhead is typically not available, an upper bound of the severity is used. It is the
accumulated time of all excessive transfer tasks and their trigger operations.
This pattern often occurs in programs that use directive-based offloading models. One reason are implicit
data movements between host and device. This happens, for example, if variables that do not appear in a
copy or map clause are referenced in an offloading compute region. Due to different memory addresses of
the referenced host variables, multiple data transfers are invoked. Furthermore, there are compilers which
split transfers to reduce the delay of a late data movement, which can nevertheless result in multiple
inefficient data movements.

4.1.4 Interference of Inefficiencies by Other Paradigms

Although parallelization on process, thread, and offloading level can be orthogonally applied to each
other, inefficiencies within a programming model can influence several levels and thus also the course
of the critical path in the entire program, and the distribution of blame, which is explained in detail in
Section 5.3 and Section 5.4.
In the following, the cooperative usage of computation offloading with message passing and multithread-
ing is discussed. A common usage pattern of them has already been depicted in Figure 2.5. Different
usage scenarios emerge from algorithmic requirements and optimization opportunities.

Message Passing and Offloading

Programs that scale across compute nodes most often use MPI to communicate between processes. Two
usage patterns that emerge in combination with offloading are visualized exemplarily in Figure 4.4.
The usage of offloading in between MPI communication or synchronization operations is a common
case. The consequences are device idle during MPI operations, which increases with the duration of
MPI operations. MPI implementations that are GPU-aware3 foster this usage pattern. Alternatively,
MPI operations can be performed concurrently to device tasks, e.g. to hide the MPI communication
overhead. Although this might reduce device idle time and the severity of early synchronization as

3GPU-aware MPI implementations allow the usage of GPU memory addresses as arguments to MPI communication routines.
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shown in Figure 4.4, it holds the risk that device idle emerges, if the MPI operations run much longer
than the concurrent device tasks. Similar usage patterns emerge by combining message passing and
multithreading.
Device idle can also be reduced when an offloading device is utilized as a shared resource from multiple
processes within a program, which is possible with NVIDIA’s Multi-Process Service (MPS) and the
Hyper-Q technology on NVIDIA GPUs [NVI19a]. However, this potentially increases the host waiting
time, as device tasks may be deferred due to resources contention.

Multithreading and Offloading

With an increasing number of available CPU cores, it is reasonable to balance workload between mul-
tiple host threads and the offloading device. A possible sequence is to trigger offloaded tasks, start
multithreaded execution, and synchronize with the offloading device. As a result, host threads are idle
while triggering device tasks and during an early device synchronization, which wastes CPU compute
resources. In return, multithreading overhead such as fork, join, and barriers are hidden behind device
tasks. Hence, this usage pattern is reasonable, if the offloading device is the critical resource which
processes most of the workload. In this case, the waste of compute resources on the host (early device
synchronization) is rather tolerated than wasting compute resources on the offloading device.
Instead of controlling offloading devices in the non-threaded part of the program, it can be reasonable
that each thread controls a different offloading device, which moves the offloading overhead from serial
to thread-parallel execution. Compared to sequential offloading to multiple devices, this reduces the total
program runtime and device idle, since tasks on all devices can be triggered in parallel. However, thread-
parallel offloading might also increase the severity of early device synchronization. Load balancing
between offloading device and multiple host threads can be performed with nested parallelism, when
offloading has been started.
Multiple threads may also share an offloading device to increase the device utilization, which is similar
to offloading from multiple MPI processes. There are also other possibilities to combine offloading
and multithreading, which may have their use case, e.g. sequentially offload tasks with parallel device
synchronization or vice versa, or the usage of offloading-control threads while other threads process parts
of the workload.
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4.2 Data Acquisition for Directive-Based Computation Offloading

Compiler directives introduce an additional challenge for program analysis. Several execution details are
implicitly managed by the compiler or runtime and cannot be measured by simply taking a timestamp
before and after a directive, or the associated structured block. For example, the fundamental construct of
OpenMP, the parallel construct, is executed by a team of threads and ends in an implicit barrier, which is
not visible with simple instrumentation and thus cannot be analyzed for imbalances. The execution time
of computation offloading directives might be measured with enclosing timestamps, but the host-device
interaction and device activities depend on the compiler and runtime library, which have some freedom
in the implementation of most directives.
Source-to-source transformation tools such as OPARI2 enable the instrumentation of OpenMP direc-
tives. However, the approach is intrusive, as it does not only take additional timestamps, but modifies
and adds new directives, e.g. to measure the runtime of an implicit barrier. Although this gives addi-
tional insight into the execution, it might prevent the compiler from optimizations and lead to a different
runtime behavior. Support for offloading directives in OPARI2 has been investigated and prototypically
implemented in [DSGS14].
OpenACC and OpenMP are widely-used directive-based approaches that support computation offload-
ing. Their tool interfaces provide a portable way to collect performance data on the execution of di-
rectives from the perspective of the OpenMP or OpenACC runtime. In contrast, instrumentation with
OPARI2 generates a view from the source-code perspective. A comparison between the OpenMP Tools
(OMPT) interface and OPARI2 was carried out in [LDTW14]. Both tool interfaces, OMPT and the
OpenACC profiling interface (ACCT), have already been discussed in the context of Score-P and com-
pared in [DTC+16]. Their scope and functionality are presented in the following sections. As sampling is
an important alternative to event-based instrumentation, it is shortly discussed with focus on computation
offloading for both OpenMP and OpenACC in Section 4.2.4.
In the context of the thesis, many contributions to the OMPT and the ACCT interface have been made. As
a member in the OpenMP tools subcommittee and the OpenACC consortium, I actively participated in the
process of specifying these tool interfaces with focus on enabling event-based tracing. Next to the design
of the initial version of the OMPT interface [EMCS+13] within the OpenMP tools group, which later
became the OpenMP tools subcommittee, I contributed significantly in the conception and definition of
the OMPT tracing interface, which enables the collection of events from target devices. The contributions
to the OpenACC profiling interface include the specification of requirements for performance analysis
and event-based data acquisition as well as the revision and extension of the initial proposal from PGI.

4.2.1 The OpenACC Profiling Interface

Version 2.5 of the OpenACC specification [OAC15] introduces an interface for performance tools. It
specifies a set of runtime events which can be used for instrumentation-based data acquisition. The
following sequence of actions shows the typical interaction between tool and runtime based on the ACCT
interface:

1. Load the tool library by linking it into the application
2. OpenACC runtime: call tool registration routine acc_register_library
3. Tool: register for event callbacks
4. OpenACC runtime: trigger event callbacks

A tool attaches to an OpenACC runtime by linking it into the application and implementing the tool
registration routine acc_register_library. In case of static linking the OpenACC runtime will
directly invoke the registration routine. If the tool is dynamically linked, either the environment variable
ACC_PROFLIB or LD_PRELOAD has to be set and point to the tool’s OpenACC profiling library. It
is also possible that the application invokes the tool registration routine. Addresses to routines for regis-
tering and unregistering of events is passed to acc_register_library. Once a tool has registered
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Event acc_ev_ Occurrence

Kernel Launch Events:
enqueue_launch_[start|end] before/after a kernel launch operation

Data Events:
enqueue_upload_[start|end] before/after a data transfer to the device
enqueue_download_[start|end] before/after a data transfer from the device
create/delete when the OpenACC runtime associates/disassociates

device memory with host memory
alloc/free when the OpenACC runtime allocates/frees memory

from the device memory pool

Other Events:
device_init_[start|end] before/after the initialization of an OpenACC device
device_shutdown_[start|end] before/after the finalization of an OpenACC device
runtime_shutdown when the OpenACC runtime finalizes
wait_[start|end] before/after an explicit OpenACC wait operation

(clause, directive or API call)
compute_construct_[start|end] before/after the execution of a compute construct
update_construct_[start|end] before/after the execution of an update construct
enter_data_[start|end] before/after the execution of an enter data directive or

before/after entering a data region
exit_data_[start|end] before/after the execution of an exit data directive or

before/after leaving a data region

Table 4.4: Runtime events as specified in the OpenACC profiling interface. Adapted from [DS17].

events with a respective implementation of callback routines, the OpenACC runtime triggers the event
callbacks, whenever respective events occur during the program execution. All callback routines have
the same type signature. The first argument provides general information on the execution context, e.g.
device type and number, host thread ID, async value that triggered the callback, and the source code
location with file name and line number.

Runtime Events

An OpenACC runtime dispatches events from three different groups: kernel-launch events, data events,
or other events. Depending on the event group, different information are provided in the second argu-
ment of event callbacks. Table 4.4 lists all events with a short description of their occurrence and their
classification into one of the three groups. Independent of the group, all events have a field that specifies
the event type, the parent construct, and whether the event belongs to an implicit or explicit activity.
Data events as listed in Table 4.4 carry the name of the variable, the number of bytes as well as a host
and a device pointer to the corresponding data. The kernel-launch group contains only the start and end
event of a kernel launch. Event-specific information are the kernel name as well as the gang, worker, and
vector size. The group of other events do not carry any additional information. Eminently important for
performance analysis are the wait events, which enable waiting time on the host to be exposed without
additional information from low-level APIs.

Integration of Low-Level APIs

OpenACC can be transformed into a specific (lower-level) device API. Therefore, predefined types for
the low-level APIs CUDA, OpenCL, and COI (Coprocessor Offload Infrastructure) are defined, although
the specification is not restricted to specific offloading targets or device APIs. Nevertheless, CUDA and
OpenCL are the most prominent target platforms.
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The third argument of each event callback provides information on the OpenACC vendor, the device API,
and three handles to low-level device-API data structures. This enables a tool to gather additional infor-
mation from low-level APIs that is not accessible with ACCT or hook into the execution of the low-level
programming model. An example is the measurement of device kernels and data transfers. For the CUDA
API this can be accomplished by recording CUDA events in OpenACC enqueue launch, enqueue upload,
and enqueue download callbacks. When the respective device task is completed, the CUDA API routine
cuEventElapsedTime can be used to determine the elapsed time between two events, e.g. a CUDA
event launched in acc_ev_enqueue_launch_start and acc_ev_enqueue_launch_end.
The integration of low-level APIs enables a correlation between device tasks and OpenACC runtime
activities, if the low-level API provides respective means to measure device tasks. Together with the
parent construct and the source code information from the second argument in each event callback,
device activities can be mapped back to the OpenACC API in the program’s source code. Another
option for performance tools is the combination of tool interfaces from low-level APIs, such as CUPTI,
with the OpenACC profiling interface. This additionally enables the correlation of low-level API calls
with OpenACC runtime activities, which provides a detailed insight into the OpenACC implementation.

Analysis Limitations

Up to the currently most recent OpenACC 2.7 [OAC18], the profiling interface does not cover the collec-
tion of device tasks. If corresponding events are not supplementary collected, e.g. with CUPTI or CUDA
events for CUDA devices, the runtime of individual device tasks cannot be determined. This restricts the
offloading analysis [DTJK17], which has been presented in Section 4.1. Except for synchronous device
tasks, no other inefficiency pattern can be reliable detected and analyzed. Blocking synchronization is
exposed with wait-begin and -end events, but the overlap with device tasks cannot be exactly determined.
Some approximations can be performed based on the begin and end events for wait operations and
device-task launch on the host. As these events provide information on the associated device execution
stream, an upper limit of the runtime of device tasks can be determined. It is the difference between the
wait end and the task launch begin. As a result, it is possible to determine the lower bound of device idle.
If more than one device task is synchronized in a synchronization operation, the tasks have to be handled
as a group, because the runtime of individual device tasks is not available. The group can be on the
critical path or blamed for causing waiting time. To identify the device tasks of such a group, the
interface provides source code information together with the name of compute tasks and the variable
name of data tasks in the respective launch operations.
Operations that query the device status such as acc_async_test and acc_async_test_all are
not covered in the profiling interface. To detect early non-blocking synchronization nonetheless, calls to
these routines including information on their arguments can be intercepted based on library wrapping.
For a transparent performance analysis of OpenACC applications, host- and device-side information on
the execution of OpenACC directives are necessary. Low-level interfaces cannot trace back to higher-
level programming abstractions by themselves and therewith they cannot enable the correlation with
the source code in OpenACC applications. However, they can be used for the analysis presented in
Section 4.1. Currently, only the combination of the ACCT interface with a low-level device interface
allows a reasonable performance analysis of OpenACC programs.

4.2.2 The OpenMP Performance Tools Interface

The OpenMP 5.0 specification [OMP18] contains a revised version of the OMPT interface that has al-
ready been defined in the OpenMP technical report 2 [EMCS+14]. In the context of this thesis, many
contributions have been made to the current performance tools interface for OpenMP. The OMPT in-
terface has been designed for tools rather than for direct use by applications. It defines an API that
allows first-party tools to explore an OpenMP implementation by means of sampling and event-based
instrumentation.
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Figure 4.5: Example sequence of interactions between a performance tool and an OpenMP runtime with
OMPT. Device-related activities are highlighted in italic font. Adapted from [DTC+16].

As usual, a tool is either statically or dynamically linked into the application. The OMPT-enabled
OpenMP runtime triggers the tool initialization before any other OpenMP event occurs. This enables
a tool to register for event callbacks and the initialization of target devices. Figure 4.5 illustrates the
interaction between a tool and the OMPT-enabled OpenMP runtime. The tracing interface for target
devices is depicted in Section 4.2.3, as it has been significantly influenced by the work on this thesis.
Instrumentation-based tools can register event callbacks that are dispatched by an OpenMP runtime when
a respective event occurs. There is a set of mandatory events an OpenMP runtime has to implement for
compliance with the specification. They include fundamental events such as the begin and end of a par-
allel and target regions. Other mandatory events include the begin and end of implicit tasks, the lifetime
of a thread, and device initialization as well as task creation and task scheduling. An OpenMP runtime
must guarantee that mandatory event callbacks are invoked every time an associated event occurs.
Event callbacks that may not be dispatched by an OpenMP-compliant runtime include the group of events
for blame shifting. These events expose several kinds of synchronization regions, i.e. barrier, taskwait,
and taskgroup regions. Other optional events are related to the occurrence of task dependences, target
data mappings, locks, mutexes, thread idle, and cancellation as well as worksharing constructs, master,
distribute, and taskloop regions. Callbacks for optional events are implementation-defined. Depending
on the return value of ompt_set_callback these callbacks can be invoked always, sometimes, some-
times paired or never. If sometimes is returned, an OpenMP implementation may not invoke a callback
for each occurrence of the associated events, e.g. it may skip a callback on a critical execution path.
Sometimes paired is similar to sometimes, but it guarantees that naturally paired events, such as the begin
and end of a region, are either both or none invoked.
With regard to computation offloading, the OMPT interface specifies several event callbacks on the host
that handle similar events as specified in Table 4.4 for ACCT. This includes the begin and end of target,
target data, target data enter, target data exit, and target update regions. Instead of providing access to
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data structures for low-level offloading models, a tracing interface for target devices has been defined
(see Section 4.2.3). The target submit callback signals that a device kernel is triggered. It is called on
the host and can be used to correlate a device-kernel with a target directive in the program code. The
equivalent for data operations on the device is the target data operation callback.

4.2.3 Portable Acquisition of Device Activity

Neither the OpenACC nor the OpenMP standard are restricted to specific device APIs for computation
offloading. Moreover, performance tools cannot rely on the availability of low-level device APIs. To
enable a portable acquisition of device activity, a standardized interface is needed. Begin and end times-
tamps of device tasks are a requirement to effectively analyze offloading inefficiencies (see Section 4.1).

OpenMP

The OMPT interface defines an API for tracing on a target device. It is inspired by NVIDIA’s CUPTI
activity API [NVI18b], which has been developed for collection of asynchronously executed device
activities. A performance tool registers a buffer-request and a buffer-complete callback. With the buffer-
request callback, the tool provides a buffer where the OpenMP runtime library can store records. With the
buffer-complete callback, the tool receives a buffer with device records. It is the runtime’s responsibility
to manage buffers and trigger these callbacks. This concept has been implemented in the open source
version of Intel’s OpenMP runtime and the corresponding liboffload [CDT+15].
A tool requests device tracing by registering a device initialization callback during the tool initialization
routine. When the OpenMP runtime initializes a device, it dispatches this callback, which provides
access to OMPT’s device tracing API. A tool starts device tracing by calling a start trace routine with
two callbacks for buffer request and buffer complete as arguments. Depending on the implementation, a
runtime library requests a buffer for each device thread, device stream, or a single buffer for all device
records. The buffer complete callback is invoked to empty a buffer and enables a tool to process the
device records by iterating over the entries. Figure 4.5 illustrates the usage of device tracing with the
OMPT tracing interface. Device tracing may be paused, resumed or stopped at any time.
The tracing buffers can store predefined OMPT records or native records. The latter enable the collection
of device traces in its native trace format, e.g. CUPTI activity records for CUDA devices. In case the
native format is not known to the tool, a respective record can be decoded in an abstract format. Target
devices such as Intel Xeon Phi might be able to collect traces in the OMPT trace format, which specifies
record types that provide similar information to respective OMPT event callbacks.
As host and target device may use different clock generators, there may be no common time base,
which is required to write correctly ordered OTF2 traces. With the OMPT tracing interface, a device
timestamp can be converted to a host timestamp, which has the same time base as values returned by
omp_get_wtime. Alternatively, the device time can be immediately requested together with the host
time, which enables a linear interpolation between two points in time.

OpenACC

The profiling interface ACCT that has been specified with OpenACC 2.5 does not contain a portable
method to collect device activity. However, a respective extension has been conceptionally proposed
in [DJW15]. It is similar to the CUPTI activity API and the OMPT native tracing interface. The ACCT
device tracing also specifies the buffer request and complete callback while the OpenACC runtime is
responsible for managing the activity buffers. Device records represent device activities with start and
end time stamp along with the record type. According to the record type, e.g. compute region or data
movement, different fields are available, similar to the ACCT event groups. Device time stamps are
converted either via a routine to get the device time or by passing an address to a function that returns a
host time stamp to the OpenACC runtime.
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4.2.4 Sampling the Runtime State

Analyzing the execution of compiler directives with sampling requires symbol information of the respec-
tive runtime. Depending on the symbol information, which are acquired with each probe, the execution
state in a runtime might be interpreted from symbol names. However, symbol names are different in indi-
vidual runtimes, can change between revisions, and may not provide information on the execution state,
which makes a reasonable performance analysis complicated. The definition of a standardized interface,
which enables sampling of the OpenMP and OpenACC runtime state, resolves this issue. Nevertheless,
sampling the runtime state of an offloading library does not cover device activities, which introduces the
several analysis limitations (compare Section 4.2.1 – Analysis Limitations).

OpenMP

The OMPT interface defines an API for asynchronous sampling [EMCS+13]. This requires an OpenMP
runtime to maintain a state for each thread. The thread’s OpenMP runtime state can be queried with a re-
spective query function, which returns the thread’s runtime state and a wait identifier. The wait identifier
is passed as pointer and provides an opaque handle (internal to the OpenMP runtime implementation)
of the data object a thread is waiting for. If the reported state is not a wait state, the value of the wait
identifier is undefined and can be ignored.
The available states are grouped into work states, wait states, and miscellaneous states. Work states
are defined for serial, parallel, and reduction work. Miscellaneous states are the idle, overhead, and
undefined state. The wait states are further split into barrier, task, mutex, and target wait states. An
OpenMP runtime has some flexibility in distinguishing between different barrier, mutex, and target wait
states. For example, it may report the same target wait state for waiting for a target region to complete, a
target data mapping to complete, and a target update to complete or distinguish between these states.

OpenACC

The extension to the ACCT interface that has been proposed in [DJW15] specifies a set of states and
a state query routine to support asynchronous sampling in OpenACC applications. Similar to OMPT,
sampling is only supported on host threads and not on the device. Host threads that execute in an
OpenACC runtime trigger accelerator operations or wait for the accelerator to complete an operation.
Hence, the OpenACC runtime has to maintain a state for each host thread that executes in the runtime.
Similar to OMPT, groups of wait states have been defined for data, compute, and miscellaneous acceler-
ator operations. Dependent on the OpenACC implementation a runtime might distinguish between wait
states in these groups to provide more detailed information on the cause of the wait operation. Accord-
ing to the ACCT data events (compare Table 4.4), data wait states can be distinguished between upload,
download, create, delete, alloc, and free. Wait compute states are waiting for a kernels region to com-
plete or a parallel region to complete. In case an OpenACC runtime might not be able to distinguish
between data or compute states, e.g. it is waiting for compute and data activities, it reports a waiting for
device activity state. All states can be further distinguished in an implicit and an explicit version.
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5 Generic Performance Analysis for Heterogeneous
HPC Applications

The heterogeneous architecture of HPC systems poses a challenge for the development and optimization
of programs that aim to utilize all available computing resources. An efficient execution with proper
load balancing usually requires performance tuning and thus a qualified performance analysis. In this
context, it is essential to consider all levels of parallelism and their interaction. This chapter proposes
a distributed and generic performance analysis which detects execution imbalances and their cause as
well as runtime-relevant regions in scalable heterogeneous applications. Based on wait states that have
already been extracted from inefficiency patterns, the analysis can be applied without knowledge about
the concrete programming model and thus also across different levels of parallelism. Eventually, this
enables the detection of the root cause of imbalances, which in combination with the critical path provides
even more revealing results than the individual analyses.
Section 5.1 discusses the requirements for the generic analysis and proposes a suitable data representa-
tion. A scalable event-trace analysis, which can be used for both, root-cause and critical-path analysis, is
described in Section 5.2. The actual analyses are explained in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4, whereby the
latter also discusses the combination of both analyses.

5.1 Requirements on Performance Data

Performance monitors typically collect data as an application profile or trace. Both represent execution
data about regions in the program code. However, only program traces preserve the temporal sequence of
program activities on all execution streams, which is required for critical-path detection and root-cause
analysis. Definition 2 specifies the usage of the terms program region and program activity.

Definition 2 (Region, region instance, and activity) A program region specifies a section in the
code. Parallel processing allows a program region to be executed on several streams simultane-
ously. The single execution of a program region, serial or parallel, is called a region instance. The
single execution of a program region on a specific stream is called a program activity.

An important analysis requirement are existing dependencies between program activities. Common trace
formats, such as OTF2, do not explicitly store dependencies, but it is assumed that they can be recon-
structed. Dependencies between the events of the same execution stream are implicit, whereas depen-
dencies between program activities on different execution streams require additional records. Section 6.2
describes information that is additionally stored to reconstruct dependencies for parallelization with MPI,
OpenMP, and computation offloading.

5.1.1 Generic Data Representation

Analyses such as critical-path detection and root-cause analysis can be applied without knowing the
underlying programming models. They are based on the evaluation of synchronization between streams,
which is characterized by wait operations of the streams among each other. For the proposed generic
analysis, the following types of runtime events have to be distinguished:

• begin and end of operations that wait or test for completion of events on other execution streams
(stream synchronization)

• begin of operations that trigger the execution of a program region on another execution stream
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These events must be stored together with their timestamps and the stream on which they are executed.
As trigger and synchronization operations imply inter-stream dependencies, they must include the refer-
enced execution stream(s). The root-cause analysis that is presented in Section 5.3 also requires these
events to be annotated with their programming model to determine associated tasks and synchronization
operations on other execution streams and to distinguish the type of parallelization (task-based or stream-
centric). For the proposed analysis parallelization (see Section 5.2), process streams and process-local
streams must be distinguished. For example, MPI processes are represented by process streams, while
threads (other than the master thread) and offloading streams are represented by process-local streams.

Synchronization Types

To reconstruct dependencies, different types of wait operations have to be accompanied with different
additional information.

(1) A wait for a specific task or event requires a task or event identifier.
(2) A wait for one or more execution streams requires the referenced streams.
(3) A collective wait on two or more execution streams requires a collective identifier.

For example, the first type of waits occurs, when an offloaded task is synchronized and at an MPI wait,
which indirectly waits for a remote send or receive to complete. The identifier of the referenced task
might be a combination of referenced stream and stream-local identifier. The second type of waits occurs
in computation offloading, when a stream or a device is synchronized. Both types of waits are denoted as
one-sided waits in the following, as the synchronization induces the wait operation only on one stream.
The third type of waits represents collective operations, where at least two streams are actively synchro-
nizing with each other. Examples are barriers in MPI and OpenMP. OpenMP barriers can be identified
based on its occurrence within the enclosing parallel region, whereas MPI collectives have a commu-
nicator and a tag. Blocking MPI point-to-point operations are similar to MPI collectives, since send
and receive operations wait on each other and thus, are actively synchronizing. However, the collec-
tive identifier for MPI point-to-point operations also contains the referenced stream in addition to the
communicator and the tag.

Event Dependency Graph

As depicted in Section 3.3.5, a DAG is a suitable data structure for critical-path analysis. By modeling
dependencies, a DAG is also suitable for root-cause analysis of parallelization wait states. Program
traces can be easily converted into a DAG, where vertices represent events and edges the happens-before
relation of events. The latter means that the start event of an edge happens temporally before the end
event of the same edge. An edge either represents a dependency between events on different execution
streams or a program activity such as a task on a specific stream.
Each edge e = (vi, vj) is assigned with a duration d(e) = t(vj)−t(vi) which represents the time between
two vertices. The duration is a natural number including zero (d(e) ≧ 0), since the tail’s timestamp of
an edge is always greater or equal to the corresponding head’s timestamp (t(vi) ≧ t(vj)). Edges with an
infinite duration represent wait states. In this thesis, such a weighted DAG is called event dependency
graph (EDG). It is defined as a tupel of vertices V , edges E, timestamps t, and durations d:

Definition 3 (Event Dependency Graph [SSD14]) The tuple G = (V,E, t, d) with a set V of
vertices and a set E of edges such that E ⊆ V × V , E is acyclic, t : V → R+

0 , and d : E → R+
0

is called an event dependency graph.

To enable a distributed analysis, a distributed data layout is required. The EDG can store all events
in a group of execution streams and respective dependencies. Each event stream (process, thread, or
offloading stream) is represented as a path in an EDG, as successive vertices are connected. Several
distributed EDGs are connected via remote edges. Remote edges start or end with a remote vertex,
which enables the data exchange with a remote analysis process. Figure 5.1 illustrates an EDG.
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5.1.2 Impact of Data Reduction

Data reduction might be necessary to keep the memory footprint of the performance data feasible. How-
ever, all events that are involved in the formation of wait states have to be available, to enable the analyses
that are proposed in Section 5.3 and 5.4. Such events are primarily those on the critical path, the begin
and end of wait operations, and the begin of task trigger operations. Other events from compiler- or
user-instrumented code regions are not required. Nevertheless, program activities that are not recorded
can neither be assigned with critical-path time nor blamed for causing wait states. If only events required
for the proposed analysis are available, only time ranges of execution streams can be highlighted.
The following two data reduction approaches keep all required information and only marginally reduce
the accuracy of the analysis. The combination of trace and profile data can be used to store all events
that are required for the analysis and profiles on the execution of program regions in between the events.
However, there is currently no performance data format that supports this. Another approach is the
combination of sampling and instrumentation, where required events are instrumented and everything
else is measured via sampling. Score-P enables sampling to be used in conjunction with instrumentation
of parallel programming APIs since version 2.0.
In case of data aggregation over streams, the presented generic analyses and the inefficiency detection
will not work properly. The need for data aggregation and its influence in GPU kernels and OpenMP
target regions on Intel Xeon Phi has been discussed in [DSWB12] and [DSGS14]. However, it has also
been shown that critical-path and root-cause analysis can be applied, if the implementation is aware of
the data reduction strategy and implements respective rules [DSGS16]. Nevertheless, the aggregation of
performance data reduces the accuracy of the analysis and thus its significance.

5.2 Parallel Event Trace Analysis

Event traces of parallel applications can easily consume several gigabytes or even terabytes of memory.
To analyze such a large amount of event data in a timely manner, an efficient parallel analysis is required.
Assuming that the trace contains multiple execution streams with temporally ordered events, which is
the case for most trace file formats such as OTF2 [EWG+12], there are two ways to portion the data for
a parallel analysis: temporal and spatial segmentation.

5.2.1 Temporal and Spatial Trace Segmentation

Temporal segmentation divides the set of events at specific points in time, e.g. at global collective opera-
tions. As analyses, such as the critical-path detection, require a global blocking collective operation over
all execution streams as starting point, the global temporal segmentation depends on the program. Hence,
a respective parallel analysis is not reliably scalable, e.g. a global collective other than initialization and
finalization might not occur in a parallel program.
The spatial segmentation of performance data refers to the distribution of execution streams (process,
thread, or offloading streams) to analysis processes. This approach scales well with the number of
execution streams, if each stream requires a similar analysis effort, which is roughly proportional to the
number of events that are part of an inter-stream dependency.
With an increasing number of inter-stream dependencies the required data exchange between analysis
processes increases. To reduce the communication overhead between analysis processes, it is reasonable
to assign a group of streams to each analysis processes. Dependencies within the stream group can be
detected and evaluated without costly inter-process data exchange. An optimal spatial segmentation uses
the sweet spot between the maximum number of analysis processes and the minimal communication be-
tween analysis process (and stream groups respectively). However, this sweet spot cannot be determined
without additional analysis of the performance data.
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This thesis proposes to reuse the hierarchy of execution streams from the original program. Accordingly,
a process of the original program and its descendant execution streams are combined into a stream
group, which forms a spatial segment. It is assumed that communication between processes is kept
to a minimum, which should be the case for effectively parallelized applications.
Figure 5.1 illustrates potential temporal and spatial segmentation of event data. A global temporal seg-
ment is surrounded by two global collectives, which are operations that join all execution paths. Local
temporal segments emerge within a stream group between an event that forks the only local path and an
event that joins all local paths.

5.2.2 Distributed and Local Trace Analysis

The mapping of stream groups to analysis processes (spatial segmentation) enables a distributed analysis,
which potentially scales with the number of processes. The load is well balanced between analysis
processes, if the number of analysis-relevant events is similar in each stream group, which should at least
be the case for SPMD-parallel applications. The distributed analysis can be performed independently for
each global temporal segments. It is assumed that each segment has a definite start and end of the critical
path, and blame cannot be shifted between segments.
The distributed analysis of a global temporal segment has to communicate between analysis processes.
Scalasca’s MPI communication replay (see Section 3.3.4) is an intuitive implementation of data exchange
between analysis processes. To avoid frequent communication, data on inter-process communication can
be collected in batches and exchanged with other analysis processes later. Compared to Scalasca’s MPI
communication replay, the analysis does not depend on the scalability of the original program. Fur-
thermore, each communication in a batch can be analyzed in parallel (local parallelization), as different
events are accessed. Summarizing all communication into one batch requires at least one data exchange
operation between each communicating process pair (n · (n− 1)/2 exchanges for n processes).
Local analyses do not require communication between analysis processes (stream groups), as they just
affect a process and its associated streams, e.g. OpenMP threads and offloading streams. This enables
an embarrassingly parallel processing over local temporal segments, e.g. via multithreading.

5.2.3 Shared Offloading Devices

A distributed trace analysis, e.g. via MPI communication replay [BGWA10], faces another challenge.
An offloading device might be utilized as a shared resource from multiple processes within a program.
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This can be used as an optimization to reduce idle times of the device and improve its utilization. If the
analysis is not aware of device sharing between processes, potentially more device idle and host wait
time will be noted.
There are several possibilities to handle device sharing. The first exchanges information on the device
state between processes that share an offloading device. However, the additional exchange of data might
introduce an intolerable communication overhead. It is also possible that each analysis process reads
all device streams that are associated with a physical device. This leaves inter-process communication
unchanged, but it slightly increases the trace read time. As offloading devices cannot be shared across
nodes, another option is to use one process per compute node. This requires a mapping of execution
streams to the hardware topology, where the program was executed. In addition, deadlock-free commu-
nication between analysis processes must be guaranteed, which is not trivial if one analysis process is
replaying the communication of several processes in the original program.
Assuming that devices are not shared across processes and exclusively used by a single program, the
device is in idle state when no process-local device stream executes a task. Eventually, device sharing
makes little sense if each process fully utilizes a device.

5.3 Distributed Root-Cause Analysis for Hybrid Programs

The root-cause analysis detects and quantifies the causes of imbalanced execution in parallel programs.
An elaborated approach is Boehme’s delay-cost analysis [BGWA10], which identifies unbalanced re-
gions as cause of wait states in MPI applications. It assumes that perfectly balanced program regions
do not contribute to an imbalance, which is a reasonable approach for SPMD-parallelization. Other
parallelization types, such as tasking and computation offloading, require a different analysis approach.
The proposed root-cause analysis combines the delay-cost analysis with a more generic blame shifting
technique to generate accurate results for the parallel execution of code regions and to cope with other
parallelization types. It abstracts the MPI delay-cost analysis from the MPI messaging model and intro-
duces so-called parallel execution blocks to better distinguish between local and propagating imbalances
in hybrid programs. In addition, the cause of wait states is distinguished in unbalanced execution of
program regions and those whose runtime reduction will decrease waiting time to the same extent.
Section 5.3.1 presents wait states as the basis for the root-cause analysis, which is triggered, whenever
a wait operation is detected. The analysis itself is presented in Section 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, whereas the
critical-path detection as appropriate supplement is explained in Section 5.4.2.

5.3.1 Parallelization Wait States

Wait states are a symptom of imbalances or serialization in the execution of a parallel program. They
expose a waste of (compute) resources and, to the same extent, they reveal optimization potential. Paral-
lelization wait states are defined as follows:

Definition 4 (Parallelization Wait State) In a program with multiple parallel execution streams,
a wait state is a situation in which one stream is waiting for the completion of an event on another
stream. An execution stream might be a process, a thread, or a sequence of tasks on resources of
an offloading device.

Optimizing the execution balance can reduce or eliminate wait states and possibly reduce the total pro-
gram runtime. This can be achieved by putting more workload on the execution stream, where the wait
state occurs, or by reducing the workload on streams that cause the wait state, or both. Neither is a
trivial task in SPMD-parallelization, where code changes may affect all execution streams participating
in the imbalance. In contrast, workload of host and device can be changed independently of each other
in computation offloading scenarios, because host and device execute different code paths.
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Figure 5.2: Event dependencies, wait states, and blame shifting. Synchronizing operations (A, B, C)
are the basis for wait-state detection and blame shifting. T represents trigger or fork opera-
tions, whereas foo and bar represent computing regions. A, B, C, and T induce dependencies
between execution streams.

Figure 5.2a illustrates different types of wait states. Assuming a constant total workload, a wait state is
of particular importance, if its elimination reduces the program runtime. Such a global wait state affects
the global balancing and its cause contributes to the critical path. Imbalances within a stream group
(local imbalances) and their local wait states may or may not affect the critical path of a program, but
wait states in a global collective (global imbalance) definitely affect the program runtime.

Wait-State Detection

Wait states are detected on the basis of synchronizing operations, which can typically be identified by
name. However, the performance data may already include a tag that identifies such operations. The
resulting inter-stream dependencies are reconstructed by evaluating the parameters of API calls (compare
Section 5.1.1). Since the semantics of the programming model or API must be known, the detection of
synchronizing operations and respective dependencies is not generic.
Section 3.3.4 has already explained the detection of parallelization wait states in MPI and OpenMP pro-
grams, while synchronization for computation offloading has been described in Section 4.1.1. Depending
on the number of streams involved in the synchronization, several wait states can occur. Since there must
be at least one path without a wait state, the number of wait states in a synchronization is at least one
less than the number of streams involved. In one-sided synchronization only one wait state can occur.
The detection requires the dependencies between the wait end and all associated tasks (see Section 4.1.1
– Detecting Associated Device Tasks). For collective synchronization, dependencies between all begin
and end events of the wait operations on all participating streams are required. Usually there is only one
stream without wait state.
The wait-state detection is generic and performed autonomously on each execution stream. For each local
wait operation, its begin time is compared with the temporal begin of all dependencies that are connected
to the wait’s end event. The other end of the dependency is either the end of a directly associated task
(one-sided synchronization) or the begin of an associated wait operation (collective synchronization). If
the wait’s begin is earlier than the temporal start of a dependency that is connected to the wait’s end
event, a wait state was found. This detection approach works also for non-blocking synchronization, as
the temporal dependency begin can be the end of a test operation, e.g. in an unsuccessful test.
The proposed parallelization from Section 5.2 requires communication between analysis processes for
MPI wait states, whereas determining wait states from threading or computation offloading can use
comparatively much faster shared memory accesses.
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Waiting Time and Blame

Waiting time and blame are determined on the basis of wait states. The duration of a wait state reflects
its waiting time. The total waiting time during a blocking synchronization equals the total duration of
all wait states on all participating streams. In a non-blocking synchronization, the total waiting time is
the sum of all unsuccessful test operations (compare Section 4.1.1 – Early Device Synchronization). The
blame of a wait state is defined as follows:

Definition 5 (Blame) Blame reflects the duration of a wait state at its causes. In a synchronization,
the value of blame equals the accumulated waiting time in all wait states over all participating
streams. The process of assigning blame to causes, e.g. to execution streams, program activities, or
tasks, is called blame shifting.

As shown in Figure 5.2, wait states and blame can be further distinguished. Local blame is assigned to
the causes of local wait states, while global blame is assigned to the causes of global wait states. When a
wait state is blamed, it propagates the blame to its cause and is therefore called a propagating wait state.

Synchronization Interval

The direct cause of a parallelization wait state is an execution imbalance between two or more execution
streams in a synchronization interval. Such an interval emerges by a synchronization and includes all
streams that are involved in the synchronization. It is used to limit the search for the cause of a wait state
to a time frame. For SPMD parallelization, it also defines the time interval, for which runtime data of
program regions has to be passed from waiting streams to the blamed stream (see Section 5.3.2 – Blame
SPMD-parallelized Program Regions).
Synchronization intervals occur within a programming model and are determined depending on the paral-
lelization model. For SPMD parallelization, it emerges between two consecutive synchronization points
of the same programming model and the same involved streams. In case of MPI, a synchronization point
is induced by a blocking MPI operation. Synchronization points in OpenMP are the begin of OpenMP
parallel execution (begin of implicit tasks in the same parallel region) and OpenMP barriers. They might
also occur at OpenMP locks, and OpenMP critical regions, if a thread has to wait before it can acquire a
lock or enter a critical region, due to another thread possessing the lock or executing the critical region.
In hybrid programs, synchronization intervals of different programming models can overlap.
In task-based models such as computation offloading, the end of a synchronization interval is the end
event of a wait operation. The interval begin is determined by following dependent tasks along the critical
path backwards in time, disregarding inter-stream dependencies distinct from the wait’s programming
model. It is the first task trigger that is encountered (along the path) on a stream that is not associated
with the wait state. The latter condition is implicit for computation offloading. Typically, task trigger
(interval begin) and synchronization operation (interval end) are on the same stream.

5.3.2 Blame the Cause of Wait States

Blame quantifies the cause of wait states. It is shifted in spatial dimension to execution streams and in
temporal dimension to program activities. Depending on the wait state’s programming model either of
the following two blame distribution approaches is applied. The distinction is made between SPMD and
MPMD (or task-based) parallelization.

Blame SPMD-parallelized Program Regions

For SPMD parallelization, e.g. with MPI processes or loop parallelization via threading, blame is dis-
tributed in the synchronization interval on the stream that caused one or more streams to wait. The stream
that enters the synchronization last (collective wait) or is not actively synchronizing (one-sided wait) is
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Figure 5.3: The root-cause analysis for SPMD-parallel execution is based on the detection of delays in
unbalanced executed program regions. To better distinguish between local and global imbal-
ances, the concept of parallel execution blocks has been introduced. The execution scenario
is the same as in Figure 5.2. Absolute blame values were determined with Equation 5.1.

blamed. It is possible that several streams may be the last to enter the synchronization. If at least one
further stream in the same synchronization has a wait state, several streams can be blamed for causing it.
Figure 5.3a illustrates blame shifting to activities in unbalanced executed program regions for a hybrid-
parallel example. Similar to Boehme’s delay-cost analysis, blame is distributed to so-called delays, which
are identified by comparing the runtime of program activity between the waiting and the blamed stream.
A delay is detected if the execution of a program region on the blamed stream exceeds its duration on the
waiting stream. The comparison can be performed based on a profile or a trace. Call-path profiles are a
compromise of both, which can be represented as time vectors and therefore easily compared. In traces,
the delays are determined by comparing each occurrence of a program region between the streams.
In the synchronization interval, the total blame is apportioned to all activities with a delay on the blamed
stream. The blame of such an activity ai is determined by the total blame blametotal (duration of the
wait states also caused by ai) multiplied with the share of the delay of the activity ai in all delays
{delay(a1), ..., delay(an)} (see Equation 5.1).

blame(ai) = blametotal ·
delay(ai)∑n
j=1 delay(aj)

, i = {1, ..., n} ∧ n ... number of activities (5.1)

The comparison of profiles or traces between execution streams also enables the distinction between
unbalanced execution of program regions and program activities that are executed on the blamed stream
exclusively. The former, unbalanced execution as with the regions foo and bar in Figure 5.3, is the
expected case for SPMD parallelization. Accordingly, the optimization goal is better balancing.
The maximum runtime gain RBmax by re-balancing the parallel execution of a program region within
a synchronization interval is determined as shown in Equation 5.2. A perfect balancing is achieved if
the waiting time is evenly distributed to all synchronized streams and therefore no stream has to wait.
Consequently, the average duration d of the wait states {w1, ..., wm} limits the runtime gain. Another
limitation is the duration d of the blamed activity ablamed, which represents the execution instance of
region r on the blamed stream. In the best case it could be removed or moved to another stream. If
program regions are exclusively executed on the blamed stream, their runtime should be reduced or a
parallelization considered.

RBmax(r) = min

(
d(ablamed),

∑m
i=1 d(wi)

m

)
, m ... number of synchronized streams (5.2)
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Blame the Shortest Path

Parallelization models such as computation offloading and tasking focus on splitting the code into parts
(tasks) instead of balancing a code part over similar compute resources (execution streams). It is assumed
that different tasks can be executed on different execution streams at the same time. Therefore, it is not
reasonable to consider the balanced execution of program regions between streams for such programming
models and thus it is not necessary to compare runtime information between streams.
As shown in Figure 5.4, blame is distributed over tasks on the shortest paths along the dependencies in
the synchronization interval, starting at each stream’s last ending task that is directly associated to the
wait state (see Section 4.1.1 – Detecting Associated Device Tasks). It is assumed that device tasks cannot
start before the begin of their trigger operation but before its end.
Blame is determined similar to Equation 5.1, whereas a task can receive blame from different paths.
Hence, a task ai on a path is blamed according to its runtime share of all tasks on the same path. The
total blame blametotal that is distributed over the tasks on a path results from the overlap of the wait
operation on the host with tasks on a device stream. The dependencies are either explicitly specified or
can be determined implicitly from the properties of the programming models (compare Section 6.2 –
Offloading Dependencies).
To reduce the wait state, the runtime of blamed tasks could be reduced, starting at the task that received
the most blame. However, the scheduling of tasks and the revision of dependencies between tasks are
also promising optimization approaches. On the other side, activities before wait states can be extended
to reduce or eliminate the latter, e.g. activity foo in Figure 5.4.
The proposed analysis distinguishes between idle and actively waiting streams. Blame is shifted only in
the latter case, since the cause of idle time can usually not be clearly determined. Any execution stream
with access to the idle resource could be blamed for not keeping it busy, which would give a fuzzy result
in many cases. Assuming that a mapping of stream to hardware was available, idle time and possibly
blame could be more precisely determined. Compare Section 4.1.2, which discusses idle streams on
offloading devices.
In the synchronization interval, the maximum runtime gain ROmax by optimizing a region that is only
executed on the blamed stream can be determined with Equation 5.3. ROmax is limited by the shortest
directly caused wait state wi (among all associated streams) and the duration d of the blamed activity
ablamed itself.

ROmax(ablamed) = min({d(w1), ..., d(wk)} ∪ {d(ablamed)}),
k ... number of directly caused wait states (5.3)
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5.3.3 Propagation of Blame

A wait state that causes another wait state propagates the received blame to its cause (see Figure 5.3a). As
a result, a program activity can be assigned with local and propagated blame for directly and indirectly
causing a wait state.
Böhme’s delay cost analysis [BGWA10] also distinguishes between short- and long-term costs of delays,
which corresponds to direct and propagated blame according to the notation used in this work. As opti-
mizing the execution of a program region that received propagated blame does not necessarily affect the
overall program runtime, the proposed analysis additionally distinguishes global blame, which denotes
blame that has been directly assigned or propagated from a global wait state (see Figure 5.2b). The
optimization of correspondingly blamed activities reduces the overall program runtime.
The implementation of blame propagation between MPI processes in a parallel trace analysis has been
discussed in [BGWA10]. However, batching of MPI communication operations, as described in Sec-
tion 5.2 as optimization, cannot be used with this implementation.
In hybrid programs, the cause of local and global imbalances can become blurred by propagating blame
across programming models. The grouping of local streams in a synchronization interval to parallel
execution blocks refines the propagation of blame and enables a distinction between local and global
imbalances. The timelines in Figure 5.3 illustrate the effect of execution blocks on the blame distribution.
Instead of distributing blame to individual activities of the stream that is associated with the wait state
(timeline (a)), the entire execution block is considered a single activity (timeline (b)), which obviously
affects the overall blame distribution in the synchronization interval. For the delay analysis, parallel
execution blocks have to be compared, which can be done using key properties such as the associated
programming model and the regions or tasks it contains.

5.4 Distributed Hybrid Critical-Path Analysis

The critical path is an important property of parallel program execution. Program activities on the critical
path contribute to the overall program runtime and, thus, are valuable optimization targets. The detection
of such activities in local graphs and from MPI programs has been discussed in Section 3.3.5. This
thesis proposes a critical-path analysis for hybrid programs, which combines a scalable critical-path
detection in a distributed graph with a fast critical-path algorithm for local graphs. The distributed graph
is generated in parallel from an execution trace. A combination of distributed and local critical-path
detection is depicted in Section 5.4.1. Since the critical path can also be determined on the basis of wait
states, the findings of a previous root-cause analysis can be used. A respective weighting of the critical
path using the results of the root-cause analysis is discussed in Section 5.4.2.

5.4.1 Combination of Distributed and Local Critical-Path Analysis

Although parallelization models such as message passing, threading, and computation offloading can be
applied orthogonally within an application, the critical path cannot be detected independently for each
model. This is mainly because it is not known whether the critical-path detection encounters a specific
wait state. Figure 4.4 illustrates a situation, where the critical path is dominated alternately by MPI and
computation offloading.
Consequently, the critical path cannot be detected hierarchically, as proposed in [SSD14]. It must con-
sider wait states of any type when they are encountered during the analysis. Local and global analysis
differ only in the handling of wait states, the principle of detection is similar. The proposed method is
executed in two stages, a forward and a backward stage. Parallelization is performed as proposed in
Section 5.2. Thus, each analysis process handles all events from its associated stream group and creates
its own EDG from the program trace.
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Forward Stage: Graph Preparation

In the forward stage, events are processed in chronological order and represented as vertices in the EDG.
One EDG is created per execution stream as only vertices from events of the same stream are connected
with edges. As described in Section 5.3.1, wait states are detected and dependencies extracted. The latter
are added as edges to the EDG. The edge between the begin and end of a wait state is set to infinite time,
whereas the newly added edges create paths without wait state. The critical path of an EDG is defined as
follows:

Definition 6 (Critical Path in an EDG [SSD14]) Let G = (V,E, t, d) be an event dependency
graph. A path of G is a sequence π = (v1, ..., vn) of n events in V with n ∈ N. If n = 0, π is the
empty path. We further define dw : E → R+

0 , which denotes the duration for which an activity edge
is a wait state. Thus, Ew = {e | e ∈ E ∧ dw(e) > 0} is the set of wait states. The critical path
πc is the longest path in G without wait states (vi, vi+1) ∈ Ew. Its length d(πc) = t(vl) − t(vf )
is determined by the difference between the timestamps of the temporally last vertex vl and the
temporally first vertex vf .

Several critical paths can exist in an EDG, e.g. if two parallel execution paths with the same duration do
not contain wait states. In practice, two or more execution streams can be the last to enter a barrier at the
same time and thus do not induce wait states.
Dependencies between processes are represented by remote edges, which connect several local EDGs to
a global distributed EDG. A remote event is identified by an execution stream and an event identifier,
which are exchanged between the analysis processes (see Section 5.2.2).
In case of wait operations on two or more execution streams, e.g. two-sided or collective MPI operations,
there is a dependency between each end of a wait operation to all other wait begins or vice versa. For the
pure critical path, only the edges to the begin of the wait operation without wait state are relevant. Thus,
only these edges are kept respectively all others are discarded.

Backward Stage: Critical-Path Tracking

The backward stage is, due to the trimmed EDG, only a tracking of the critical path and thus faster
than typical critical path methods. It starts at the temporally last event and follows events on the same
execution stream (the only path in the EDG) backwards in time until a wait state (an edge with infinite
weight in the EDG) is encountered. From the end event of a wait state, the critical path follows the only
remaining edge to another stream.
The distributed analysis uses a master-slave concept. The analysis process that contains the temporally
last event is the first master. All other processes are initially in slave mode and wait for a message. When
the master process encounters a wait state from inter-process communication, e.g. an MPI wait state, a
message is sent to the slave process without wait state, which is the new master, whereas the previous
master changes to slave mode. The critical-path detection ends when the master reaches its temporally
first node and, hence, has no more local events to process. Finally, the master sends a message to all
other slaves that the analysis is completed.

5.4.2 Weighted Critical Path

Although being a symptom of unbalanced execution, the critical path does not quantify the imbalance.
Nor does it provide information on a potential runtime gain by optimizing program regions. Besides the
time that a region is executed on the critical path, an additional weighting can significantly increase its
expressiveness.
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Figure 5.5: In simplified blame shifting, wait states do not propagate blame and balancing of program
regions between streams is ignored. The exclusive runtime of synchronizing activities, the
duration dw an activity is a wait state, and the duration d of synchronization intervals φi

are labeled in timeline (a). Timeline (b) shows absolute numbers for blame according to
Equation 5.4 and highlights blame on the critical path with red color.

Blame-Weighted Critical Path

This thesis proposes to combine critical-path detection and root-cause analysis. Both analyses aim to
detect the cause of imbalances and overlap up to the detection of wait states. In case of the proposed
wait-state-based critical-path detection, each program region or task on the critical path inevitably causes
a wait state and, hence, will also receive blame from the root-cause analysis presented in Section 5.3.
The critical path focuses on wait states with impact on the overall program runtime, whereas the root-
cause analysis detects the cause of all wait states and quantifies the imbalances. The combination of both
analyses weights the critical path according to the amount of waiting time caused.

Simplified Blame-Shifting

Blame shifting can be a time-consuming and complex task. Therefore, a trade-off can be reasonable
in terms of analysis accuracy. As blame on the critical path by definition has an impact on the total
program runtime, it is obsolete to expose global blame (see Section 5.3.3). To further reduce the time
and implementation effort required for the root cause analysis, the balancing of regions between streams
can be disregarded. Moreover, a flat blame shifting without blame propagation can significantly reduce
the analysis time.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the simplified blame shifting for two parallelization layers. Blame is shifted from
a wait state to the event on the stream that is connected with a dependency edge and distributed along
the critical path according to the runtime share of activities or tasks in the synchronization interval d(φ).
The amount of blame to be distributed to an activity a equals the duration of all directly caused wait
states {w1, ..., wk} with k being the number of wait states. d(a) represents the exclusive time of the
activity a and dw(a) the duration for which activity a is a wait state itself. Blame b for an activity a is
then computed as shown in Equation 5.4.

b(a) =
k∑

i=1

d(wi) ·
d(a)− dw(a)

d(φ)
, k ... number of directly caused wait states (5.4)

In practice, the share of the wait operation that is not a wait state at the same time is most often very
short. Consequently, the accuracy of the analysis is hardly reduced when the critical path changes to
another stream at the end of wait operations. The simplification eliminates dw(a) in Equation 5.4.
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Figure 5.5 (b) shows the simplified blame shifting using absolute numbers. foo is assigned with 1 and
bar with ½ blame on the critical path. All other activities are not on the critical path and therefore their
blame is ignored. Blamed wait states such as C do not propagate blame. The trace analyzer CASITA
(see Section 6.3), which has been implemented in the context of this thesis, uses this simplified blame
shifting to reduce the analysis time. Blame propagation can be used optionally.

Runtime Reduction Potential

Activities on the critical path can also be weighted according to their potential to reduce the overall
program runtime. A main difference to the approach discussed beforehand is that the runtime reduction
potential is determined per wait operation and not distributed according to the runtime share of activities.
Obviously, the upper limit for runtime reduction is the runtime of the activity itself.
A simple approach considers the closest near-critical path for each wait operation and synchronization
interval respectively. Hence, an activity or task on the critical path only needs to be optimized until the
former closest near-critical path manifests as the critical path. The respective runtime reduction of an
activity is derived from the duration of the shortest wait state. Equation 5.3 reflects this metric, which
in detail specifies the maximum runtime gain by optimizing an activity on a specific stream in a given
interval. This derived runtime reduction potential is a reasonable marker for program regions that are
executed only on the critical path. Region execution that is balanced across streams should be rather
weighted with the rebalancing potential as defined in Equation 5.2.
However, the proposed weighting metrics are only a heuristic approach that does not replace a perfor-
mance prediction that considers the optimization of program regions in a global program context and not
only for a synchronization interval. A graph-based performance prediction is proposed in [SDJ16].

Deceleration Potential

In contrast to the runtime reduction potential, the deceleration potential highlights program activities
that are not on the critical path and could therefore be decelerated without increasing the duration of the
program. Such activities are weighted according to the waiting time that follows on their path. Thus, the
activity with the longest subsequent waiting time, which is also most distant from the critical path, can
be delayed the most. Applied to execution streams, this metric highlights those that have the smallest
share of the critical path (primary criterion) and the most waiting time (secondary criterion).
The deceleration potential might be used for improving energy efficiency. An approach to control the
CPU frequency for program regions has been presented in [SM14]. However, this might be more com-
plex for SPMD-parallel execution of program regions, where the critical path is not always on the same
execution stream.
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6 A Framework for Systematic Performance Analysis

This chapter presents a performance analysis framework, which detects inefficiency patterns based on a
set of extensible rules and performs a combination of critical-path and root-cause analysis as proposed
in Section 5.4.2. As a prerequisite, the Score-P tools infrastructure had to be extended to enable a
comprehensive analysis of scalable heterogeneous programs. The analysis workflow and the toolchain
are presented in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 introduces the enhancements regarding data collection. The
critical path analysis tool for heterogeneous applications (CASITA) [SSD14] has been developed to
verify the applicability of the proposed analysis. It is described in Section 6.3. The presentation of
the analysis results is depicted in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 describes the validation, scalability, and
practicability of the analysis by CASITA.

6.1 Workflow and Toolset Architecture

According to the analysis layers that have been proposed in Section 3.2, the entire analysis workflow
can be divided into three stages: program instrumentation, program execution with logging, and data
inspection. Figure 6.1 summarizes instrumentation and program execution in the upper part under mea-
surement, while tools for data inspection and data containers are shown in the lower part.
In the first stage, the program is instrumented with Score-P . The choice of instrumentation options (see
Section 3.2.1 – Instrumentation, Tool Interfaces) determines the possibilities for subsequent analysis and
thus their quality and significance. As a matter of principle, only events that have been recorded can be
analyzed. Events that are relevant for the analysis have been described in Section 5.1.1. The extensions
to Score-P are explained in Section 6.2.
In the second stage, the program has to be executed. It is important that the runtime environment is
configured appropriately. Score-P allows several settings to be made using environment variables. For a
useful analysis, a representative run is necessary. The result of the execution run is an OTF2 trace.
In the third stage, the program trace is inspected. To extract relevant information and highlight important
properties of the program run, CASITA examines the trace. The integration of CASITA into the Score-P
tools infrastructure has been proposed in [SDS15]. The analysis process with CASITA is unattended and
generates an enriched OTF2 trace, a pattern summary, and a sorted region profile. To validate the analysis
results or identify further inefficiencies, the OTF2 trace can be manually investigated with Vampir.

6.2 Extended Performance Data Collection

To enable a more comprehensive analysis of heterogeneous programs, the measurement infrastructure
Score-P has been extended with focus on the adapters for computation offloading. Analysis requirements
in terms of necessary events and additional information to rebuild inter-stream dependencies have been
discussed in Section 5.1.1.

Offloading Dependencies

In order to associate tasks with their trigger operations, additional information must be recorded. In case
of a task-trigger or stream-wait operation, the referenced stream (Score-P location) is stored as an OTF2
attribute attached to the respective region. For device synchronization (wait for all device streams) no
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Figure 6.1: Interaction of the program, runtime libraries, the measurement tool Score-P, and the trace
analyzer CASITA. Components that have been developed or extended as part of this work
are highlighted (blue).

additional attributes have to recorded, because the streams that are associated with an offloading device
are already stored in the OTF2 trace definitions.

CUDA provides an additional synchronization option with CUDA events. To support it, the target stream
and an event identifier are added to the trigger operations of CUDA events. Event-synchronization and
event-query operations are stored together with the event identifier, which indirectly provides the tar-
get stream through the associated event-trigger operation. For non-blocking synchronization (see Sec-
tion 4.1.1) with event queries, the result of the query operation is also stored, as it enables the start and
end of the synchronization to be determined.

Explicit task dependencies, e.g. between tasks on different device streams, require the operation that
describes the dependency to be stored with additional OTF2 attributes, which identify tasks or events
to wait for. Implicit dependencies between offloaded tasks are not identified during data collection.
However, some can be detected during data analysis (see Section 6.3.3). For this purpose, the CUDA
default stream is marked separately.

Score-P Offloading Adapters

Score-P supports three computation offloading APIs since version 3.0. In the context of this thesis, the
CUDA adapter has been extended to enable recording of offloading dependencies. The OpenCL adapter
has been implemented from scratch [DT15]. All API calls into the OpenCL library are intercepted and
respective OTF2 events recorded. OpenCL events are attached to each offload task, to collect the begin
and end time of OpenCL kernels and OpenCL data transfers.
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The OpenACC adapter has been implemented based on the profiling interface that has been co-developed
in the OpenACC consortium. It enables the execution begin and end of OpenACC directives as well as
a few additional events to be recorded. Except for device memory allocations, only host-side events are
captured (see Table 4.4 in Section 4.2.1). Offloaded tasks have to be collected via Score-P’s CUDA or
OpenCL adapter.

Score-P OMPT Adapter

As a potential replacement for the OPARI2 source-to-source instrumenter and to ensure the usability of
the OMPT interface, an experimental OMPT adapter has been implemented in Score-P. As it is a part of
the specification, the OMPT interface covers the full scope of OpenMP (since version 5.0), including the
OpenMP target directives. This is an important advantage over OPARI2, even though an extension of
OPARI2 by OpenMP target directives has been disucssed in [DSGS14].
OMPT events reflect the behavior of the OpenMP runtime. The Score-P adapter records these events
based on the respective runtime callbacks. To enable the reconstruction of dependencies, OpenMP par-
allel and implicit-task regions are annotated via OTF2 attributes. OpenMP barriers are perfectly nested
inside of parallel regions and therefore do not require any annotation. As with the other offloading
APIs, target regions are annotated with a device identifier, which is used to describe a dependency to an
offloading stream. Hence, target regions are handled similar to trigger operations for offloaded tasks.

6.3 A Scalable Trace Analyzer for Hybrid Programs

The parallel trace analysis has been implemented in CASITA, an MPI and OpenMP parallel C++ pro-
gram, which is available as open source [DSS19]. It supports MPI, OpenMP threads, CUDA, OpenCL,
and OpenMP offloading. The limitation to these programming APIs is mainly due to the OTF2 trace
format, which does not provide a sufficiently generic data representation as described in Section 5.1.1.
Internally, CUDA and OpenCL calls are abstracted into a generic offloading representation. OpenACC
is indirectly supported based on the CUDA and OpenCL support.
The parallelization is implemented as proposed in Section 5.2, which allows the analysis to be performed
directly after the measurement run with the same resources. CASITA implements a critical-path analysis
in combination with a simplified root-cause analysis as depicted in Section 5.4.2. Furthermore, it detects
the inefficiency patterns that have been described in Section 4.1 as well as common wait patterns in MPI
and OpenMP parallelization. CASITA can be easily extended by adding new analysis rules. Currently
implemented rules are described in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.1 Trace Analysis Procedure

The parallel trace analysis is performed in four stages, each with several subtasks. Technically, it was
possible to perform stage one and two together, since the events are read in chronological order and the
analysis could be implemented without a look-ahead. By detecting wait states, parts of the critical-path
and root-cause analysis overlap. Each MPI process executes the following core part of the analysis:

1. Read the input trace
• Read all events from associated streams (stream group)
• Create a local EDG that contains only analysis-relevant events

2. Apply the analysis rules
• Iterate over events (vertices)
• Add dependency edges (also remote edges to other stream groups)
• Detect wait states and determine waiting time
• Distribute blame (via graph backtracing)
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3. Critical-path detection
• Check if the local stream group has the globally last event (to determine the end of the critical

path and the initial master)
• Track the critical path within the stream group until a remote edge (master)
• Wait for a signal to continue as new master or to stop critical-path tracking (slave)

4. Generate analysis output
• Read all events from associated streams (again) and move along the events of the EDG
• Generate the analysis metrics from waiting time, blame, and the critical path
• Determine the analysis metrics for previously unobserved regions (such as CPU functions)
• Summarize the analysis metrics for each program region
• Write the events back to the output trace and add new records/metrics

Finally, the root rank collects the metrics from each other rank to create the pattern summary and the
optimization guidance profile.
CASITA uses two methods to reduce the main memory requirements of the analysis. The first uses
the property that the analysis can start at global collectives (see Section 5.2). Hence, the complete
analysis can be performed whenever a global collective is encountered, the results stored, and the EDG
then discarded. The second method takes advantage of the fact that only certain program regions are
needed for the analysis. Therefore, the trace is read twice. During the first reading, only required events
are included in the EDG and analyzed. This saves memory, especially for programs with many small
functions. When the trace is written out, it is read again and the analysis results are applied to all regions.

6.3.2 Analysis Rules

CASITA uses analysis rules to reconstruct event dependencies and detect execution patterns in the EDG.
Rules are categorized into programming models. Each rule defines the event that triggers it. A rule is
not necessarily assigned to an inefficiency pattern and, thus, it can be used in the detection of multiple
patterns. Adding rules allows the detection of new patterns without the need to change the core analyses.
Thus, they are an extension interface for CASITA, which detects the following inefficiencies so far:

MPI
• late sender/receiver
• (unbalanced) blocking collective

OpenMP • (unbalanced) barrier

Offloading
• early offload synchronization (event-, stream-, and device-based)
• (compute) idle device
• consecutive transfers

Many inefficiencies are based on wait states. To detect them, a respective rule (depending on the pro-
gramming model) is triggered whenever the leave event of a wait operation is processed. By applying
the rule, the wait operation is either marked as wait state by adding a blocking edge, or it receives
blame, which is distributed via a graph walkback. Depending on the wait’s programming model, it is a
simple stream walkback, or requires shortest path backtracking. Wait states are assigned with waiting
time, whereas synchronization operations on offloaded tasks that are already completed are assigned with
blame. For the pattern summary, each occurrence of an inefficiency is counted and its severity (caused
waiting time) added up.
Eight rules are implemented to cover MPI collectives and two-sided communication. Three rules are
used to expose imbalances in OpenMP barriers. Finally, there are five generic offloading rules, which
cover early blocking device synchronization, device idle, task dependencies, and consecutive transfers, as
well as four additional rules, which handle synchronization via CUDA events. The rules can be applied
in different phases of the trace analysis: during graph construction (while reading the input trace), in an
extra analysis phase, or during trace writing. Currently, most rules are applied in an extra analysis phase.
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Figure 6.2: A pending task launch is the prerequisite for the offload execution rule (left). It represents a
task launch begin event that has not yet been connected with the associated task begin event.
A pending offloaded task has not yet been synchronized. It connects both rules. Steps (2) to
(4) of the synchronization rule (right) are only performed, if at least one associated task was
found. Otherwise, the synchronization operation is blamed for being late.

The offload execution rule is the basis for the detection of all offloading inefficiencies. A prominent
inefficiency in computation offloading is detected by the synchronization rule. Figure 6.2 describes both
rules. The synchronization rule is illustrated in the usual form, where the offloaded task is blamed. It is
further simplified by considering only one task on one device stream. Blame distribution in case multiple
tasks are synchronized is depicted in Section 5.3.2. Event-based and non-blocking synchronization are
more complex to detect and therefore covered in extra rules.

6.3.3 Implicit Dependencies between Offloaded Tasks

CASITA implements a rule to identify implicit task dependencies on an offloading device. Dependen-
cies between offloaded tasks are implicit if the tasks are executed on the same device stream. Further
dependencies emerge from the resources available on the device, e.g. if a compute task cannot execute
because another compute task on the same device (but a different stream) occupies required resources.
In the latter case, a potential delaying task is compared with the trigger of the considered task and the
temporally closer one is considered a compelling dependency.
CASITA implements an additional rule to detect dependencies between partly overlapping tasks. Such
dependencies can occur, for example, when a compute task no longer needs all resources at the end of
its execution and thus another task can already start. Their detection is a prerequisite for the correct
detection of the critical path. However, CASITA uses reverse edges (the end of the edge is temporally
before its beginning) to connect overlapping tasks, which overestimates the length of the critical path.
A dependency between two partially overlapping tasks is assumed if no task is executed completely
parallel to the other, and the task that starts and ends later is delayed. A task is definitely delayed, if its
trigger operation starts before the delaying task. A task is also assumed to be delayed, if it starts long
after its trigger, where “long” can be a system-specific fixed time span or application-specific, e.g. ten
times longer than the shortest time between trigger and task start.
CUDA’s default-stream semantic introduces additional dependencies. The default stream is an implicit
device stream that is used when a task is launched without specifying the target stream. In the legacy
mode, which is also the default up to CUDA 9.2, the default stream waits on all other blocking streams
in the same CUDA context before it executes a task. Furthermore, it does not allow any other task to be
executed in parallel. Hence, any task that is executed in the default stream acts as a barrier, which creates
dependencies to all previously and subsequently triggered device tasks in the same CUDA context.
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6.4 Presentation of the Analysis Results

CASITA presents the analysis results in the form of a tabular output, the pattern summary and the guid-
ance profile, as well as an OTF2 program trace with additional records. The trace stores waiting times,
blame, device idle, and the critical-path metric.

6.4.1 Pattern Summary and Optimization Guidance Profile

The pattern summary gives an overview of waiting times and detected inefficiencies. It lists the total
waiting time, waiting times by programming model, and the severity of individual inefficiencies classified
by programming model. It can thus be used to estimate the time in which computing resources are unused
or wasted, and exposes the most severe inefficiencies. Finally, it allows an estimation of the optimization
potential of the program. Listing 1 shows a pattern summary for an execution of the LSMS code, which
is discussed in Section 6.5.3.
The optimization guidance profile provides a starting point for optimization. It rates regions according
to the assigned blame on the critical path. If this metric is equal for two program regions, further criteria
are used in the following order: (1) critical-path time, (2) total blame, and (3) exclusive runtime. The
secondary criteria are also reported in the summary output to enable an analysis according to another
rating order. Additionally, blame is divided into the underlying inefficiency patterns, e.g. to distinguish
the extent to which a region is responsible for device idle or a late send operation. An example of
CASITA’s guidance profile is given in the appendix in Listing 2. The critical-path time of a region is also
the upper limit of the total runtime gain, which can be achieved by optimizing this region.
The rating has the known weaknesses of a program profile, as it provides only aggregated values over
the program execution and cannot show dynamic runtime effects. Hence, artifacts in the execution
might dominate the rating, e.g. a single call-path execution might have caused all blame on the critical
path. However, such as scenario could also be detected automatically. The timeline visualization (see
Section 6.4.2) can be used to validate the rating.
Currently, neither the pattern summary nor the guidance profile provide stream-aware analysis results.
Consequently, it is not possible to highlight streams with particularly long waiting times or streams that
dominate the critical path, which could expose stream-level balancing issues or hardware irregularities.

6.4.2 Timeline Visualization

The manual analysis of a timeline representation is a convenient approach for investigating details about
the individual occurrences of inefficiencies and their manifestation over the time of a program. It also
enables the recognition of patterns that have not been covered by automatic analysis so far.
OTF2 traces can be visualized with the Vampir trace browser, which provides several timeline displays
with a powerful zooming capability. CASITA enhances the OTF2 input trace with additional OTF2
records to benefit from this timeline representation. It stores the blame metric and the critical path as
OTF2 counters, the waiting time as an OTF2 attribute for each affected region, and device idle using
OTF2 event records. Accordingly, blame and the critical path only become visible in counter displays,
while device idle is directly visible in the Master Timeline. The waiting time is displayed in the Context
View and can also be visualized as a counter using a derived metric. Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show
possible visualizations of the new metrics in Vampir.
To better integrate the analysis, a new display could be created for the critical path, which represents
the activities on the critical path as a single horizontal bar. Compared to Vampir’s Master Timeline
and Performance Radar, such a display is inherently scalable with the number of execution streams.
Additionally, blame on the critical path could be added to the Function Summary as a metric, making
CASITA’s guidance profile also available for sections of a trace.
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Wait OpenMP barrier: 15.1ms (3.8ms on avg. per host stream, 6 occurrences)

Region Runtime Time on CP CP Ratio Blame Blame Ratio Blame on CP
omp_unbalanced 25.3ms 10.1ms 31.34% 15.1ms 99.85% 15.1ms
omp_balanced 80.5ms 20.1ms 62.67% 0 0 0

Figure 6.3: Blame an unbalanced OpenMP barrier. In the Master Timeline in the top left, the imbalance
can be identified by the color coding of the program regions. The Performance Radar at
the bottom left highlights the assigned blame. The Context View at the bottom right shows
the blame assigned to omp_unbalanced. The Function Summary in the top right lists the
exclusive runtimes of the regions. Relevant CASITA analysis results are shown at the bottom.

6.5 Application of the Analysis by CASITA

This section demonstrates the application of the presented performance analysis framework. Synthetic
mini-programs are used to validate its fundamental features, such as the detection of inefficiency patterns
as well as the distribution of blame and the detection of the critical path. HPL and its CUDA version
HPL-CUDA are used to examine the scalability of the analysis. The significance of the analysis as well
as the applicability to a complex heterogeneous program is shown with the real-world application LSMS.

6.5.1 Synthetic Programs

Three program codes with OpenMP, MPI, and CUDA show the detection of unbalanced execution, re-
gions on the critical path (in the tables abbreviated with CP), and the two main offloading inefficiencies
host wait and device idle. The sleep function1 was used to achieve predictable region execution times
and, thus, to generate specific inefficiencies. The analysis results from the pattern summary and the op-
timization guidance profile are additionally validated by visualizing CASITA’s result trace with Vampir.

Blame Unbalanced Execution

The detection of imbalances is one of the essential aspects of the proposed analysis and its implemen-
tation in CASITA. For illustration purposes, we compare an unbalanced and a balanced execution of an
OpenMP-parallel region with four threads. Figure 6.3 shows the respective Vampir visualization. The
unbalanced OpenMP-parallel region runs 10ms, where one thread takes twice as long as the others. As
a result, three threads are waiting for about 5ms in the implicit OpenMP barrier at the end of the paral-
lel region. In practice, such an imbalance occurs, for example, when loop iterations are not distributed
evenly across the threads.

1sleep waits at least the given time
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Wait in MPI collective: 371.16ms (92.79ms on avg. per rank; 42 overall occurrences)

Region Runtime Time on CP CP Ratio Blame Blame Ratio Blame on CP
compute 120.7ms 120.7ms 77.63% 362.0ms 99.96% 362.0ms
MPI_Init 147.5ms 34.6ms 22.26% 0 0 0
MPI_Barrier 362.5ms 0.1ms 0.06% 0 0 0

Figure 6.4: Critical-path visualization with Vampir. The Master Timeline in the top left and the Function
Summary in the top right present compute regions in green and MPI collectives in red. The
Context View shows details on a compute region. The Performance Radar visualizes the
critical path in red. CASITA’s pattern and profile output are shown below.

CASITA detects the imbalance and blames OpenMP thread 1 with about 15ms. The values from
Vampir’s Function Summary, Performance Radar, and the associated Context View are consistent with
CASITA’s output profile in the table below and show the expected result. The pattern summary also
quantifies the only inefficiency pattern in this example with the expected value of 15ms.
This example also shows a characteristic of CASITA’s optimization guidance profile, which rates the
program regions by blame on the critical path. In contrast to other profiles, it highlights the unbalanced
region as most valuable optimization candidate, although the duration and even the critical-path share of
the balanced region is much higher. The full blame of a barrier is assigned to the previous regions on
the thread that last enters the barrier. In this execution scenario, these regions are on the critical path,
which is why blame and blame on the critical path have the same value. The blue bar in the Performance
Radar (zero values are in light grey) also shows that the second OpenMP-parallel region is not perfectly
balanced. However, the imbalance is negligible.

Detect Regions on the Critical Path

The correct detection of the critical path is shown by the example of a round robin scheduling with four
MPI processes. Starting with MPI rank 0 only one process computes, while the others are waiting in an
MPI barrier. Accordingly, the critical path should always be on the computing process. In the example,
each process is granted three times 10ms computing time, which results in a total computing time of
about 120ms.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the described execution with Vampir. As expected, the Master Timeline shows three
times four consecutive steps. The Performance Radar below shows the same pattern for the critical-path
counter generated by CASITA. The critical path is obviously detected correctly and contains besides the
compute regions only MPI_Init, MPI_Finalize, and the main function. The latter two, however,
are negligible in terms of critical-path and runtime. The critical path ends in the main function before
MPI_Init of process 3.
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0.30 s idle device, 0.60 s early blocking device synchronization

Region Runtime Time on CP CP Ratio Blame Blame Ratio Blame on CP
device_compute 1.20 s 1.20 s 69.73% 0.60 s 66.6% 0.60 s
blame_host 0.30 s 0.30 s 17.43% 0.30 s 33.4% 0.10 s

Figure 6.5: Analysis of device idle and early blocking device synchronization. The Master Timeline in
the top left shows the temporal program flow on host and device. The Performance Radar
below visualizes the blame metric. The Function Summary in the top right lists the exclusive
region runtimes. The main results of the CASITA analysis are displayed at the bottom.

The CASITA optimization guidance profile confirms the Vampir visualization. The region compute is
for its entire runtime of 120.7ms on the critical path. The assigned blame corresponds roughly to the
runtime of the MPI barriers, which is a little longer, because the remaining execution time of the barrier,
after the last process entered, is not accounted as blame. The regions in the profile are sorted primarily
according to the blame on the critical path, which is why compute is listed despite the shortest exclusive
runtime before the MPI regions. The second sorting criteria is the time on the critical path, which ranks
MPI_Init before MPI_Barrier.
The only detected type of inefficiency pattern is wait in MPI collective. Since with four processes each
process has to wait three times per loop, the waiting time in this example must be at least 90ms per
process. CASITA determines a pattern severity of 371.16ms in total and 92.8ms on average per rank.
Besides the waiting time in MPI_Barrier, it also includes the waiting times from MPI_Init and
MPI_Finalize.

Device Idle and Host Wait

Device idle and blocking host synchronization are prominent offloading inefficiencies. Figure 6.5 shows
a respective Vampir visualization. The program executes a single host thread, which triggers a CUDA
kernel with a duration of 0.6 s, sleeps 0.3 s, and then waits 0.3 s for the completion of the device kernel.
Subsequently, the device is idle for 0.3 s, while the host thread executes the function blame_host. To
end the device idle, the host thread then starts another CUDA kernel instance, sleeps 0.3 s, and waits for
the kernel to complete.
Figure 6.5 visualizes the course of the critical path and the assigned blame. As expected, the CUDA
kernels are blamed for the waiting time during the device synchronization, which is 0.3 s for each ker-
nel. The host thread is blamed for the device idle time between the kernel launches. Since the affected
functions host_compute, cuCtxSynchronize, and blame_host have roughly the same dura-
tion, each is assigned with one third of the total blame (about 0.1 s). Since the device synchronizations
generate wait states, the critical path passes through both kernel instances. Between the launch of the
second kernel and the synchronization of the first kernel, the critical path is on the host.
According to CASITA’s profile output, the CUDA kernel device_compute is the most valuable
optimization candidate. It is for its entire runtime on the critical path and receives the most blame,
the latter completely for keeping the host waiting. The second optimization candidate is the function
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1.53 s wait in MPI collective, 0.60 s wait in OpenMP barrier, 0.45 s early blocking device synchronization

Pos. Region Runtime Time on CP Blame Blame on CP
1 device_compute 0.90 s 0.90 s 0.85 s (48.5%) 0.85 s

blamed for: 52.9% (0.45 s) host wait, 35.3% (0.30 s) OpenMP barrier, 11.8% (0.10 s) MPI collective
37 blame_from_omp 0.45 s 0 0.80 s (31.1%) 0

blamed for: 62.5% (0.50 s) MPI collective, 37.5% (0.30 s) OpenMP barrier
38 blame_from_mpi 0.30 s 0 0.50 s (19.45%) 0

blamed for: 100% (0.50 s) MPI collective
1 device_compute 0.90 s 0.90 s 0.45 s (17.5%) 0.45 s

37 blame_from_mpi 0.30 s 0 0.50 s (19.4%) 0
38 blame_from_omp 0.45 s 0 0.30 s (11.7%) 0

Figure 6.6: Blame propagation across programming APIs. The Master Timeline in the top left shows an
imbalance which propagates from CUDA over OpenMP to MPI. The Performance Radar be-
low highlights the regions causing it. MPI rank two to four are filtered in the timeline visual-
ization. The Function Summary (top right) shows the exclusive region runtimes. The Context
View (bottom right) shows the duration and waiting time of the selected MPI_Finalize.
An excerpt from CASITA’s analysis summary is shown at the bottom. The lavender back-
ground highlights blame shifting without blame propagation.

blame_host, which receives 0.1 s blame while being on the critical path. CASITA has identified both
types of inefficiencies: idle device and early blocking device synchronization. The latter causes about
0.6 s waiting time on the host and turns up again as a blame for device_compute.

Blame Propagation

Propagating blame across wait states is an essential feature to identify the root cause of imbalances,
especially in heterogeneous programs. However, it can significantly increase the analysis time, which is
why it is optional in CASITA. The Vampir visualization in Figure 6.6 shows an example program that
illustrates the effect of blame propagation in comparison to flat blame shifting. The synthetic test case
executes a device kernel with a runtime of about 0.9 s. The MPI ranks 1 to 5 sleep 0.6 s before they
run into MPI_Finalize. MPI rank 0 executes an OpenMP parallel region with two threads, where
the master thread sleeps for 0.3 s before it runs the implicit barrier of the region. The worker thread
sleeps 0.45 s before it starts to wait for the device and runs into the barrier afterwards. The most severe
inefficiency pattern is the imbalance in the MPI collective MPI_Finalize.
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Software Environment Hardware Environment (per node)

CUDA 9.2.88, 4 x NVIDIA K80 GPUs (each with 12GB GDDR5 RAM),
Intel Parallel Studio XE 2018.1.163, 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 CPUs @ 2.5GHz,
OpenMPI 2.1.2 64GB RAM, Infiniband (FDR)

Table 6.1: Hardware and software environment for HPL-CUDA experiments

Figure 6.6 also shows the result of blame shifting from an MPI imbalance via an OpenMP barrier and
a device synchronization to a CUDA kernel. The latter receives direct blame of 0.45 s for the blocking
device synchronization. It is additionally blamed for half of the waiting time from the OpenMP barrier
(0.6 s/2 = 0.3 s), as the device synchronization takes half of the execution time of OMP thread 1:0. The
OpenMP barrier itself is blamed with two thirds of the waiting time in MPI_Finalize (0.2 s), half of
which is propagated to the device synchronization and further to the CUDA kernel. The latter is assigned
in total with 0.45 s + 0.3 s + 0.1 s = 0.85 s blame.
The CUDA kernel is on the critical path for its entire runtime and thus also receives 0.85 s blame on
the critical path. With about 12%, only a small fraction of its total blame is propagated from the MPI
imbalance. The host regions blame_from_mpi and blame_from_omp have no share in the critical path
and are therefore to be found at the end of the ranking. Their optimization would only increase the
waiting time in the OpenMP barrier and the device synchronization.
In the case of flat blame shifting (highlighted with purple background in Figure 6.6), the waiting time
in MPI_Finalize is shifted as blame to rank 0. The implicit barrier region receives with 1 s the most
blame, followed by the host region blame_from_mpi with 0.50 s of blame. The device kernel receives its
0.3 s blame for the device synchronization, while the host region blame_from_omp receives 0.3 s blame
for the OpenMP barrier imbalance.

6.5.2 High-Performance Linpack

For a trace-based analysis, it is expected that its performance will depend on the number of processed
events. In general, more events should increase the analysis time, wherein events which are part of an
inefficiency pattern have a much greater influence as they require additional processing. With regard to
the scalability of CASITA, the MPI communication pattern of the original program is crucial as the MPI
communication is reenacted. Since each MPI communication is additionally performed in reverse direc-
tion, CASITA executes about twice as many MPI transfers as the original program and requires further
communication to track the critical path. Therefore, in the worst case the analysis may exceed the run-
time of the original program. For compute-bound programs, though, the analysis should be significantly
faster. Finally, the scalability also depends on the distribution of the events over streams, whereby an
even distribution enhances load balancing.

HPL-CUDA: Analysis Scalability

To prove these assumptions, the CASITA analysis has been applied for HPL-CUDA [Fat09], a publicly
available CUDA version of the High-Performance Linpack (HPL) [DLP03] benchmark, which maps
processes to GPUs one-to-one. The experiments have been run on the GPU island (phase 2) of TU
Dresden’s Taurus cluster (see Table 6.1). Score-P 4.1 was used to generate the trace files. To keep
the size of the trace files small, the compiler instrumentation was switched off and some regions were
instrumented manually instead.
The input data file HPL.dat (see Appendix, Listing 3) changes only in three parameters between the
experiments: the order of the coefficient matrix (problem size), the number of process rows (P), and the
number of process columns (Q). By factorizing the number of processes, P and Q are assigned values
that are as close as possible to each other. For factors of different size, P is assigned the smaller value.
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(a) Strong scaling (HPL problem size: 73728)
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Figure 6.7: HPL-CUDA – Benchmark time vs analysis time

A blocking factor of 1024 turned out to provide decent performance on NVIDIA K80 GPUs for most
matrix sizes. As the perfect scaling of HPL is not the focus of this work, the MPI implementation has not
been optimized for different problem sizes either. It can therefore be expected that the HPL benchmark
will not achieve optimal performance for all runs, but still acceptable scaling.

To investigate the scalability of the analysis, strong scaling and weak scaling measurements were per-
formed on 1 to 240 GPUs (60 nodes). The processes were distributed evenly over the compute nodes and
pinned so that a GPU local to the CPU socket is used. As the size of the problem increases, so does the
number of generated trace events. For strong scaling, the problem size has been set to 72∗1024 = 73728,
which requires almost the entire memory of a single node. For weak scaling, the base problem size (for
one process) is 39 ∗ 1024 = 39936.

Since HPL basically performs matrix multiplication, a computational complexity O(n3) is assumed. In
order to keep the workload per process approximately the same, the problem size n(p) is determined
based on the number of processes p and the base problem size n1: n(p) = n1 ∗ 3

√
p. To avoid short

iterations at the end of the execution, the result was rounded down to an integer multiple by the blocking
factor. The exact determination of the workload for HPL is more complex, which, however, has no
influence on the results of the experiments regarding the analysis. Especially with HPL-CUDA the load
balancing between CPU and GPU has to be taken into account (see [RdCL16]). Besides, the optimal
benchmark configuration (via HPL.dat and the MPI implementation) can change with the problem size
and the degree of parallelization.

The graphs in Figure 6.7 compare the HPL-CUDA benchmark runtime (time to solve the linear system)
with the trace analysis time. As expected, the runtime gain of HPL-CUDA saturates with an increase in
computing resources for strong scaling. The weak scaling scenario shows an increase in both benchmark
runtime and analysis time, which is mainly due to the idealized assumption of the computational effort
and the increasing parallelization overhead at scale. From the strong scaling experiments, it can be seen
that the analysis time does not depend on the program runtime.

The graphs in Figure 6.8 visualize the correlation between analysis time and the number of trace events.
Figure 6.8a confirms the assumption that the analysis time correlates with the number of trace events.
In both strong scaling and weak scaling there are large variations in the number of trace events, which
is mainly due to the HPL configuration. In the case of strong scaling, only the process grid is varied
with the parameters P and Q. According to the measurement results, identical values of P and Q lead to
more communication (compare [PWD+16] – FAQs) and thus more events that have to be analyzed. For
strong scaling, the analysis time varies between 7 s and 17 s with a tendency to increase at higher scale,
which is due to the increasing communication overhead. For weak scaling, the number of events per
process tends to increase when more processes (and GPUs respectively) are used, which also increases
the analysis time.
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(a) Strong scaling (HPL problem size: 73728)
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(b) Strong/weak scaling: Analysis time per event
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Figure 6.8: HPL-CUDA – Visual correlation between analysis time and number of trace events

Figure 6.8b shows the average analysis time required per event on each process (the analysis time multi-
plied by the number of processes and divided by the number of events). To exclude the influence of trace
reading, which is performed twice during the analysis, it has been stripped from the values that are shown
in this chart. Although in most cases, there is a significant difference between strong and weak scaling
in the total analysis time, the analysis time per event is almost identical for the same number of pro-
cesses. While this is in line with the expectations, it demonstrates a certain stability of the analysis time
per event. For eight processes, the analysis times per event is almost identical, because the workloads
have a similar size. With more processes, there is an increasing share of MPI events, whose processing
takes, due to the inter-process communication, longer than for OpenMP and offloading events. From 64
to 128 processes, there is a significant increase of analysis time per event, as the share of applying the
analysis rules suddenly increases by 10%. The reason for the latter, is a growing share of MPI events and
a strong increase in the share of MPI collectives, which are executed at the beginning of the benchmark.
To further investigate the analysis scalability over processes, measurements with HPL on up to 12288
processes were performed.

HPL-CUDA: Inefficiencies

Three inefficiencies provide a significant optimization potential: device idle, early device synchroniza-
tion, and MPI late sender. Figure 6.9a and 6.9c show how the critical-path share and the severity of
inefficiencies changes with strong scaling from one to 240 processes (and GPUs respectively). Due to
the decreasing workload per GPU, the device idle time increases. This also shortens the synchronization
time by the host. Correspondingly, the device’s critical-path share decreases, which in turn causes an
increase in the host’s critical-path share. The MPI communication and its share of the total runtime in-
creases with more processes. As it is not performed concurrently to device tasks, this causes an additional
increase of the device idle time.
As shown in Figure 6.9b and 6.9d, a similar behavior of the inefficiencies can be observed for weak
scaling, although the workload per GPU should remains constant. However, the increases and decreases
are much smaller. The decreasing use of the device is primarily due to the increasing share of MPI com-
munication, which includes waiting and communication time in late sender, late receiver, and collectives.
Other inefficiencies such as OpenMP barriers and MPI collectives are negligible.
Host-device communication is mostly executed concurrently to device computation. Exclusive commu-
nication is only between 2.4% and 5.2% of the total runtime for strong scaling and between 2.2% and
4.7% for weak scaling. Relative to the total communication time, the share of copy operations that over-
lap with compute operations decreases with decreasing workload per GPU. From 1 to 240 processes, it
decreases for strong scaling from about 96% to 62% and for weak scaling from 92% to 86%.
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(a) Critical path and device idle (strong scaling)
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(c) Inefficiency patterns (strong scaling)
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(d) Inefficiency patterns (weak scaling)
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Figure 6.9: HPL-CUDA – Execution inefficiencies and critical path

HPL: Analysis Scalability

To test the analysis scalability over a larger number of processes than with HPL-CUDA, benchmarks of
HPL version 2.2 [PWD+16] have been executed on the Haswell island of TU Dresden’s Taurus cluster.
The software and hardware environment are as specified in Table 6.1, except that the nodes do not
contain GPUs. The blocking factor for HPL has been set to 256, the problem size for strong scaling to
128 ∗ 256 = 32768, and the base problem size for weak scaling to 96 ∗ 256 = 24576. Except for the
problem size and the number of process rows and columns, no parameters of the input file HPL.dat (see
appendix Listing 4) are changed between the experiments.
Figure 6.10 shows the scalability of the CASITA analysis from 2 to 12288 processes (on 512 nodes) by
the example of HPL. For the measured values with 2n processes, 16 processes were executed per node
(from 16 processes onwards). In the measurements with multiples of 24 processes, 24 processes per
node were executed and thus all cores were used. The measurement results confirm the expectations and
also the findings from the experiments with HPL-CUDA. Although there is no direct correlation between
analysis time and program runtime (see Figure 6.10a), the generated trace events build a link between
the two. The analysis time closely correlates with the amount of analysis-relevant trace events, which
are predominantly from MPI point-to-point (P2P) and MPI wait operations.
Figure 6.10b shows the benchmark, waiting, and analysis time for weak scaling of HPL. The strong
increase in waiting time per process explains the strong increase in the HPL runtime from 6144 to 8192
processes (from 256 to 512 nodes). The analysis time increases significantly as of 3072 processes, which
is, however, due to the proportionally increasing number of MPI events.
As of 768 processes with strong scaling, the analysis time is longer than the benchmark time. The latter
settles at about four seconds, while the analysis time continues to increase slightly up to the maximum
measured value of 8.7s. This is basically in line with the expectations, as the communication dominates
the benchmark time from a certain scaling and is reenacted twice during the analysis. The critical-path
detection uses P2P communication along the path, which took at most 1.6 s during the analysis of the
strong scaling runs.
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(a) Strong scaling (HPL problem size: 32768)
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(b) Weak scaling
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(c) Strong scaling (HPL problem size: 32768)
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(d) Strong/weak scaling: Analysis time per MPI event
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Figure 6.10: HPL – Relation of analysis time with benchmark time (upper graphs) and number of MPI
events (lower graphs)

As in the HPL-CUDA experiments, the MPI events per process vary strongly with the number of pro-
cesses (see Figure 6.10c). For strong scaling from 768 processes upwards, the number of events remains
constantly between about 23,000 and 39,000, with a slight tendency to grow with increasing number of
processes. Although the analysis time correlates with the number of MPI events, no saturation is visible
until 12288 processes. With higher scaling, the analysis time no longer decreases to the same extent as
the events per process. Starting with 2048 processes, it increases with the number of processes. Weak
scaling generates similar results. However, the number of MPI events also grows with the size of the
problem, which in turn increases the analysis time.
Figure 6.10d shows the average analysis time per MPI event (analysis time multiplied by the number
of processes and divided by the number of MPI events). As with HPL-CUDA, trace reading has been
stripped from the analysis time. Up to 1024 processes, the values for strong and weak scaling are close
together. For weak scaling over 1024 processes, the values begin to saturate, while they continue to
increase with strong scaling. There is a significant difference in the values around 3072 and from 6144
processes upwards, which indicates a divergent mix of MPI operations or a different communication
pattern for strong and weak scaling. In fact, the share of blocking MPI operations is slightly higher for
these process counts with strong scaling.

HPL: Inefficiencies

In the HPL experiments, the dominating inefficiency pattern is the MPI late sender with a significant
increase in the weak scaling experiments on 512 nodes (8192 and 12288 processes). HPL does not
use collectives except for MPI_Init and MPI_Finalize. The influence of the late receiver pattern
is negligible. For weak scaling, the average waiting time per process increases with the number of
processes. For strong scaling, it settles at about 1 s per process.
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Summary of the Analysis Scalability

The results are generally in line with expectations, although the analysis scales slightly worse than the
HPL benchmark itself. The latter is due to the forward and backward replay of MPI communication and
the additional critical path detection. The analysis time correlates with the number of events. However,
there are several additional influencing factors, such as the communication pattern and peculiarities of
the MPI implementation, which can result in longer analysis times.

6.5.3 LSMS – Analyzing a Complex Scientific Code

This section demonstrates the analysis of a complex scientific application code with CASITA. “The
Locally Self-consistent Multiple Scattering (LSMS) code solves the first principles Density Functional
theory Kohn-Sham equation for a wide range of materials with a special focus on metals, alloys and
metallic nanostructures. It has traditionally exhibited near perfect scalability on massively parallel high
performance computer architectures.”[ELL+17] The LSMS code supports CUDA to efficiently run on
GPU-accelerated systems. It implements process-level parallelization via MPI, where each process can
optionally use a CUDA-capable GPU for acceleration. Multiple OpenMP threads can also be used for
parallelization. In contrast to MPI parallelization, a single GPU is shared within the thread group, which
can increase the GPU utilization. Although LSMS supports multithreading and offloading, it does not
perform load balancing between host and device.
In the following, different approaches to accelerate the code execution are examined and thus the plau-
sibility of the analysis results is demonstrated. The tuning parameters are the number of host threads,
the compiler, code changes, and the migration to other hardware. Table 6.2 lists the used setups, while
Table 6.3 shows some key metrics that have been determined by CASITA for the baseline in the first row
and each tuning step in the following rows.
Score-P has been used to generate an OTF2 trace for each execution run. To keep the tracing overhead
low, the compiler instrumentation was switched off. Instead, the execution steps of the main program
loop and the matrix generation routine were manually instrumented. Thus, only a small call stack with
very little measuring overhead is recorded and the top-level runtime characteristics of the program are
retained. The execution environment was the K80 GPU island of TU Dresden’s Taurus cluster (see
Table 6.1) and an IBM Power system AC922 with six V100 GPUs und two POWER9 CPUs per node.

Initial Setup

For the first run, the code was compiled with GCC 7.3.0 and executed on a single node with four MPI
processes, each using one GPU. The first row in Table 6.3 shows the CASITA metrics for the single-
threaded execution of a bulk iron simulation with 128 atoms.
The initial scenario is the execution with only one thread per process, where the critical path and thus
the runtime is dominated by host regions with almost 71%. Consequently, the acceleration of the host
regions has priority. About 71% device compute idle supports this proposition and indicates that more
load should be put on the device. It is the most severe inefficiency, wasting device-compute resources
of about 3536 s in total and 884 s per device. The second most severe inefficiency is the early blocking
device synchronization with about 1456 s of wasted time on the host in total and 346 s per device.
The most promising optimization candidate is the manually instrumented host region buildKKMatrix
with almost 50% of the critical-path time and about 635 s blame on the critical path. It received the
blame almost completely due to not keeping the device busy. The second most promising optimization
candidate is a ZGEMM device kernel with about 29% of the critical-path time and 358 s blame on the
critical path. It received all of its blame for letting the host wait. The top 10 ranking and the pattern
summary are shown in the appendix in Listing 2.
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Setup CPU GPU Compiler build matrix

I 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 4 x NVIDIA K80 GCC 7.3.0 on host
II 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 4 x NVIDIA K80 Intel 2018.1.163 on host
III 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 4 x NVIDIA K80 Intel 2018.1.163 on device
IV 2 x POWER9 4 x NVIDIA V100 GCC 6.4.0 on device

Table 6.2: LSMS build and execution environments

Host Device

Setup -
Threads Runtime

[s]
Critical Path

[s] ([%])

Blame
on CP

[s]
Critical Path

[s] ([%])

Blame
on CP

[s]
Idle
[%]

Compute
overlap per
device [s]

I - 1 1253.5 883.9 (70.5) 807.1 358.7 (28.6) 358.1 71.3 0

II - 1 1047.1 678.6 (64.8) 605.2 357.7 (34.2) 356.7 65.4 0
II - 2 703.3 341.4 (48.5) 300.5 339.7 (48.3) 338.8 49.3 28.1
II - 4 563.8 196.1 (34.8) 157.7 349.2 (61.9) 349.0 37.4 47.2
II - 6 533.7 144.6 (27.1) 128.6 371.0 (69.5) 370.9 33.1 50.4

III - 1 557.6 161.7 (29.0) 78.9 384.8 (69.0) 383.6 30.2 0
III - 6 407.0 27.3 (6.7) 24.7 375.6 (92.3) 375.4 4.9 52.3

IV - 6 81.5 46.7 (57.3) 36.6 32.5 (39.9) 31.9s 39.7 8.3
IV - 8 72.0 35.7 (49.5) 28.2 34.8 (48.3) 34.4 32.7 10.3
IV - 16 65.1 26.6 (40.8) 39.7 37.1 (57.0) 37.3 25.5 11.8

Table 6.3: CASITA results of LSMS simulation with 128 atoms for different execution scenarios

From GCC to Intel Compiler

To accelerate exclusively the host code, the LSMS source code was compiled with the Intel compiler (see
Table 6.1), which usually generates faster code for Intel CPUs than GCC [ALGE12, Res17]. Without
load balancing between host and device, only the times of the host regions should decrease and the device
times should remain approximately the same. The second row of Table 6.3 shows CASITA’s analysis
results for the Intel-compiled, single-threaded code execution.
In comparison to the GCC version, the code execution is about 206 s faster, which is an improvement
of about 20%. For the host regions, a similar improvement can be seen in the critical-path time and for
blame on the critical path, whereas these metrics remain almost constant for the device regions. Hence,
neither the application behavior nor the inefficiencies have changed fundamentally. Only the shares of
the critical path have changed.

Increasing the Number of Host Threads

Increasing the number of host threads has two effects on the execution of the LSMS code. The host
code execution is accelerated by utilizing more CPU cores and the device usage is increased by enabling
overlap of device tasks. The second part of Table 6.3 (from row two to five) compares a bulk iron
simulation of 128 atoms with one, two, four, and six threads.
The improvement in execution balancing can be seen in CASITA’s rating metric blame on the critical
path. For the host regions, its value decreases by increasing the number of threads, since the host regions
are executed faster and thus cause less device idle time.
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Using two threads instead of one, the host execution can at best speedup by a factor of two, if no super-
linear speedup occurs. Consequently, the runtime gain cannot be greater than half of the host’s critical-
path time, if the critical-path time on the device remains constant. Based on the values from Table 6.3
(rows two and three), the runtime with two threads cannot be less than 1047.1 s − 678.6 s/2 = 707.8 s.
However, the compute overlap reduces the critical-path time on the device by 18 s, which means that in
the best case the program runtime can be 689.8 s. With additional consideration of non-parallelizable re-
gions, parallelization overhead, and resource contention, the measured runtime of 703.3 s is close to the
optimum. Similar calculations can also be made for more threads, whereby the efficiency of paralleliza-
tion decreases as the number of threads increases. The latter is mainly due to the critical path moving
from the host to the device, which can execute compute tasks only to a limited extent concurrently.
The critical-path share of the host regions matches roughly to GPU idle, which basically means that
the device tasks are mostly on the critical path while being executed. Due to the absence of load bal-
ancing between host and device, device tasks are almost immediately synchronized after their triggers
and blamed for letting the host wait. Hence, blame on the critical path and critical-path time are almost
identical for device tasks.
The overlap of compute tasks per device (last column in Table 6.3) is about 28 s (8.3% of the device’s
critical path time) for two threads and doubles with two additional threads. Using more than four threads
hardly increases the computation overlap on the K80 GPU. However, with six threads, it reaches 13.6%
of the device’s critical path time, which is 9.4% of the program runtime.
The increase in the number of host threads also changes the order in CASITA’s optimization guidance
profile. With two threads or more, the ZGEMM GPU-kernel takes over the top of the rating, despite a
shorter exclusive runtime than buildKKMatrix. However, all host regions together still contribute about
55% to the critical path.
While two and four threads show an average OpenMP barrier imbalance of less than 0.5 s per thread,
using six threads increases the average barrier waiting time per thread to more than 33 s. The imbalance
is due to the fact that the decomposition into subproblems is restricted. Optimal balancing requires the
number of atoms divided by the number of overall host threads to be a positive integer value. Figure 6.11
visualizes the OpenMP imbalance with Vampir. Additionally, it shows the blame metric, which CASITA
added to the trace, color coded in the lower timeline. Regions on the OMP thread 1:0 receive blame from
the barrier imbalance, as the thread enters the barrier last. Due to device idle, blame is assigned to regions
on all host threads, including OpenMP barrier and buildKKMatrix. The master thread receives extra
blame for a rather small MPI imbalance, which occurs after the shown section. Finally, the ZGEMM
kernels on the CUDA streams are blamed due to causing waiting time on the host.

Build Matrix on the Device

The LSMS code provides the compile-time option to perform the matrix generation on the GPU and thus
to move load from host to device. Since the equivalent host region buildKKMatrix was on the critical
path and did not overlap with device tasks, the critical-path share of the host and device idle time are
reduced. Another advantage is that some data transfers are no longer necessary. Therefore, the execution
on the GPU is reasonable, if the region cannot be further accelerated on the host and the GPU version is
faster overall.
Comparing the two Intel-compiled, single-threaded executions, the matrix generation on the GPU results
in a total runtime reduction of about 490 s (47%) and 35% less GPU idle time (compare Table 6.3). The
critical-path share on the host decreases from 64.8% to 29%, while it increases on the device from 34.2%
to 69%. As a result, the host has to wait a few more seconds for the GPU, which causes more blame on
the device. However, the overall blame on the critical path decreases significantly from about 962 s to
463 s.
Considering the execution with six threads (and matrix generation on the host), the host region build-
KKMatrix is with about 18% critical-path share second in the ranking (after the ZGEMM kernel). Con-
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Figure 6.11: OpenMP imbalance in LSMS simulation of 128 atoms with six threads per process. In the
Master Timeline on the top, the implicit OpenMP barrier is highlighted in orange. While
the ZGEMM kernels (blue) are running on the CUDA streams, the host threads are mainly
waiting (cyan). The Performance Radar on the bottom highlights the blame metric color-
coded. Warmer colors indicate higher values of blame for the respective region.

sequently, a smaller runtime gain can be expected from moving the matrix generation to the GPU. In
fact, the runtime is about 24% shorter, mainly due to the omission of data transfers. The critical path is
over 92% on the device, and thus the optimization focus now clearly on the side of the GPU.

From Haswell+K80 to Power9+V100

Primarily to speed up the GPU execution, the code was ported to TU Dresden’s IBM Power system
AC922, which pairs two POWER9 CPUs with six NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs. Due to comparability
with the other runs, only four V100 GPUs are used.
Compared to the fastest execution on the K80 GPUs (Intel-compiled version with six threads and matrix
build on the GPU), the runtime has dropped significantly from 407 s to 81.5 s (80% less). Host regions
provide with over 57% critical-path share and 36.6 s blame on the critical path again more potential for
runtime improvement than device kernels.
Using eight threads instead of six should, in the best case, reduce the critical path on the host by 25%
from 46.7 s to 35 s. CASITA determines a critical-path time of 35.7 s. The overlap of the compute tasks
per device also increases by about 25% from 8.3 s to 10.3 s. The nearly 10 s shorter overall runtime with
eight threads results in a balanced distribution of the critical path and also achieves less overall blame on
the critical path (62.6 s).
Changing to 16 host threads should further reduce the execution time on the host and shorten the critical-
path time on the device due to even more overlap of compute tasks. A runtime gain of 1.5 s are due to
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Stream summary: 240 MPI rank(s), 1440 host stream(s), 240 device(s)
Total program runtime : 135.50s
Total waiting time (host) : 106005.58s (441.69s / rank, 73.61s (54.33%) / host stream)

384.79s on rank 184 (min) - taurusi2092
5 587.08s on rank 38 (max) - taurusi2054
Pattern summary:
MPI wait patterns : 5615.75s (23.40s / rank; 20026 overall occurrences)
Late sender : 377.27s (1.57s / rank; 2805 overall occurrences)
Late receiver : 0.01s (0.000047s / rank; 13 overall occurrences)

10 Wait in MPI collective : 5238.47s (21.83s / rank; 17208 overall occurrences)
OpenMP
Wait in OpenMP barrier : 708.96s (0.49s / host stream, 220032 overall occurrences)
Offloading
Idle device : 6812.46s (21.96% -> 28.39s / device)

15 Compute idle device : 6869.02s (22.14% -> 28.62s / device)
Early blocking wait : 99667.19s (415.28s / device, 2883564 overall occurrences)
... on compute kernels : 27236.76s (113.49s / device)
Total communication time : 379.50s (1.22% of offload time)
-Exclusive communication : 56.56s (14.90% of total communication time)

20 -Copy-compute overlap : 322.95s (85.10% of total communication time)
-Blocking communication : 0.03s (1440 occurrences), exclusive: 0.03s
-Consecutive communication : 74.93s (1462950 occ.), same direct. 19.74s (599534 occ.)
Compute overlap : 3106.91s (12.952s / device)
Kernel startup delay : 4.46ms/kernel (626897 occ.), total delay: 2799.06s

Listing 1: CASITA pattern summary for LSMS with 1024 atoms on 240 GPUs

more overlap of device compute tasks, whereas the average waiting time in OpenMP barriers per thread
increases by 1.2 s. The latter significantly increases blame on the critical path. The critical-path time
decreases by 9.1 s on the host, while it increases only by 2.3 s on the device. The gap in between equals
almost exactly the runtime gain of 6.9 s.

Problem Size and Number of Processes

LSMS implements a static load balancing, which results in MPI imbalances depending on the size of the
problem and the number of processes. Previously, the analysis was limited to the node-level performance
for a fixed number of 128 atoms on four processes, which results in negligible MPI imbalances. Valid
numbers of atoms are 2 ∗ n3 for positive integers n and the number of processes must be greater than or
equal to the number of atoms.
Increasing the problem size for a fixed number of processes also increases the MPI imbalances. The
dominating MPI imbalance manifests itself in MPI_Allgather collectives. For experiments with four
processes from 128 to 1024 atoms, the average MPI waiting time per process remains between 1% and
2% of the program runtime.
Moving to 240 processes for a constant number of 1024 atoms increases the average MPI waiting time per
process to about 17% (23.4 s/135.5 s) of the program runtime. Thus, the work is not evenly distributed
among the individual processes. According to the measurements there is no relation between the MPI
imbalance and the integer divisibility of the number of atoms by the number of processes. However, an
increase in processes tends to result in higher MPI waiting times.
Listing 1 shows the plain CASITA pattern summary output. The global imbalance can already be seen
in the variation of the total waiting time per process group (process and its threads and device streams).
On average, each host thread waits for more than half of its execution time, most of the time for a device
stream to finish execution (415.28 s/6 threads/135.5 s = 51%), while the GPUs are on average for
about 22% idle. As there are no OpenMP parallel regions executed during MPI communication, the host
threads are idle or waiting for 17%+51% = 68% of the program runtime. It should be noted that the idle
time of OpenMP threads is not accounted in CASITA’s Total waiting time (host) output. The OpenMP
barrier imbalance has with about 0.5 s on average per thread a negligible impact on the program runtime.
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7 Conclusion, Future Work, and Outlook

This dissertation presents a framework for systematic performance analysis of parallel programs. With
performance analysis being a powerful tool for optimizing parallel programs, it is particularly useful for
hybrid parallelization, where inefficiencies can propagate over the boundaries of a programming model.
A prominent inefficiency are load imbalances with wait states or idle times as symptoms. On the basis
of patterns, inefficient parallel execution can be identified and quantified, to finally determine the cause
of imbalances and their relevance for the overall program execution.
To enable a comprehensive performance analysis of heterogeneous applications, potential inefficiencies
in the use of accelerators have been examined in Chapter 4. One of the main contributions of this thesis
is the specification of inefficiency patterns that can occur during computation offloading. Together with
the inefficiency patterns in MPI and OpenMP, which have already been specified in previous work, the
resulting wait and idle states on host and device are the prerequisite for the proposed holistic analysis. To
also enable a detailed analysis of programs with OpenACC and OpenMP directives, this work contributed
significantly to the specification of respective tool interfaces for performance data acquisition.
A holistic performance analysis across process- and thread-level parallelization as well as computation
offloading has been presented in Chapter 5. Based on wait states as inherent part of several inefficiency
patterns, a generic application of root-cause and critical-path analysis has been developed. While the
root-cause analysis identifies the actual cause of imbalances, the critical-path analysis highlights regions
that have an impact on the overall program runtime. In combination, regions on the critical path are
weighted according to the imbalances caused. On the other hand, program regions that are not on the
critical path are excluded as potential optimization candidates. Since both analyses overlap to a large
extent, the critical-path detection has been simplified to tracking of a single path.
The implementation of the analysis framework and its prerequisites has been described in Chapter 6.
It covers all layers in the performance analysis process. Besides the integration of the tool interfaces
for OpenACC and OpenMP, the data acquisition with Score-P has been extended so that dependencies
between host operations and offloaded tasks can be reconstructed. The trace-based inefficiency analysis
has been implemented in CASITA, which generates an optimization guidance profile, a pattern summary,
and an enhanced output trace. The highest rated program regions and the listed inefficiencies serve as
starting points for optimization. Vampir’s generic visualization concept allows the waiting times, their
cause, and the critical path to be displayed in counter-enabled timelines. The correctness, scalability,
and applicability of the analysis was demonstrated with synthetic programs, the HPL benchmark, and a
complex scientific application.
In summary, this thesis extends the scope of previous performance analysis and respective software
tools. This includes the specification of potential inefficiencies in computation offloading and the pro-
posed generic analysis, which enables the accurate identification of the root causes of inefficiencies. In
combination with the critical path, more expressive metrics can be provided than with separate anal-
yses or the subsequent combination of their results. Eventually, this allows a more accurate guidance
towards program regions that are relevant for program optimization and thus a systematic analysis of
heterogeneous programs with hybrid parallelization.
The results of this work have already been incorporated into various components of performance analysis.
The tool interfaces for the directive-based programming APIs OpenACC and OpenMP are part of the
corresponding specifications. Respective implementations are available with PGI’s OpenACC runtime
and LLVM’s OpenMP runtime. The performance measurement infrastructure Score-P was extended
by the described interfaces for OpenACC and OpenMP as well as the ability to capture host-device
dependencies. Based on the results of this work, NVIDIA implemented the OpenACC tool interface and
the critical-path analysis for offloading with the CUDA API in their profiling tools.
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As future work, the presented performance analysis framework can be refined and extended in many
ways. An appropriate extension would be the integration of the system’s hardware topology in the generic
analysis. Moreover, the analysis does not yet include the general concept of tasking, which could cover
computation offloading as a specialized tasking model. This work has abstracted inefficiency patterns for
offloading APIs, although many inefficiency patterns specified for traditional programming APIs such
as MPI and OpenMP are also applicable in abstract form to the underlying programming models. Some
patterns can be further abstracted, since they are existent in several programming models, e.g. collective
waiting in a barrier.
The proposed analysis approach also enables more metrics to be determined, such as the parallel effi-
ciency and the pure communication time in the individual programming models. The latter is determined
in this work only for computation offloading. A further step could be the enhancement of the analysis
capability, e.g. by a near-critical-path analysis, to estimate the runtime gain through the optimization of
a program region. In general, the proposed graph-based approach also allows a performance prediction,
if corresponding candidates are known beforehand, e.g. from a profile.
Considering the implementation of the trace analysis, CASITA can be tuned primarily in terms of par-
allelization and more efficient data structures to reduce the analysis time and the memory consumption.
Moreover, the input trace could be supplemented with the additional information, instead of being com-
pletely rewritten. Eventually, CASITA is a useful tool to further enrich the Score-P software stack.
In the future, it is to be expected that the already complex parallelism of today’s computing systems
and software will increase. There is a good chance that the heterogeneity grows in order to be able to
solve various special problems more efficiently. Hence, the relevance and usefulness of the presented
performance analysis framework are likely to increase.
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Appendix

Region Calls Time[s] Time on CP CP[%] Blame[s] Blame[%] Blame on CP
------------------------------------------

buildKKRMatrix 8192 2455.257773 619.716602 49.44 2468.267054 50.8300 634.839855
-> 99.36% (2452.413393 s) blame for device idle

5 zgemm_sm35_ldg_nn_32x8x64x8x16 466944 1426.074705 358.702875 28.62 1422.916685 29.3027 358.056730
-> 100.00% (1422.916685 s) blame for host wait

zblock_lu_cuda 8192 493.225056 123.082706 9.82 232.430286 4.7865 60.667441
-> 98.64% (229.269034 s) blame for device idle
-> 1.36% (3.161252 s) blame for MPI collective

10 cuStreamSynchronize 180224 1678.477553 54.807941 4.37 502.490095 10.3480 56.139691
-> 97.86% (491.719654 s) blame for device idle
-> 2.14% (10.770441 s) blame for MPI collective

!$omp for @energyContourIntegration.cpp:3
57 256 109.547484 27.388507 2.18 106.775116 2.1989 27.223993

15 -> 99.34% (106.074481 s) blame for device idle
calculateSingleScattererSolution 8192 188.362740 46.872688 3.74 111.123326 2.2884 24.030177

-> 100.00% (111.123326 s) blame for device idle
lsms_init 4 10.174010 2.929630 0.23 1.560249 0.0321 1.560249

-> 31.25% (0.487642 s) blame for MPI collective
20 -> 68.75% (1.072606 s) blame for MPI late sender

MPI_Send 960 2.792859 0.933992 0.07 2.200557 0.0453 0.738311
-> 100.00% (2.200557 s) blame for device idle

cuMemcpyHtoDAsync_v2 180224 2.801090 0.737798 0.06 1.437335 0.0296 0.388270
-> 98.69% (1.418459 s) blame for device idle

25 -> 1.31% (0.018876 s) blame for MPI collective
recalculateCoreStates 8 1.951704 0.492233 0.04 1.200750 0.0247 0.341057

-> 94.44% (1.134016 s) blame for device idle
-> 5.56% (0.066734 s) blame for MPI collective

------------------------------------------
30 Sum of Top 10 853196 6368.664975 1235.664972 98.58 4850.401453 99.8862 1163.985773

on host: 9 386252 4942.590270 876.962097 69.96 3427.484767 70.5836 805.929043
on device: 1 466944 1426.074705 358.702875 28.62 1422.916685 29.3027 358.056730

Stream summary: 4 MPI rank(s), 4 host stream(s), 4 device(s)
35 Total program runtime : 1253.505795 s

Total waiting time (host) : 1710.790897 s (427.697724 s per rank, 427.697724 s (34.12%) per host stream)
421.636662 s on rank 2 (min)
431.544662 s on rank 0 (max)

40 Pattern summary:
MPI wait patterns : 32.313162 s (8.078290 s per rank; 321 overall occurrences)
Late sender : 1.082156 s (0.270539 s per rank; 101 overall occurrences)
Late receiver : 0.029210 s (0.007303 s per rank; 94 overall occurrences)
Wait in MPI collective : 31.201795 s (7.800449 s per rank; 126 overall occurrences)

45 Offloading
Idle device : 3292.222629 s (66.35% -> 823.055657 s per device)
Compute idle device : 3535.520363 s (71.26% -> 883.880091 s per device)
Early blocking wait : 1456.267500 s (364.066875 s per device, 171943 overall occurrences)
-on compute kernels : 1422.916685 s (355.729171 s per device)

50 Total communication time : 243.297734 s (4.90% of offload time)
-Exclusive communication : 243.297734 s (100.00% of total communication time)
-Blocking communication : 0.000182 s (4 occurrences), exclusive: 0.000182 s
-Consecutive communication : 232.601919 s (188408 occurrences)
No overlap between copy and compute tasks!

55 Kernel startup delay : 0.927433 ms/kernel (448712 occurrences), total delay: 416.150494 s
No overlap between compute tasks!

Listing 2: CASITA summary for GCC-compiled LSMS with 128 atoms on 4 GPUs (single-threaded)
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HPLinpack benchmark input file
Innovative Computing Laboratory, University of Tennessee
HPL.out output file name (if any)
6 device out (6=stdout,7=stderr,file)

5 1 # of problems sizes (N)
__N__ Ns
1 # of NBs
1024 NBs
0 PMAP process mapping (0=Row-,1=Column-major)

10 1 # of process grids (P x Q)
__P__ Ps
__Q__ Qs
16.0 threshold
1 # of panel fact

15 2 PFACTs (0=left, 1=Crout, 2=Right)
1 # of recursive stopping criterium
1 NBMINs (>= 1)
1 # of panels in recursion
4 NDIVs

20 1 # of recursive panel fact.
2 RFACTs (0=left, 1=Crout, 2=Right)
1 # of broadcast
3 BCASTs (0=1rg,1=1rM,2=2rg,3=2rM,4=Lng,5=LnM)
1 # of lookahead depth

25 0 DEPTHs (>=0)
2 SWAP (0=bin-exch,1=long,2=mix)
256 swapping threshold
1 L1 in (0=transposed,1=no-transposed) form
0 U in (0=transposed,1=no-transposed) form

30 1 Equilibration (0=no,1=yes)
8 memory alignment in double (> 0)

Listing 3: HPL.dat template for HPL-CUDA experiments

HPLinpack benchmark input file
Innovative Computing Laboratory, University of Tennessee
HPL.out output file name (if any)
6 device out (6=stdout,7=stderr,file)

5 1 # of problems sizes (N)
__N__ Ns
1 # of NBs
256 NBs
0 PMAP process mapping (0=Row-,1=Column-major)

10 1 # of process grids (P x Q)
__P__ Ps
__Q__ Qs
16.0 threshold
1 # of panel fact

15 0 PFACTs (0=left, 1=Crout, 2=Right)
1 # of recursive stopping criterium
2 NBMINs (>= 1)
1 # of panels in recursion
2 NDIVs

20 1 # of recursive panel fact.
0 RFACTs (0=left, 1=Crout, 2=Right)
1 # of broadcast
0 BCASTs (0=1rg,1=1rM,2=2rg,3=2rM,4=Lng,5=LnM)
1 # of lookahead depth

25 0 DEPTHs (>=0)
2 SWAP (0=bin-exch,1=long,2=mix)
128 swapping threshold
0 L1 in (0=transposed,1=no-transposed) form
0 U in (0=transposed,1=no-transposed) form

30 1 Equilibration (0=no,1=yes)
8 memory alignment in double (> 0)

Listing 4: HPL.dat template for HPL 2.2 experiments
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Abbreviations

API An Application Programming Interface is an interface between software components,
which defines routines, data structures, variables, compiler directives, and environment
variables to abstract from an underlying implementation.

CASITA The Critical path AnalySIs Tool for heterogeneous Applications is a trace analyzer,
which has been developed as part of this thesis. (See Section 6.3.)

CPU The Central Processing Unit is the main processor within a computer. It can control
special purpose processors such as GPUs.

CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture refers to “a general purpose parallel computing
platform and programming model”[NVI18a] developed by NVIDIA for programming of
GPUs. This work refers mostly to CUDA’s offloading API. (See Section 2.3.2)

CUPTI The CUDA Profiling Tools Interface is an interface which enables performance tools to
acquire runtime information from CUDA-related operations on the host (CPU) and CUDA-
capable compute devices (NVIDIA GPUs).

EDG An Event Dependency Graph is a weighted, directed, acyclic graph, where vertices rep-
resent events and edges represent dependencies. (See Definition 3 in Section 5.1.1)

GPGPU General-Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Units refers to the use of graphics
processors for general computations, which have traditionally been executed on CPUs.

GPU A Graphics Processing Unit is a many-core processor that is traditionally optimized for
graphics processing. Modern GPUs are also capable of general purpose computing and can
efficiently process massively data-parallel workloads. (See Section 2.2.1)

HPC High-Performance Computing refers to parallel computing on distributed resources, which
exceeds the capabilities of desktop computers or workstations.

MPI The Message Passing Interface is an API for message passing in parallel applications. It
is the defacto standard for communication between processes in HPC. (See Section 2.3.5)

MPMD Multiple Programs, Multiple Data is a style of parallel programming, where different
programs are executed in parallel on different input data.

OMPT OpenMP Tools is “an interface that helps a first-party tool monitor the execution of an
OpenMP program.”[OMP18] It covers all aspects in the OpenMP specification that are
related to performance analysis.

OpenACC Open Accelerators is a directive-based, portable programming interface for heterogeneous
platforms. It is mainly used to offload massively-parallel workloads to accelerators such as
GPUs. (See Section 2.3.3.)

OpenCL The Open Compute Language is a portable programming interface for heterogeneous
platforms. This work refers mostly to its offloading API. (See Section 2.3.2)

OpenMP Open Multi-Processing is an API for multithreading and the defacto standard for shared-
memory programming in HPC. It includes an offloading API since version 4.0 of its speci-
fication. (See Section 2.3.3)

OTF2 Open Trace Format 2 refers to a file format for logging of event traces. The software
package consists of a library and several tools.

SPMD Single Program, Multiple Data is a common parallelization style, where the same pro-
gram is executed in parallel on different input data. It is usually used in conjunction with
message passing.
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